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ABSTRACT 
Remembering Things: Transformative Objects in Texts About Conflict, 1160-1390 
Elizabeth Bonnette Eliott Lockhart 
 
Relics and the Eucharist, powerful physical links between the divine and the 
human, sit at the heart of narratives about twelfth-century English religious conflicts.  
These conflicts centered around internal strife between Jews and Christians, prior to the 
Jews’ expulsion from England in 1290, and external discord between English Christians 
and Ottoman Muslims in the Third Crusade (1189-1192). Relics and the Eucharist, 
though, do not tell the whole story, especially in literature about conflict such as saints’ 
lives, crusade chronicles, and romances. In Christian cults, battles, and narratives, 
religious objects that are not relics function doubly: they are simultaneously 
“transformative objects,” in bringing about miracles, and “remembering things,” or 
memorative objects, in that they hold memory or identity within themselves for a 
community or group. As devotional materials in local English cults, relic-like objects 
provided models for interaction between humans and the divine. They existed in shrines 
as an expression of faith, as well as an expression of collective identity for a Christian 
community in confrontation with a newly othered Jewish one.  In the Crusades, such 
sacred things took on similar roles in that they physically identified groups of English 
Christians while also defending that identity in battle.  In contrast to earlier studies of 
medieval images in texts, and following on from more recent investigations of the unique 
status of Christian materials, my dissertation considers “sacred” objects that are not relics 
or the consecrated host but can act like them. These objects take the materiality of relics, 
 
and their openness to being narrativized, as a model. Memorative things, which hold 
identity, act as transformative objects in literature about conflict – that is, they transform 
themselves and their narratives in the telling and even have the ability to shape collective 
identities by means of texts. I argue that these objects are unique to literature about 
religious conflict, and that they created a condition of mutuality between written culture 
and the material world – a quality that sometimes proves dangerous. In generically 
diverse medieval works that tell or re-tell narratives of religious conflict, these relic-like 
memorative things are contextualized in ambiguous and unexpected ways.  Such 
transformative objects include: handmade, dedicated wax cult objects, like a wax foot, 
that both heal and memorialize; crusaders’ defiled icons and crosses that subsequently 
become weapons; a Muslim belt and healing balm, each with a Christian past; and 
Eucharist-like miraculous objects, placed in the mouth, that enable the dead to sing.  
Here, I examine the ways in which such Christian memorial objects begin as conduits for 
group identities in a conflict and transform in unanticipated ways through narratives. The 
first half of this project looks at twelfth-century texts that purport to record events in 
conflicts. These are Anglo-Latin miracle books of Saints William and Cuthbert, and 
Norman and Anglo-Latin Third Crusade chronicles.  The second half considers 
fourteenth-century works of fantasy that re-imagine these conflicts, including the 
Charlemagne romance Sir Ferumbras and Geoffrey Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale. My 
investigation of this surprising variety of devotional things – which, I argue, stretch far 
beyond the official categories of “relic” and “Eucharist” – will show that texts about 
religious conflict both define, and are defined by, the materials they represent.  
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1 
Introduction: The Object in Conflict 
 
 
1. Memory and Transformation 
Caesarius of Heisterbach’s thirteenth-century didactic collection of miracles, the 
Dialogus Miraculorum, is alive with objects which participate in everyday miracles; 
however, some of the strongest imagery in the Dialogus is reserved for those objects 
sitting at the center of conflict.1 During “the time of the quarrel between Otto [IV, the 
Holy Roman Emperor] and Philip [Duke of Swabia]” and with the deterioration of the 
Fourth Crusade in its background, Caesarius relates a story of a crucifix placed in defense 
of a church under siege.2 People who had taken refuge in the oratory of St. Goar “set up 
against the enemy a wooden image [imaginem] of the crucified in a certain window, 
hoping that through respect for it they would spare the place.”3 One of the bowmen, 
though, “caring nothing for the cross,” shot an arrow at it, “wounding the sacred image 
[sacram yconam] deep in the arm.”4  The cross begins to bleed profusely “as if from 
human veins,” which frightens Warner de Bonlant, the attacking lord.5 He subsequently 
takes the cross, publicizing his intention to go on crusade. The Lord Abbott of Ottirburg 
hears of the miracle and “enquires into the truth of the story;” a Jew testifies to him that 
                                                
1 Throughout this dissertation, I use the single term “objects” to refer to both objects outside texts 
and those represented in them. I do, however, in reference to textual objects, acknowledge the 
term “image” as it was used in the sense of the Latin “imago” – that is, something which is 
represented – and Middle English “image/ymage” – that is, a figure or imprint rather than the 
thing itself. This usage persisted through to the Reformation in England. MED s.v. 1. a. c. d. 2. a. 
2 “Tempore discordiae inter Ottonem et Philippum”: this designation places the miracle 
approximately CE 1201-8, on the west bank of the Middle Rhine. Dialogus Miraculorum (first 
published Cologne, Bonn, and Brussels: H. Lempertz & Company, 1851; Repr. Ridgewood, NJ: 
The Gregg Press Incorporated, 1966), Vol. II, Distinctio Decima, Cap. XIX. Trans. Dialogus 
Miraculorum (Dialogue on Miracles) (1220-35), trans. H.V.E. Scott and C.C.S. Bland (London: 
Routledge and Sons, 1929), Vol. II, Book 10, 188-9. 
3 “Imaginem crucifixi ligneam hi qui deintus errant contra hostes in quondam posuerunt, 
sperantes quod ob illius venerationem loco parcerent.” 
4 “De cruce non curans… sacram yconam in brachio profunde satis vulneravit.” 
5 “Ad instar venae humanae, sanguis de loco vulneris coepit stillare.” 
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the story is the truth, which impresses the abbott since “he was much more pleased with 
the testimony of an enemy.”6  Not only is the abbott’s (hostile) witness central to the 
text’s truth-claim, but the physical remnant, or imprint, of the event is equally as 
important:  “the shaft is still preserved there, the wound and the marks [stigmata] of 
blood still shown… our abbott testifies that he has seen both.”7 
The story of the bleeding cross exemplifies the multivalence of a sacred object at 
the center of a thirteenth-century religious text about conflict; the chain of authentication 
that accompanies it is an attempt to fix the blood miracle firmly in writing. The cross, 
having been imbued with the memory of the loss of the relic of the True Cross in the 
Second Crusade, has a fate which echoes the general destruction, even defilement, of 
crosses by Turkish armies in the conflicts in the Levant. The enemy here is clearly a 
Christian with no respect for the power of the cross – not a Muslim – rendering his 
actions that much more shocking to a Christian audience. The cross, in protest of its 
wound inflicted by a Christian, bleeds, and in doing so, causes the leader of the attacking 
army to repent; he pledges to defend Christianity in the crusade.8 This is not the end of 
the story, for it must be authenticated by the abbott, who obtains two proofs: a Jew’s 
testimony, whose assumedly unbiased position lends the Christian miracle the ring of 
truth; and the physical marks left by the incident – the arrow’s shaft, still lodged, with the 
wound and stigmata still evident. Not only is the object itself central to the 
                                                
6 “De rei veritate inquisivit…multo amplius delectabatur in testimonio inimici.” 
7 “Adhuc telem ibi reservatur, adhuc vulnus et sanguinis stigmata illic ostenduntur.” 
8 As Carolyn Walker Bynum has observed of host desecrations, “blood was proof that the divine 
was present and that evil had been done to it. It accused the perpetrator and called for the 
community to avenge the desecration and expiate the sin.” Wonderful Blood: Theology and 
Practice in Late Medieval Northern Germany and Beyond (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 184. 
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transformation of the conflict, but it itself is transformed. Likewise, the text itself leans 
on the triple attestation of an abbott’s testimony, a “hostile” witness’s statement of belief, 
and the physical traces of the miracle. The transformative cross, holding the memory of 
the lost True Cross relic within itself and used defensively by one community against a 
set of Christian attackers, passes into the textual record very carefully. Caesarius ensures 
that the miracle is verified triply by: a church authority; an eyewitness with no stake in 
the matter; and, importantly, the miracle’s own physical traces before it is written down. 
The passage involving the translation of transformative object into narrative is clearly a 
complex endeavor, requiring the presentation of a trifecta of proofs, one of which is a 
physical trace. The very danger of the bleeding cross, its potential to transform and to 
transform others, as well as its inherent transience, demands that its miraculous status be 
fixed in the text by the most infallible of witnesses. But as I will show in this dissertation, 
textualization is not only a means of making such labile objects more stable – as a 
process, it often works to destabilize the meaning of Christian objects.  
From the early twelfth century, similar “miracles of metamorphosis” as 
Caesarius’ bleeding cross began to emerge.9 The transformation of sacred objects, as 
recorded in written texts, was a new phenomenon. At the same time, relics began to travel 
from East to West, courtesy of the first Crusades; new, local cults arose in England (often 
from religious conflict within communities, as in the case of the martyrs William of 
Norwich and Hugh of Lincoln) and hagiographers carefully documented their miracles in 
the hope of bringing devotees to the shrine. Written documentation of shrine miracles 
became more important during the twelfth century. The twelfth century in England was a 
                                                
9 Caroline Walker Bynum, Christian Materiality: An Essay on Religion in Late Medieval Europe 
(New York: Zone Books, 2011), 128. 
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period of transition from oral and material proofs to textual ones; at the same time, as 
Brian Stock suggests, “[during] increasing complexity in modes of interpretation, ever 
greater interest was shown in physical symbols... [and] the rehabilitation of physical 
objects,” so hagiographical records increasingly relied on physical manifestations of 
devotion.10  Debates about the place of images in Christianity had always existed – as had 
Christian iconoclasm – but by the twelfth century, images were widely accepted as a part 
of devotion in the church. Western church authorities had established rules of worship 
surrounding images as a response to the schism in the Eastern church at the second 
Council of Nicaea in 787; they defined the doctrines of latria (proper worship due to 
God) and dulia (worship due to the “creature”). As a development of high medieval 
devotion to Mary, even the definition hyperdulia (worship due to creatures such as the 
Blessed Virgin, who have a special relationship with God) emerged.11 But as Margaret 
Aston points out, such terms remained remote from practice, and images sat at the center 
of a dynamic, communicative relationship between devotee and saint.12 All the more 
inevitable, then, were the destabilizing effects of new cults, mobile relics, sacred things 
that change and even shift allegiances: sacred objects became untethered, and they were 
always changing. Christian objects, which are always also memorials, took on new 
resonances in texts. As Amy Remensnyder has observed, “a monument or memorial is… 
inherently unstable and fluid, as is memory itself.”13 As objects, already undergoing 
major changes, become textualized, the potential for metamorphosis increases. The 
                                                
10 The Implications of Literacy (Princeton, NJ:  Princeton University Press, 1983), 511. 
11 Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, eds. trans. Fathers of the English Dominican Province. 
22 vols. (London: Burns, Oates & Washbourne, 1912-36; reprinted in 5 vols., (Westminster, MD: 
Christian Classics, 1981), II.ii.103; III, question 25, article 3. 
12 England’s Iconoclasts. Volume I: Laws Against Images (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 28. 
13 “Legendary Treasure at Conques: Reliquaries and Imaginative Memory,” Speculum 71.4 (Oct. 
1996): 885. 
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greatest fear for devotees is that the images themselves may not even remain Christian. 
Having been invested with supreme powers – among which, centrally, is the power to 
change and be changed – they may change hands and bring to bear all of God’s 
displeasure when they do.14 
This problem of the sacred memorial object, newly transforming in texts about 
conflict, beginning in the mid-twelfth century, is the focus of this dissertation. Previous 
studies of objects in medieval literature have tended to be historical ones focused solely 
on relics or on the Eucharist or literary investigations of medieval objects as frameworks 
for narrative structure.15 More recently, historical studies have focused on the unique 
relationship of Christianity to its materials, arguing that medievals saw all matter as 
living and labile, and that even sacred objects were a “locus of change.”16 A significant 
number of studies have looked at the proliferation of late medieval objects and, 
subsequently, the culture of iconoclasm in the early English Reformation, examining the 
connections between increasing devotion to images and a simultaneous religious 
                                                
14 This was a central fear after the Second Crusade, particularly with the loss of the relic of the 
True Cross. The writer of the Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Ricardi certainly feared 
that Christians had failed as its custodians; other chronicles express the same belief. See 
Itinerarium Peregrinorum et gesta regis Ricardi, auctore, ut videtur, Ricardo canonico Sanctae 
Trinitatis Londoniensi, RS 38, ed. William Stubbs, Chronicles and Memorials of the Reign of 
Richard I, Vol. I (London: Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts and Green, 1864), I: 6; 17. 
15 See, for example: Patrick Geary, Furta Sacra: Thefts of Relics in the Central Middle Ages. 2nd 
ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990); Miri Rubin, Corpus Christi: The Eucharist in 
Late Medieval Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); Barbara Baert, A 
Heritage of Holy Wood: The Legend of the True Cross in Text and Image (Leiden: Brill, 2004); 
Seeta Chaganti, The Medieval Poetics of the Reliquary: Enshrinement, Inscription, Performance 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008). 
16 Bynum, Christian Materiality, 25. “Behind both the enthusiasm for material change and the 
hostility to it lay a keen sense that matter is powerful, hence dangerous, because transformative 
and transformed.” Bynum makes a historical study, incorporating examples from art and 
literature; mine is a specifically literary one. However, the objects I discuss would provide case 
studies for her overall argument, especially where it relates to objects at the center of religious 
conflict. 
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movement to denounce and delimit them.17 (Sarah Stanbury, one example of a scholar 
reading images in late medieval texts, analyzes both Capgrave’s Saint Katherine and her 
passio alongside “contemporary discourses about images as goods.”18) In contrast to 
earlier studies and following more recent investigations that emphasize the vivacity of 
medieval matter, my dissertation considers “sacred” objects of the High Middle Ages that 
are not relics or consecrated hosts, but can act like them. These objects take the 
materiality of relics and the Eucharist as a model. Furthermore, within a narrative 
context, they mimic relics’ openness to being narrativized – that is, these objects employ 
relics’ usefulness as conduits for relationships and for change between a saint and his 
devotee or in defense of a community’s identity. More specifically, the objects I discuss 
in this project are not necessarily explicitly religious; however, in their capacity as 
memorative things, they harbor a Christian past that is often put to new uses (one 
example is the “resurrection balm” wielded by the Saracen knight Ferumbras in certain 
Charlemagne romances). These memorative things which hold identity act as 
transformative objects in literature about conflict. They immediately shape events (or 
bodies), they transform themselves and their narratives in the telling, and they even have 
the ability to shape collective identities in texts. I argue that these memorative and 
transformative objects are central to literature about religious conflict, and that, during 
                                                
17 See, for example: Margaret Aston, England’s Iconoclasts. Volume I: Laws Against Images 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988); Images, Idolatry, and Iconoclasm in Late Medieval England, 
eds. Jeremy Dimmick, James Simpson, and Nicolette Zeeman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2002); Kathleen Kamerick, Popular Piety and Art in the Late Middle Ages: Image Worship and 
Idolatry in England 1350-1500 (New York: Palgrave, 2002); Sarah Stanbury, The Visual Object 
of Desire in Late Medieval England (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008). 
18 “St Katherine and Knighton’s Lollards” in Images, Idolatry, and Iconoclasm in Late Medieval 
England, 135. 
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and after the period I discuss in England, they created a dangerous condition of mutuality 
between literary culture and the material world. 
 
2. “Mutuality” and Communities in Conflict 
What is it about conflict that necessitates memorializing objects, and what is it 
about conflict-centered narratives that enables such objects to transform? I argue that 
memorializing objects locate identity for communities – particularly in texts. In this 
capacity, memorative things play a crucial role in literature about conflict, holding (and 
sometimes defending) identity for a collectivity. As the object itself is not always a stable 
locus of meaning, especially in later medieval texts, such objects and their transformative 
power created anxiety for medieval Christians. Through an analysis of such memorializing 
objects and their transformation(s), I show how this interface between culture and the 
material world presents us with a condition of “mutuality,” or a system of complex 
reciprocity between materials and the texts in which they figure.  
Objects can in these texts and in general be treated as meaningful in textlike ways, 
and inversely texts (such as Caesarius’, above) exhibit a strange dependence on the 
material for authentication of miracles. As much as texts shape materials through 
narrativization, materials may also demand and shape texts. This mutuality implies that 
living culture and socialization, of which text and written word are a part, are not 
essentially as distinct from the material object as modern theories suggest. Not only is a 
differentiation subtly undermined within the text with regard to object and commentary, 
relic and commemoration, but as I will show this blurring becomes an instance for the text 
to work beyond its frame to influence the shaping of collective identities on a larger scale. 
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Texts can reshape collective identities in the context of conflicted political configurations 
through representations of interaction with material phenomena. The objects in the texts I 
discuss are instances of such a reciprocal relationship, and they transform not only the ways 
in which we think about the roles of objects in literary and historical texts, but also the 
ways in which we think about objects in relationship to communities.  If “every object 
transforms something,” then objects functioning in conflict and in texts that remember 
conflict necessarily transform their cultural contexts.19 
Multiple cadences of relic-like objects appear in Thomas of Monmouth’s twelfth-
century Vita et Passione Sancti Willelmi Martyris Norwicensis. An object’s function is to 
interface with culture, in that it can be constitutive (in the mutual sense, that objects both 
transform and are transformed), devotional, memorial, and economical all at once. For 
example, devotional objects in use in the text include handmade wax boots, which are 
dedicated to St. William (a devotional function), formed around injured feet to effect a cure 
(a constitutive function, in a literal and textual sense, as I argue), left on the altar (a 
memorial function), and likely later melted down to make candles (an economical 
function). This multivalence challenges and enables a textual narrative, in that “the 
qualities bundled together in any object will shift in their relative salience, value, utility, 
and relevance across contexts.”20 Therefore, objects which might seem to be relatively 
stable within a cultural narrative, such as the Eucharistic wafer, may travel through varied 
cadences in smaller narratives, in relationship to other narrativized objects, and across time. 
In the St. William example, the wax boots have many functions other than those which 
Jean Baudrillard names as the four “non-essential” qualities of marginal objects, which 
                                                
19 Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects, trans. James Benedict (London: Verso, 1996, 2005), 1. 
20 Webb Keane, “Signs are not the Garb of Meaning: On the Social Analysis of Material Things” 
in Materiality, ed. Daniel Miller (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2005), 188. 
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function as  “witness, memory, nostalgia or escapism.” 21 In their memorial register, 
approved relics facilitate a metaphorical exchange between the past and present; ideally, 
they suggest a uniform recollection and reverence across the catholic church, and are able 
to facilitate an intercession that reflects positively on Christian devotional practices as a 
whole. The healing relic or ex-voto (vowed object) does fulfill “imaginary” or “non-
essential” cultural functions, such as devotional and memorial ones. In the example of the 
wax boots, however, the ex-voto (the boots) also fulfills “essential” ones. In doing so, the 
wax boots challenge not only the binary between the “symbolic” and “technological” 
categories of objects but also between objects and culture itself.   
This concept of mutuality of objects and written culture is particularly useful in the 
context of religious conflict. Christianity falls into that category of religion which seeks to 
ideologically privilege the immaterial over the material, while simultaneously making use 
of the special relationships humans have with the material world. As Caroline Walker 
Bynum has argued, Christianity appears to deny corporeality while simultaneously fully 
embracing it.22 Therefore, in looking at literature that remembers, recalls or reprocesses 
Christian religious conflict, focusing on those objects that seek to reconcile the immaterial 
and material illuminates the texts they inhabit.23  If we accept that relationships are not 
                                                
21 Baudrillard, 77. Baudrillard’s privileging of a semiotic system to describe technology is 
something I am largely avoiding here, given that my analysis rests on such “marginal” rather than 
“technological” objects. Additionally, the objects I discuss defy categorization in many ways, one 
of which is to break down semiotic borders between subject and object. 
22 Christian Materiality, 35. 
23 In materialist critical terms, objects that seek to reconcile the immaterial and material are 
sometimes termed fetishes (though not all associations between the material and immaterial are 
fetishes, and the Freudian fetish is a different concept). I avoid the term here because of its 
modern anthropological associations, and the association with commerce, but many of the objects 
I discuss act similarly to fetishes. Materialist Marxist criticism is well established in Renaissance 
literary studies, though my focus here is not quite aligned with these methods. See, for example, 
Subject and Object in Renaissance Culture (Cambridge Studies in Renaissance Literature and 
Culture 8), eds. Margreta de Grazia, Maureen Quilligan, and Peter Stallybrass (Cambridge, UK 
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limited to humans, but are practiced about and between humans and their environmental 
accoutrements, then object-relations becomes a necessary component of literary analysis, 
especially for medieval texts.  
 
3. Collective Memory and Textualization 
Framing his collection of the new saint William of Norwich’s miracles, Thomas of 
Monmouth imagines a future for his narrative that includes all of England (totius Anglie); 
in Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale, the Prioress draws large distinctions about English devotion 
and tradition by comparing her tale to the “recent” English story of Hugh of Lincoln. In 
each case, the speaker attempts to draw a particular collective memory around the texts, 
thus cohering a specific community identity within them. Collective memory, as I speak of 
it here, consists of the varied forms in which a community is tied to its past.24 Given this 
proposed relationship of mutuality between materials and their narratives, we can think 
more broadly about the relationship of memorializing texts – or texts which seek to 
reprocess or remember religious conflict – to their communities and to collective memory. 
Textualization is a memorial activity and one that takes place in order to shape the identity 
of a collectivity, that is, a loose and large grouping of individuals (as opposed to smaller, 
more closely bound groupings such as social classes, religious communities, families). 
“Collectivities” in the sense that I discuss them here – that is, as they specifically relate to 
these works – are particularly large and loose groupings that the text imagines sharing a 
                                                                                                                                            
and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996) and Stallybrass, “Marx’s Coat” in Border 
Fetishisms: Material Objects in Unstable Spaces (Zones of Religion), ed. Patricia Spyer (New 
York: Routledge, 1998). 
24 The individual remembers by placing himself in the perspective of the group. However, “one 
may also affirm that the memory of the group realizes and manifests itself in individual 
memories,” constituting a reciprocal process. Maurice Halbwachs, La Memoire Collective: On 
Collective Memory, ed. trans. Lewis A. Coser (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 40. 
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specific identity. For example, Thomas of Monmouth’s collection of the miracles of 
William of Norwich attempts to speak for at least three collectivities: the group of monks at 
the cathedral; the larger Christian community in Norwich; and ambitiously, all of 
(Christian) England. The collective remembering of a group involves the “storing up” of 
interpretive work from previous generations and traditions, the group’s institutions and 
cultural contracts, its explicit memorial activities, and the absorption of memory into the 
group’s civic habits (for the purposes of this study, a group’s “civic habits” include 
religion).25  A community that collectively remembers constitutes a sense of its own past as 
a core part of its identity; this identity building takes place through framing a series of pasts 
in the textual or memorializing present. When I speak of “community” in these texts, I refer 
to the smaller group of believers for whom the text is written about or for (in the case of 
William’s miracle book) or an imagined community consisting of different groups (the 
Jews, Christians, and secular authorities in the Prioress’s Tale). I am mainly concerned 
here with the explicit memorial activities of a collectivity, community, or group that is not 
yet structured consciously as such, even though I recognize that these memorial activities 
can shape and be shaped by institutions, traditions and civic or religious habits.26 
Collective remembering and the identity-making process of memory can be an 
“ingathering and making present of… sameness through time,” pushing towards cultural 
exclusivity.27  Maurice Halbwachs outlines different sets of communities that process 
                                                
25 W. James Booth, Communities of Memory: On Witness, Identity and Justice (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 2006), 21. 
26 In such a way, the twelfth-century St. Cuthbert history of Durham, the Libellus de Exordio by 
Symeon of Durham, refers to William I’s eventual respect for the consuetudines et leges of the 
Durham community, demonstrating the “holding” of the past that civic habits and traditions do; 
here a memorial activity (writing history) bolsters the place and value of consuetudines in 
defining a group identity and its boundaries. 
27 Booth, 55. On a larger scale, this tends toward nationalism. 
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memory as collectivities – in terms of family, religions, or social classes –  which are all 
dependent on frameworks of interpreting past events. These frameworks are “the 
instruments used by the collective memory to reconstruct an image of the past which is in 
accord, in each epoch, with the predominant thoughts of the society.”28 The key term here 
is reconstruction, which becomes complicated and obscured when applied to religious 
memory. Religious memory in particular “claims to be fixed once and for all,” adopting a 
posture of immutability within each re-interpretation of the past. Essentially, religious 
memory reproduces the past because certain religions depend on and re-sacralize past 
events (the Eucharist is a perfect example).29 This is particularly true for Christianity, 
Halbwachs argues, because “it imitates the eternity and the immutability of God, to the 
extent that gestures, words, and human thought can do so.”30 Memories must be tied to 
physical objects, to a presence in the world, to a locale or space, or to a monument or 
memorial.31 Given the openness of a material object to being narrativized, the implications 
for shaping a cultural identity through material points of contact in a text – for exploiting 
the special mutual relationship humans have with the material world – can be intensely 
exclusive. Living in a collectivity “is tantamount to the ongoing, temporal interweaving of 
our lives with one another and with the manifold constituents of our environment”.32 
Hence, identity making, a crucial part of culture and something deeply imbedded in the 
                                                
28 La Memoire Collective: On Collective Memory, 40. 
29 In such a way, mythological objects in texts reproduce this movement. Baudrillard posits: 
“[t]he tense of the mythological object is the perfect: it is that which occurs in the present as 
having occurred in a former time, hence that which is founded on itself, that which is 
‘authentic’… [it is] a procedure equivalent, in the register of the imaginary, to the suppression of 
time.” The System of Objects, 79.  
30 La Memoire Collective: On Collective Memory, 91. 
31 La topographie légendaire des évangiles en terre sainte: Étude de mémoire collective (Paris: 
Presses Universitaires de France, 1971), 128. 
32 Tim Ingold, “Making culture and weaving the world” in Matter, Materiality, and Modern 
Culture, ed. Paul Graves-Brown (New York: Routledge, 2000), 69. 
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process of memorialization, is necessarily an engagement with these material “manifold 
constituents of our environment.”  
Certain medieval texts and individuals addressed this question of the memorative/ 
transformative object and the idea of a mutual relationship between cultural record and 
material thing. Anecdotes related by the cleric Guibert de Nogent in his early twelfth-
century treatise on relics, De Pignoribus Sanctorum, indicate that the problem of the 
material, textual and memorial manifested itself in anxiety, particularly over the ability of 
devotion to shape identities. Guibert’s treatise on relics may be viewed as a push towards 
replicating and “making present” the sameness (or cultural exclusivity) of the memorial 
process previously noted. His concern stretches across the universal church; the hybridity 
of devotional acts and the potential for creating alternate histories around material 
remainders most concerns him. The “openness of things” previously discussed presents 
Guibert with his problem of narrative multiplicity. When speaking about bodily remainders 
whose sacred identity is unclear, he explains that because no letters of testimony were 
found with St. Firminus’s body at Amiens when it was translated by his predecessor, the 
Bishop of Amiens, the bishop engraved a small metal plate properly identifying the body to 
place near it. Soon afterward, however, when moving their relics, monks at St. Denis 
discovered a small roll of paper in the nose of a skeleton upon which was written the claim 
that this was the body of St. Firminus, rather than the authorized remains at Amiens. 
Guibert asks, “will not the inscription placed on that metal plate by the bishop be judged 
legally null and void? Does their claim become valid merely by being written down? 
Surely those from Saint-Denis would object, and they at least have [older] writings on their 
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side.”33  In this problematic instance, a higher church authority attempts to confirm 
remnants as a sacred memorial at the location associated with the patron, Amiens, while a 
group of lower churchmen’s testimony pairs with a supposedly older, written identification 
of another body found in a different location. The conflict is not only between two 
communities of monks – each attempting to preserve a sacred body within a memorializing 
narrative – but also between the acts of discovery of an artifact and its preservation in 
writing.  
 The properties of Christian objects, especially those that move beyond memorial 
stasis to an active role in forging community identity in a time of conflict (in other words, 
those that both remember and transform) challenge this ratio of discovery and preservation. 
As much as the Christian narrative shapes the object, the object itself necessitates the 
narrative, possessing an agency prior to description. To resolve Guibert’s problem of 
materials acting outside of, or in contrast to, their narrative contexts, other clerics actually 
suggested a perspective bordering on material and cultural mutuality. In the following 
century, by way of modification to Guibert’s admonitions, Thomas Aquinas uses 
Augustine’s formulation of memory objects to bolster his argument about honoring saints’ 
relics. In doing so, he emphasizes the affective pull of relics to justify the practice of 
honoring traces of saints:  
As Augustine says, (De Civ. Dei II, i, 13): “If a father's 
coat or ring, or anything else of that kind, is so much more 
cherished by his children, as love for one's parents is 
greater, in no way are the bodies themselves to be despised, 
which are much more intimately and closely united to us 
than any garment; for they belong to man's very nature.” It 
                                                
33 Guibert de Nogent,  De Pignoribus Sanctorum (Treatise on Relics), ed. Migne, PL 156: col. 
625. My trans. “Quidquid in plumbea a Domino episcopo scriptum est lamina nonne jure 
cassabitur, cui in conscriptione illa nil prorsus testificatur?  Et certe Dionysienses illi 
quomodocumque vel mutiunt, qui saltem litterulis utcunque subnixi sunt.” 
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is clear from this that he who has a certain affection for 
anyone, venerates whatever of his is left after his death, not 
only his body and the parts thereof, but even external 
things, such as his clothes, and such like.34    
 
Here, Aquinas argues for the value of contact relics to affective devotion; despite their 
sometimes unstable nature, he recognizes the agency that such materials have in 
relationship with humans and their memorial processes. As necessary as materials are to 
devotion, texts are necessary to the work of materials – but reciprocally, materials are 
crucial to the work of texts.  
The concept of mutuality, a reciprocity between materials and cultural memory 
similar to that suggested by Aquinas, helps resolve the contentious relationship of sacred 
objects to their associated narratives: living things and living culture maintain a mutual 
relationship with materials. In Guibert’s example of the two found bodies, the interface 
between religious communities and their associated texts (culture), and the two bodies 
(material) is of central importance. St. Firminus’s assumed bodily remainder is tied through 
the bishop’s text to the history of the Amiens religious community’s physical space – in 
which “he” rests. This example demonstrates the bishop’s, and Guibert’s, urgency in 
securing textless objects (here, a body) in space. So in this example, 
the ‘material’ is not necessarily on the receiving end of 
plastic power, a tabula rasa on which signification is 
conferred by humans: Not only are humans as material as 
the material they mold, but humans themselves are molded, 
                                                
34 Summa Theologica, trans. Fathers of the English Dominican Province, 22 vols. (London: 
Burns, Oates & Washbourne, 1912-36; reprinted in 5 vols., Westminster, MD: Christian Classics, 
1981) III.25.6. “Sicut Augustinus dicit, in libro de Civ. Dei, ‘si paterna vestis et anulus, ac si quid 
huiusmodi est, tanto carius est posteris quanto erga parentes est maior affectus, nullo modo ipsa 
spernenda sunt corpora, quae utique multo familiarius atque coniunctius quam quaelibet 
indumenta gestamus, haec enim ad ipsam naturam hominis pertinent.’ Ex quo patet quod qui 
habet affectum ad aliquem, etiam ipsa quae de ipso post mortem relinquuntur veneratur, non 
solum corpus aut partes corporis eius, sed etiam aliqua exteriora, puta vestes et similia.” 
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through their sensuousness, by the ‘dead’ matter with 
which they are surrounded.35 
 
Essentially, cultural memory is one process by which humans relate to the matter around 
them, and texts that “remember” must take into account this crucial functional 
relationship. Humans are themselves matter; matter can be transformed, and humans are 
in and of the material they attempt to delimit. (The development of looking at matter as 
“dead” here, though, is probably a post-medieval one; Bynum has noted that “the basic 
way of describing matter [in philosophy of the Middle Ages]… was to see it as organic, 
fertile, and in some sense alive.”36) Language is, however, necessary to socialize 
materials. Daniel Miller has cautioned that “[w]hereas language should not be the 
privileged theoretical model for a semiotics of material things [as in Baudrillard], 
discursive practices do play a crucial role in ideological consolidation… in rendering 
objects legible, full of stabilized ‘meaning’.”37  In essence, discursive practices are a 
necessary component of the socialization of materials, helping us “read” objects. Despite 
this, the objects I discuss here – especially the ambiguous objects of the Charlemagne 
romances, and the problematic Rood of Boxley, which I discuss in my conclusions – are 
surprisingly unstable, reflecting the anxieties surrounding objects at the center of conflict. 
Textualization, while crucial to the memorial process, has the potential to express 
Christian anxieties and further destabilize the perception of Christian objects. In the case 
of Caesarius’ bleeding cross, his text represents the wounded image; however, he relies 
not only on oral witnessing and church authority, but also on extratextual material traces 
to verify the existence of such a miracle and bind it to the text. In the fourteenth century, 
                                                
35 Peter Pels, “The Spirit of Matter” in Border Fetishisms, 101. 
36 Christian Materiality, 30. 
37 Keane, 199. 
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literary images such as Chaucer’s “greyn” would challenge and destabilize repetitive 
devotion, as I argue in my final chapter. As much as the image needs the text, the text 
needs the image and its materiality. 
 
4. Structure of the Argument 
I approach this problem of the memorative/transformative object in the twelfth 
century in England by arguing that these issues of collective remembering and 
textualization converge around cult objects and their documentation, especially in 
communities in conflict or in transition (like Norwich and Durham). Chapter one shows 
how wax objects in twelfth-century sacred narratives about threat and conflict are both 
active (“transformative”) and memorial (“remembering”). Because of wax’s special 
economic, devotional and metaphorical status in twelfth-century England, it is uniquely 
transformative in saints’ lives and miracle books. I contrast the varied uses of wax objects 
in two sets of saints’ narratives of the twelfth century:  Saint Cuthbert, a long-established 
English saint, and the new boy martyr Saint William of Norwich. Wax objects in the 
Cuthbert books forge a needed link with the saint’s Anglo-Saxon cultic identity after a 
twelfth century reinvention: along with a new Norman cathedral, Benedictines replaced 
the previous community of monks.  Wax, malleable and thoroughly interactive, provides 
a strong material connection to Cuthbert’s flexible, incorrupt body and, as candles and 
gifts of wax, communicate the memory of his miracles to expand his cult. William’s book 
is an account of the unsolved murder of a Christian boy that was blamed on the Jewish 
community.  Its wax objects viscerally represent specific bodily wholeness and in many 
cases are also the instruments of that healing, as in the case of a man who offers a wax 
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foot at the tomb in exchange for the relief of intense foot pain. They also re-present a new 
narrative wholeness consonant with the hagiographer’s project, shaping the desired 
narrative of Norwich’s acutely English history.   
Building on the idea that unexpected devotional objects shape conflicts as much 
as they shape narratives, my second chapter argues that defiled crosses in two late 
twelfth-century Third Crusade chronicles, Ambroise’s Estoire de la Guerre Sainte and 
the Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Ricardi, model the narratives’ larger 
interpretations of the conflict. In English Third Crusade chronicles, political and social 
disorder becomes an occasion for careful reading of objects and events.  This chapter 
takes as its root two parallel episodes in the chronicles which depict the Turks’ 
defilement of Christian objects at the siege of Acre and then during the crusaders’ 
recovery of the city.  The Itinerarium places emphasis on affective images of the saints in 
icons and pictures representing the mysteries of the Christian religion, especially when 
such sacred things are physically flogged by the Christians’ enemies. The Estoire sees 
plain wood or metal crosses defiled, one of the few places in the narrative where valuable 
things play a symbolic role rather than one of exchange or protection. Through examining 
these damaged, transformed objects placed at the center of a remembered and re-
interpreted religious conflict, I show how a narrative of defilement, powerful in that it 
inspires a defense of Christian identity (like host desecration, a contemporary concern) 
exposes a chronicle’s attempted interpretation of that conflict. 
The latter half of this project looks back to the cult objects and Jewish-Christian 
conflicts of the twelfth century, like those explored in chapter one, as well as the 
transformations wrought by the Second and Third Crusades. My third chapter shifts to 
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examine powerful, relic-like objects in three related English romances of the fourteenth 
century. These romances re-stage the Christian-Muslim conflict of the Crusades in the 
time of Charlemagne.  Here, I explore the problem of an inherent power (or “vertue”) in 
nominally sacred objects like Christian relics and “Saracen” (Muslim) idols.  These 
official sacred objects are challenged by non-official magical healing objects which 
appear in the hands of the Saracens. By the close of the fourteenth century and the advent 
of the fifteenth, the Crusades had disintegrated into trade wars and a major defeat for the 
Europeans. Thus the contested and ambiguous things in these romances correspond less 
with actual Ottoman Muslim-Christian conflict in the fourteenth-century crusades and 
more with the instabilities of English Christian identity itself. These instabilities had 
come about as a response to contemporary internal struggles with heretics and with Jews 
and England’s tardy entrance into and hasty exit from the project of the Crusades. Such 
anxieties are articulated in scenes exploring interactions with devotional materials such as 
Saracen gods and Crucifixion relics and, more emphatically, with ambiguously powerful 
single romance objects like the Sowdane of Babylone’s magical belt and the Saracen 
knight Ferumbras’ “crucifixion” balm, which supposedly anointed Christ. 
Having examined the loosening of religious objects from their direct historical 
context and devotional use, I turn to a newer type of transformative object of the 
fourteenth century which mimics the Eucharist.  The consecrated host was often the site 
of religious conflict, whether real or imagined, in late medieval England.  In my final 
chapter, I demonstrate how Geoffrey Chaucer uses a Eucharist-like transformative object 
in a familiar twelfth-century narrative of ritual murder (in which the murder of a child is 
blamed on the Jewish community) to obliquely critique the practice of repetitive 
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devotion.  I contrast the four central transformative objects, lily, pebble, “greyn,” and 
gem, of Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale and its object-centered analogues. The “greyn” in the 
Prioress’s Tale acts like a miraculous Host, generating performance after performance of 
a hymn from the murdered boy’s liminal body; in this sense it mimics the Eucharist 
because of its relationship to repetition.  In contrast, the pebble of the “De cantu Alma 
redemptoris mater” is not a relic, nor a dedicated object, as with Saint William’s wax 
things.  Nor does it hold the soul of the boy, as Chaucer’s “greyn” does. The boy is 
resurrected; the pebble’s value is as a memorial to a non-vengeful and ultimately 
recuperative Marian miracle. The “De cantu” is less of a story of a ritual martyrdom than 
either the Norwich miracle book, which makes a case for sainthood out of a murder, or 
the Prioress’s Tale, which emphasizes the boy’s role as a martyr. While previous 
transformative objects helped shape conflicts and texts, here fourteenth-century authors 
use such objects in abstract conflicts – between Jews and Christians, a conflict which had 
supposedly been “resolved” in the expulsion of the Jews from England in 1290 – to 
directly shape ideas about Christian identity. With this final chapter, I return to the 
problem faced by Norwich in the twelfth century: does religious conflict in a community 
necessitate excision or incorporation? 
 
5. Past Scholarly Approaches: The Context 
Medieval texts about religious conflict foster moments of heightened symbolic 
intensity. As I argue throughout this dissertation, the religious conflicts of the twelfth 
century produced a type of literary object that both memorializes and transforms. These 
literary objects differ from relics, for they are not officially to be worshipped, nor are 
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they necessarily sanctioned by any religious authority. On the contrary, they aspire to a 
type of supra-materiality that inheres in relics – that is, that relics are both wholly 
material and wholly transcendent, and that the changes such objects undergo or effect 
depend on their materiality. These literary memorative/transformative objects appear 
during periods of stress or pressure in texts about religious conflict, cohering identity and 
shaping collectivities in texts.  
I concur with Bynum in hesitating to place medieval objects – especially “sacred” 
ones – into a general category of literary objects or “things.” She writes that modern 
literary theories “are right to attribute agency to [medieval] objects, but it is an agency 
that is, in the final analysis, both too metaphorical and too literal.”38 That is, theorizing 
about things that “speak” or “act” means things only become transformative the closer 
they model humans, when in medieval texts – especially Christian ones – objects literally 
come alive. This project is not a historical argument, although I read what modern 
scholars would categorize as “historical” texts; neither do I make inroads into art history, 
since I limit my discussion here to objects as they appear in texts.39 The textualized object 
was particularly important during the latter half of the twelfth century in England, which 
was a time of documentation of new local cults and of historical writing. But objects 
continued to do things in works of fantasy in the fourteenth century and beyond, and the 
problems that memorative/transformative objects presented proliferated. 
 I have selected these texts with an eye to the development from hagiography and 
chronicle to romance and Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, meaning to show that these 
sacred, memorative things, functioning as transformative objects, surface in many types 
                                                
38 Christian Materiality, 281.  
39 See Michael Camille’s seminal study of the medieval image, The Gothic Idol: Ideology and 
Image-making in Medieval Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989). 
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of texts about conflict over a long period of time in the Middle Ages. I also demonstrate 
the special relationship of such multivalent objects to literature: whether or not they exist 
outside the text, writers use such objects’ materiality to advance arguments. For example: 
in William of Norwich’s miracle book, wax objects model the project of the saint’s 
hagiographer in re-shaping his damaged Christian community; in chronicles of the Third 
Crusade, episodes in which crosses are defiled play out, in miniature, the hoped-for 
conclusion to the conflict. The second half of this project goes further: what emerges 
from the fantastic objects in fourteenth-century Charlemagne romances, and in Chaucer’s 
Prioress’s Tale and its analogues, is a situation of “enjoyable anachronism.” That is to 
say, the very detachment from reality, and detachability, of fantasy objects like 
Ferumbras’ healing balm and the “greyn” on the clergeon’s tongue enable a playful 
engagement with such objects’ pasts within the fictional worlds of the texts. This 
engagement often comes at the expense of the texts’ imaginary “others,” Muslims and 
Jews, whose characterizations are similarly anachronistic and even dangerous.   
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Chapter 1 
 
Wax and Memory in Saint Cuthbert Texts 
and the Vita et Passione Sancti Willelmi Martyris Norwicensis 
 
1. Transformative Wax 
In Book VI of The Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, Thomas of 
Monmouth writes that a woman named Matilda suffers discharge from nine openings in 
her breast. After physicians fail to cure her,  she “took a large piece of wax, vowed it to 
St. William, and applied it to her breast” (assumens itaque portionem cere non modicam, 
eam sancto Willelmo vovit, ex qua et male habentem circumdedit mamillam).1  
Subsequently, she travels to the tomb to pay her vow: “she came, prayed, gave thanks, 
offered the wax, bared her breast and applied it to the tomb…” (quo illa adveniens 
oratione fusa gratias egit, ceram optulit, mamillamque extrahens nudam ea intentione 
applicuit sepulchro…).2  Two types of healing substances are in play here: the 
consecrated wax, which stops the woman’s effluvia and becomes her iconic ex-voto (an 
object made in the fulfillment of a vow) and the contact relic of the tomb, which is used 
here in a similar way to earlier miracles involving the scraping and drinking of tomb dust. 
The malleable substance of dedicated wax represents the part that requires healing, as a 
candle given in fulfillment of a vow, or as a substance softened and formed directly on a 
body part to facilitate healing the process. The wax is presented in its new form as a 
memorial to the healing, or as an ex-voto, as above. The fluid character of wax 
contributes not only to the ex-voto’s literal use as fulfillment of a vow, but also to its 
                                                
1 Vita et Passione Sancti Willelmi Martyris Norwicensis [hereafter The Life and Miracles of St. 
William of Norwich], eds. trans. Augustus Jessopp and M. R. James (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1896), 253.  
2 Ibid., 254. 
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usefulness as an active healing object (able to be pressed in and around injuries, post-
dedication). The miracle represents the complex exchange between believers and their 
cult through this substance, which, in its interactive form, elides the immaterial and 
material and transgresses the boundary between devotee and dedicated object. More 
crucially, the text often places the argumentative work of its project – particularly an 
emphasis on St. William as liberator and healer of a fissured community – in miniature 
accounts of healing miracles. As I will show, because of wax’s special economic, 
devotional and metaphorical status in the twelfth century, it has uniquely transformative 
potential in hagiographical texts. Further, because these hagiographical narratives, such 
as William’s, were often used in liturgical practice, the wax objects outside and inside of 
them – as well as the texts themselves – helped shape their devotional communities. 
Why wax?  The substance has long been the preferred metaphorical element for 
impressions made in the mind. Aristotle, whose writings shaped thought on memory in 
the Middle Ages, proposed that no human being was capable of thinking abstractly 
without some sort of signifying image, and used the metaphor of the senses as “wax” 
taking the shape of a memory-image’s “seal” as with a signet-ring. Even before the 
Aristotelian revival, thinkers such as Hugh of St. Victor were accustomed to use the seal-
in-wax metaphor; he spoke of exemplary deeds impressed onto the mind as if shaping 
morality through imprinting memories.3  In English liturgy, also, the fluid properties of 
beeswax were put to use in sacramental rites such as baptism, during which the priest 
dropped heated wax into holy water so that it formed the shape of a cross (according to 
                                                
3 Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992), 71. 
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the Use of Sarum).4  Wax appears frequently in narratives about saints’ cults and takes 
many forms, from candles to representative objects like body parts.5  Most of these 
objects, created by devotees, are dedicated to the saint as an “ex-voto”: literally, a 
representation of a vow.6  Wax is a unique substance in devotional practice because it is 
both interactive (with humans) and metaphorical (related to memory). The uses of 
malleable wax, which performs multiple functions in texts, point to a complex 
interactivity of the twelfth-century hagiographical text’s immaterial aims to its material 
objects. Not only this: the substance itself is thoroughly interactive, allowing the text to 
explore relationships between its community of believers and the material spaces and 
objects they inhabit and handle. Unlike “official” relics, wax, invested with a vow from a 
devotee, becomes a fully accessible metaphorical and physical conduit for the power of 
the saint.  
In this chapter, I contrast the varied uses of wax objects in two sets of 
hagiographical narratives of the twelfth century in order to show how things made from 
wax, a substance with metaphorical and economic value, work in narratives to both shape 
                                                
4 The Use of Sarum dominated English use until the Reformation. Martin R. Dudley, 
“Sacramental Liturgies in the Middle Ages” in The Liturgy of the Medieval Church, eds. Thomas 
Heffernan and Ann Matter (Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval Institute Publications, 2001), 223-4. 
Nicolette Zeeman also notes that “wax was a recognized component in many artefacts, employed 
not only for wax tablets, but also for moulding, stopping, sticking, filling, and supporting; it was 
used in enamels, glasswork, metalwork, and sculpture.” “The Idol of the Text” in Images, 
Idolatry, and Iconoclasm in Late Medieval England, eds. Jeremy Dimmick, James Simpson, and 
Nicolette Zeeman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 51. 
5 Wax also appears in mystical texts as a representation of the relation of the imago dei to the 
soul. Additionally, Gregory of Nyssa uses the Aristotelian metaphor when he writes, “[t]he 
measure of what is accessible to you is in you . . . . God has imprinted upon your constitution 
replicas of the good things in his own nature, as though stamping wax with the shape of a 
design.” Gregory of Nyssa, Homilies on the Beatitudes, eds. trans. Hubertus R. Drobner and 
Albert Viciano (Boston: Brill, 2000), 70. 
6 It is important to note that the term “ex-voto,” which I use here in reference to cult objects made 
under the “do ut des” principle (the literal meaning of ex-voto being, of course, “from a vow”) 
does not appear in the hagiographical texts. I use it here as a way to speak about the various 
objects of devotion found in them. 
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and reflect the larger aims of the text. The first belongs to the long-established cult of St. 
Cuthbert at Durham, whose new monastic community was reshaping a textual tradition to 
invigorate the cult in the late twelfth century; this re-invigoration was meant to spread the 
cult far and wide. The second belongs to the fledgling cult of the boy-saint William at 
Norwich, whose hagiographer, Thomas of Monmouth, makes clear that his project is 
attempting a justification for a saint for all England. The narratives involving wax objects 
in the Cuthbert texts demonstrate aspects of Cuthbert’s cult that his new Benedictine 
hagiographers most wanted to emphasize in order to demonstrate continuity with the 
saint’s earlier cultic identity. These include a strong material connection with the fact of 
Cuthbert’s incorrupt body, miracles that forge continuity with an earlier Cuthbert textual 
tradition (Bede’s and Anonymous’ lives), and an emphasis on the ability of wax objects 
to communicate the memory of miracles. William’s Life and Miracles sees a much more 
interactive use of wax at the shrine, as in the above miracle, and the language in wax-
centered narratives is most frequently about granting freedom, wholeness, and devotional 
structure – ultimately, cohesiveness – to devotees. The two cults whose texts I examine 
are very different – Cuthbert’s is an older, established cult with a long literary history and 
a wide reach, while William’s seems to have been geographically and temporally more 
restricted, with its founding event a murder/martyrdom in 1144. Each cult’s miracle 
accounts invest wax with special narrative powers, making it valuable not only as a 
devotional substance, but also as a metaphorical one. Wax in these miracle accounts 
advances well beyond the making of candles and representative ex-votos: it becomes 
transformative of the devotees’ bodies, the larger community, and the narrative. 
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2. Wax and Continuity in Two Miracle Books of St. Cuthbert 
The interactivity of cult objects is central to Saint Cuthbert’s community of 
devotees, which is geographically wide-ranging: devotees far and wide expect and 
anticipate the ability of “the terrible justice of blessed Cuthbert” (terribilis... judicii... 
Beatus Cuthbertus) to shape their communities. Miracle 57 in Reginald of Durham’s 
Libellus de Admirandis Beati Cuthberti Virtutibus, the late twelfth-century collection of 
Cuthbert miracles written at Durham, concerns itself with particular legal procedures in 
the Norham community, showing Cuthbert’s relatively far-flung influence.7  The account 
of the miracle is peppered with legal language such as jusjurandum (oath), coram (in the 
presence of, on behalf of – a term used throughout the text to give official weight to 
miracles) and pejeravisse (to have sworn false oaths). A trial by combat, which replaced 
trial by ordeal during the twelfth century, sees its preliminary oath made on a cross 
fashioned out of the table upon which Cuthbert ate. The text notes that the entire 
neighborhood swears on this table-cross (crux ista de mensa Sancti Cuthberti) when 
required to give an oath. One particular man who perjures the cross has his eye pierced 
out by a lance in the combat (demonstrating the aforementioned “terrible justice of 
blessed Cuthbert”). Through this dreadful miracle or horrendo miraculo, the text notes 
that the community was educated quite well in the power of the saint. Here, the text leans 
on and duplicates the guarantee of truth that the memorial object provides in its legal 
function: the table-cross is the ultimate witness, prior to the swearing of oaths on the 
Bible as was to become common in the next century, as Brian Stock has noted.8  Not only 
                                                
7 Libellus de admirandis Beati Cuthberti virtutibus [hereafter Libellus de admirandis], ed. J. 
Raine, Surtees Society 1 (London: J.B. Nichols and Son, 1835), 115. All translations from the 
Libellus are my own. 
8 The Implications of Literacy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983), 511. 
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does such a memorial object associated with Cuthbert have a legal function well-
established in a community of devotees far beyond Durham, but the presence of the story 
itself argues for a certain interaction with faraway community members.9 Such a 
“vengeance” miracle is relatively rare by the close of Reginald’s collection, but the 
complex relationship between memorial cult objects and their ability to shape both 
Cuthbert’s community of devotees and the textual record remains. Here, I explore the 
ways in which this relationship between such cult objects and their communities is 
articulated in and by particular miracles associated with Saint Cuthbert. I will discuss 
episodes from the twelfth-century texts of the cult of St. Cuthbert in Durham, in 
particular Reginald’s Libellus de Admirandis and the anonymous Miracles of St. Cuthbert 
at Farne. I focus on those miracles centering around wax in order to show how their 
metaphorical relationship to community memory is forged through this substance. 
In the context of a Durham community which was, in the twelfth century, re-
shaping Cuthbert’s history as an assertion of its continued power in post-Conquest 
Northumbria, a look at the Libellus’ and Farne miracles and their associated cult 
materials demonstrates, on a smaller scale, community rebuilding and continued 
negotiation with the political effects of the Conquest. Twelfth-century Durham was 
undergoing a period of transition and re-establishment of identities, in both religious and 
political life. The Benedictine monastery at Durham had been founded in 1086 to re-seat 
monastic power in the region; William I had a long history of usurping forays to secure 
control of Northumbria, and his unsteady relationship with the church can be seen, for 
                                                
9 Like other miracles in the Libellus that make reference to an eyewitness, the text notes that a 
certain priest, Suanus, “saw and told us this.” 
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example, in Symeon’s History of the Church of Durham.10  Reginald’s Libellus de 
Admirandis records, in part, the flurry of cult activity inspired by the 1104 translation of 
Cuthbert’s body, which becomes a seminal event in the re-establishment of the cult at 
Durham as well as in its literature. Certain miracles in these texts demand an engagement 
with the very function of memory itself, whether as mira (visual spectacles provoking 
spiritual change, according to Aquinas) or signa (an image providing proof, a seal, a 
signal). Relics and other cult materials function, in part, as memory objects, markers of 
desire both for restoring the forgotten and for indicating the incompleteness of memory. 
They also participate in what Miri Rubin calls the “living process” of memorialization in 
cult building, as physical points of exchange between the past and present. Sally 
Crumplin suggests that the text of Reginald’s miracle book provides a conscious move 
towards a more universal hagiographical typology because Durham had become a more 
stable community in the late twelfth century. In particular, she proposes that “the 
Libellus’ predominance of cures, and punishment miracles entirely of a gentle strain, 
indicates again that Reginald was developing Cuthbert’s image in line with the 
uniformity emerging in other western cults.”11   My analysis adds to her conclusion by 
arguing that readings of Cuthbert’s cult objects in these texts add complexity to our 
general comprehension of the larger cultic community at Durham and beyond.  
 
 
 
                                                
10 Symeon of Durham, Libellus de exordio procursu istius, hoc est Dunhelmensis, ecclesie, ed. 
trans. D. Rollason (Oxford: Clarendon, 2000). 
11 Sally Crumplin, “Rewriting History in the Cult of St Cuthbert from the Ninth to the Twelfth 
Centuries” (Ph.D. diss., University of St. Andrews, 2004), 211. 
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2.1. Cuthbert’s Body 
Because a miracle book itself can be both a physical memorial and a witness, 
certain hagiographical texts, like Cuthbert’s, may also be thought of as pignora.12 
Pignora literally means “contracts,” and in the early twelfth century refers to relics 
invested with political power. Pignora, in their political dimension, act as “contracts” 
with their audiences and constituencies, becoming physical markers of a bond between a 
saint and his community. Cuthbert’s body, like his miracle book, acts as a pignus in 
Reginald’s Libellus. The saint’s second translation, which was staged in 1104 as a large 
community event, is described in painstaking detail in Reginald’s book, occupying four 
central chapters. The physical aspects of the saint’s incorrupt body, particularly his 
flexible limbs, are tested and affirmed in the presence of a select group of monks and 
then with the larger community.13  Unlike hundreds of cults whose patrons’ bodies 
traveled postmortem, his cult, as far as we know from the extant records, experienced 
little to no conflict over the identification of his body. In fact, Cuthbert’s body authorizes 
and generates new miracles thanks to its certified flexible nature. For Reginald, who 
wrote the twelfth-century account of the miracles at Durham and of those farther afield, 
the flexibility of Cuthbert’s body is what makes him a particularly powerful saint with 
wide-reaching powers. The pattern of Cuthbert’s miracles as being especially wide in a 
geographical sense and the metaphors used in the text of the saint’s miracles are based on 
                                                
12 In fact, St. Cuthbert “was also careful of the fate of books associated with him, Gospel books, 
psalters, or copies of his Life, which he kept preserved from both fire and water.” Benedicta 
Ward, Miracles and the Medieval Mind (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1982, 1987), 63. His Gospel 
book was venerated as a relic in its own right. See Libellus de admirandis Chapter XCI (107-201) 
for an example in which this book-relic was hung around the neck of visiting dignitaries. 
13 Libellus de admirandis Chapters XL, XLI, XLII, and XLIII recount the 1104 translation. An 
English translation of these chapters is available in C.F. Battiscombe, ed., The Relics of St. 
Cuthbert (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1956), 107-12. 
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his body. In his account of the 1104 translation, Reginald describes the excavated body’s 
limbs as “firm, pliable, and unimpaired as befits a perfect man; their sinews are flexible, 
their veins full of moisture and pliable, their flesh agreeably soft; and they show the 
qualities of a man alive in the flesh, not those of a dead corpse” (flexuosa, et integra, 
qualia virum perfecta decent; nervis sinnuosa, venis roriferis plicibilia, carnis mollitie 
suavia, qualia potius, viventem in carne, quam defunctum in corpore, exhibent).14  In the 
text of a late miracle from the twelfth-century collection of the miracles at Farne, 
Cuthbert’s ability to perform widely-scattered miracles is extrapolated from the universal 
powers of God, who “is everywhere” (ubique).15  In this case, the miracle in question 
occurred in Flanders, in the village of Aardenburg – the most distant site of all Cuthbert’s 
recorded miracles, and one whose distance bolsters the new authority and subsequent 
growth of the cult at Durham. Of Cuthbert, the text of this Aardenburg miracle explains 
that “although he gave the deposit of his holy body to the men of Durham for their 
protection, yet he stretches forth the long arms of his power to distant bounds of the 
earth” (licet sui corporis depositum Dunelmensibus ad eorum tuicionem contulit, ad 
ulteriores tamen terrarum terminos longas virtutis manus extendit).16  Cuthbert’s body at 
Durham, flexible enough for Reginald to argue that the saint’s veins were still viable, and 
with enough lifelike qualities for one of his monks to pare his fingernails and hair, 
                                                
14 Libellus de admirandis, 86. Wax is also the critical substance that encloses Cuthbert’s body 
with all of his sacred cloths and relics, described at the 1104 translation: “Cui adhuc pannus 
tertius, totus undique cerâ infuses, præminebat, qui thecam interiorem sancti corporis una cum 
omnibus sacris reliquiis exterius circumdederat” (Visible over this was yet a third cloth, curiously 
impregnated with wax, which surrounded and enclosed the coffin of the holy body within as well 
as all the sacred relics.) Libellus de admirandis, 89; The Relics of Saint Cuthbert, 111. 
15 “De mirabilibus Dei modernis temporibus in Farne insula declaratis (The Miracles of St 
Cuthbert at Farne” [hereafter “The Miracles of St Cuthbert at Farne”], Edmund Craster, ed., 
Analecta Bollandiana 70 (1952): 18; trans. Edmund Craster, “The Miracles of Farne,” 
Archaeologia Aeliana 4th series, 29 (1951): 105. 
16 “The Miracles of St Cuthbert at Farne,” 18; “The Miracles of Farne,” 105. 
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viscerally guarantees the continued growth of the cult and its community. Those objects 
which mimic that most powerful and unique quality of his incorruption – the flexibility of 
his body, and the resistance of a vulnerable material, flesh, to consumption – assist both 
metaphorically and literally in the texts’ narratives of defense and of healing.17 
Principally, these materials are wax, or tallow, and cloth. Cuthbert’s “long arms,” in the 
Aardenburg miracle, have reached out to prevent a fire from utterly burning the town by 
means of a miracle involving thread, which is subsequently transformed into a candle for 
Cuthbert’s Farne shrine. The flexibility of the saint’s body, a pignus for his community of 
believers, literally expands his community by healing it. In turn, the grateful new 
devotees of Aardenburg respond with a gift in kind: a practical candle, made of malleable 
wax.  
Cuthbert’s miraculous power, guaranteed by the pignus of his body at Durham, is 
often articulated through or by such cult objects, a wide-ranging category in Reginald’s 
book and in the collection of the miracles at Farne. Such objects take a central place in 
different categories of miracles, identified by Benedicta Ward and later by Sally 
Crumplin.18  These categories include punitive or vengeance miracles, as well as 
beneficial miracles such as healing miracles, or those breaking prisoners’ chains. Several 
scholars have argued that the marked shift from vengeance miracles to healing miracles, a 
trend in hagiographical recording in the twelfth century, demonstrates the greater stability 
of Cuthbert’s cult at Durham during this time.19 To underline the centrality of his objects 
                                                
17 This is particularly clear in Miracle 19 of the Libellus de Admirandis, whose author draws a 
detailed comparison between a long-burning candle and the incorruptibility of Cuthbert’s flesh. 
Libellus de admirandis, 37-41. 
18 Ward, Miracles. Sally Crumplin, “Rewriting History.” 
19 See, particularly, Ward, Crumplin, and Finucane. In contrast, vengeance miracles are 
surprisingly central to the late twelfth-century Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, as I 
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to Cuthbert’s power, Reginald places high narrative value on the role of the sacrist, who 
often defends the relics from fire. Relics and other objects associated with Cuthbert also 
assisted in the spread of the cult: the Libellus shows traveling relics healing devotees far 
afield. The role of wax or tallow, in certain healing miracles put together by Reginald and 
the author of the Farne miracles, proves crucial to the project of the text – both because of 
the substance’s physical aspects as fleshy and evocative, flexible like Cuthbert’s body, 
and its metaphorical aspects as a material of memory. Wax appears most often in 
Cuthbert’s miracle book as a candle offering by a devotee in exchange for a cure; 
however, the dimensions of vowed objects in the text exceed this use. 
  In his study of fifteenth-century votive portraits of Charles the Bold, Hugo van 
der Velden terms ex-votos, or vowed objects or acts, a “problematic species [whose] 
range is almost unlimited.”20  The term generally refers to gifts, from prayer to 
pilgrimage to candles to art objects, made in fulfillment of a vow. Van der Velden has 
identified two major categories into which the large range of ex-votos might fall, that of 
acts and that of objects, themselves divided into two subsets—utilitarian and non-
utilitarian types. For example, in the case of wax candles, which are the most common 
ex-votos in the Libellus, one practical impetus for their value as offerings derives from 
the need for light. Therefore, the repayment of the vow can be seen not only as a personal 
act, but also an act of sustaining the community. Ideally, Benedictine cathedrals 
requested only the use of beeswax, a relatively expensive material for burning, partially 
                                                                                                                                            
discuss. This would support the thesis that vengeance miracles, even when directed inward rather 
than outward in a community, indicate instability or conflict.  
20 Hugo van der Velden, The Donor’s Image: Gerard Loyet and the Votive Portraits of Charles 
the Bold (Turnhout: Brepols, 2000), 191. 
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due to the “mystical significance” of the bee’s work in making the material.21 Beeswax 
cost six times what tallow did, making wax candles a significant donation to the 
community’s economy as well as a spiritual fulfillment of a vow. Given the association 
of the candle with its material value, the offering of votive images and candles became a 
currency in and of itself, with “clerks sometimes making two accounts: one for money 
and one for wax.”22  Therefore, objects such as wax ex-votos can harbor multiple 
dimensions of relationship to the cultural space they inhabit. At the shrines at Durham 
and the altar at Farne, wax is multivalent; it is both spiritually and materially valuable, as 
I will show. 
 
2.2. Wax in the Durham and Farne Miracles 
The precious nature of beeswax, and its usefulness in devotional and other types 
of exchanges, is well illustrated by the Libellus miracles. As a material, it becomes 
crucial to the successful operation of Cuthbert’s spiritual community in both a literal and 
figurative sense. Devotional exchange – in which an ex-voto is offered as a fulfillment of 
a vow – often follows a cure effected by the saint. The offer of candles is a common one 
for saints’ miracles in the twelfth century. In miracle 131, a man whose son’s gout-ridden 
hand is healed by Cuthbert brings a candle, or candela, indicating either tallow or 
beeswax, as an offering to the shrine, as would have been customary for such a cure. The 
text reads: “seeing truly, at last, that [his son’s] long desired health had been restored by 
                                                
21 Ben Nilson, Cathedral Shrines of Medieval England (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1998), 
105. 
22 Cathedral Shrines of Medieval England, 105. Generally, the treasurer or sacrist was responsible 
for not only keeping the shrine and ornaments in good repair, but also with keeping accounts of 
offerings (money and things of value) at the shrine. William’s shrine at Norwich did not have a 
separate officer as larger cults’ shrines did (called a custos), and therefore the keeping of the 
shrine and its accounts was subsumed under the duties of the cathedral sacrist (129). 
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way of his wholeness, he had with him a candle and oblation, and he conveyed the wax to 
the pious Confessor’s shrine”  (videns vero tandem salutem diu desideratam ei ex integro 
restitutam, iterum ipsum gratias pio Salvatori ejus relaturus, cum candela et oblatione 
qualem habuit, ad sepulcrum pii Confessoris secum perduxit...).23  Here, the words 
candela – which usually indicates beeswax – and secum – traditionally indicating suet, 
tallow, or hard animal fat, are used interchangeably for the offering. In this case, the 
father had already brought wax – again, secum – to the shrine in order to convince the 
saint to help his son. Thus, he makes two offerings, and it is unclear whether the offerings 
are indeed beeswax or tallow. Because the man is a civis pauper Dunelmensis, or toll 
gatherer, it might be that he presents tallow. While determining exactly what type of wax 
is presented based on the language of the miracle seems difficult, it may not matter, given 
wax’s metaphorical value in miracle stories.  
The spiritual and monetary aspects of wax are often inextricably linked in the 
miracles, and wax is a channel by which the hagiographer draws a strong link to earlier 
Cuthbert texts. Miracle 78, for example, which occurs at Farne but is only attested to in 
the Libellus, re-interprets and recalls the traditional animal miracles of Cuthbert’s lives 
by involving a naughty crow as its villain; however, it also stages a story demonstrating 
the expense and value of wax.24  The hermit Aelric on Farne is asked for wax by a poor 
man for an offering at his wife’s churching (ecclesiae praestolanti) since she has recently 
given birth. Technically he asks for the wax as an elemosinae, or act of mercy. Aelric 
acquiesces and gives the man a small portion of wax, or cera here, but a crow quickly 
                                                
23 Libellus de admirandis, 279. 
24 Cuthbert’s association with animals is most evident in Bede’s and Anonymous’ lives. These are 
published in Two Lives of Saint Cuthbert: A Life by an Anonymous Monk of Lindisfarne and 
Bede’s Prose Life, ed. trans. Bertram Colgrave (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1940). 
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and softly steals it, grasping it in both beak and claw and flying away (“ecce subito 
corvus advolans repositam in rupe cerae portionem, partim rostro, partim ungulis 
diripiens, subito evolando recessit”).25  As in miracle 76, in which a knight-turned-monk 
reproaches Cuthbert for his inability to read by throwing a book underneath his shrine, 
the hermit Aelric here formally reproaches the saint, asking, “Saint Cuthbert,  where are 
now your merits of power and virtue?” (‘Sancte,’ inquit, ‘Cuthberte, ubi sunt nunc tuae 
merita virtutis et potentiae?’).26  He then commands the crow to return the wax in the 
name of the saint, which the crow does. Reginald marvels at Cuthbert’s ability to 
command brute animals and draws an exegetical lesson: “Wonderful and astounding 
thing!  even though brute animals understand the virtues and authority of Saint Cuthbert: 
truly, rational men of intelligence have too little fear of his power” (Mira res et stupenda!  
dum animalia bruta Beati Cuthberti virtutis et imperium sentiunt: homines vero rationalis 
intelligentiae ipsius potentiam minime pertimescunt).27  The Anonymous Life of St. 
Cuthbert, written between approximately 699 and 705, within a few years of the first 
translation of Cuthbert’s body in 698, contains a similar episode in which Cuthbert 
commands ravens.28  In that miracle, the living Cuthbert notices two ravens tearing apart 
a shelter near the sea in order to make a nest. Cuthbert banishes them in the name of 
Christ, and they depart; however, a couple of days later, one returns “with humble cries 
asking his pardon and indulgence” (humili voce veniam indulgentie deposcens).29  
Cuthbert obliges and pardons the crows, who both return with half a piece of swine’s lard 
                                                
25 Libellus de admirandis, 163. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Two Lives of Saint Cuthbert, 101-3. Anonymous’ Life influenced Bede’s more exegetical Life, 
and recounts events at Lindisfarne, Cuthbert’s first home. 
29 Ibid., 100-1. 
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held in their beaks for him (“habens enim in ore suo quasi dimidiam suis adipem ante 
pedes eius deposuit”);30 the saint “pardons their sin,” and the visitors to the island who 
“for the space of a whole year greased their boots with the lard” witness these events to 
the anonymous monk.31 The textual heritage of Cuthbert’s command of animals – and the 
animals’ ability to convey precious materials in their beaks – informs the new, twelfth-
century miracle of the stolen wax. Wax is clearly figured both literally and 
metaphorically in the Libellus miracle as a precious, necessary and valued substance, one 
both required for full participation in the community of worshipers and desired by 
creatures of the air as a treasure. Additionally, because of its materiality, it offers more 
opportunities for interaction than the shrine does: the Farne hermit challenges the saint 
openly, and the crow itself is offered an interaction with the saint (albeit a more punitive 
one than in the Anonymous Life). Moreover, wax’s exchange value here is quantifiably 
greater than that in the shrine: it is the material through which the hagiographer creates a 
textual link to previous literary incarnations of Cuthbert. Wax is the material with which 
the hagiographer cements his account’s place in the history of Cuthbert texts, creating a 
sense of continuity for the newly reshaped community at Durham.  
Wax not only facilitates links to Cuthbert’s textual past, creating metaphorical 
continuity and authority for the new Durham community of monks. It also creates 
comparative linkages between saints’ cults in the Libellus. Miracle 19 (a pre-1083 
miracle) gives an account of a “noble leper” (nobili viro sed leproso) who wishes for a 
cure. He creates three candles of equal length and weight, and decides that he will travel 
to the shrine of the saint whose candle burns the longest: 
                                                
30 Ibid., 102. 
31 Ibid., 103. 
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Therefore, to Saint Cuthbert, the King Saint Edmund, and 
to the glorious Queen Aethelthryth, considering his 
proposal, he made his vow; and kindled three candles of the 
same measure and length in their honor, thus bringing 
about a test, at whose winning shrine he could hope for the 
long-desired cure for his health. 
 
(Beato itaque Cuthberto, et sancto Regi Aedmundo, et 
gloriosae Reginae Aetheldrithae, voti sui propositum 
deliberavit; tribusque candelis ejusdem mensurae et 
longitudinis ad ipsorum honorem accensis, ita experiri 
voluit, de cujus sanctorum meritis sperare posset optatae 
remedium salutis.)32 
 
This “candle competition” inspires in Reginald a long musing on the intricacies of 
Cuthbert’s bodily incorruption – closely linking both the substance of the wax candle, 
and its undying light, with the persistence of Cuthbert’s flesh. Given that the wax here is 
a direct metaphor for Cuthbert’s body – claimed by Reginald to have been a uniquely 
bestowed gift from God – the episode strongly links the metaphorical usefulness of wax, 
and especially its candle form, with the seat of Cuthbert’s cultic power or his pignus, his 
incorrupt body. Reginald relates how the candles other than Cuthbert’s (literally, “the 
candle that had been named Cuthbert”), consumed by the voracious flames, eventually 
are split into many pieces. Thus, the strength of the cult – both in its central focus, 
Cuthbert, and in its ability to inspire new devotees like the leprous man – is articulated 
through the metaphorical value of a wax object. Wax, here, beyond simply forging links 
with previous incarnations of Cuthbert’s devotional texts through miracle stories, offers a 
medium for contextualizing the power of the cult in the present day of the Libellus.  
Wax, useful, as we have seen, as a material of literal and figurative exchange in 
Cuthbert’s Durham community, and for forging literary continuity and context for the 
                                                
32 Libellus de admirandis, 38. 
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cult, also accompanies miracle stories as a correlated instrument for expanding Cuthbert’s 
spiritual community. The expansion and sustenance of this community depends on the 
telling and re-telling of miracle stories, and as a substance linked with memory, wax 
appears as a natural accompaniment to this iteration. Reginald aims to show that the cult 
is constructed by worshipers as a living memorial, and the properties of wax materially 
facilitate this metaphorical construction. In his Libellus, Reginald relates several miracles 
on Farne, ascribed to the far-reaching agency of St. Cuthbert; nineteen chapters of the 
Libellus are dedicated to these miracles. In contrast to Durham in the late twelfth century, 
Farne was a much more ascetic shrine, but the presence of its extant, independent miracle 
collection, and Reginald’s treatment of Farne, point to its central place in building the 
idea of the cult. Reginald’s sources were the Durham monks at Farne – he specifically 
names Aelric, Alwin and Bartholomew, who successively lived on the island as 
hermits.33    The most far-flung miracle at Aardenburg, previously mentioned as within 
the reach of Cuthbert’s “long arms,” involves a woman who attempts to protect her house 
from the flames which have consumed all other buildings in the town. She weaves a rope 
of tow long enough to encircle her house, then promises to make and bring a candle, with 
the rope as its wick, for Cuthbert’s shrine if he will protect her dwelling: “If my lord and 
patron be with me and keep me and that place, he shall be to me a refuge in all things, 
and the candle which I shall make will be for a sign” (Si dominus meus et patronus fuerit 
mecum et custodierit me et locum istum, erit ipse in omnibus mihi refugium, et candela 
quam faciam in signum).34  The fire curls back from the dedicated boundary, and the 
woman’s house is saved. The miracle is referred to as both mira, something to be 
                                                
33 Craster, “The Miracles of St Cuthbert at Farne,” 6. 
34 Ibid., 18; tr. “The Miracles of Farne,” 106. 
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wondered at, and signa, or a sign of Cuthbert’s power. Subsequently, her husband makes 
two great lights, or luminaria magna, with the wicks plaited spirally from the tow rope, 
after the fashion of his own people rather than “lengthways as the English do it” (non 
more Anglorum in longum plicata).  Having traveled to Farne island, he recounts 
everything to the venerable monk Bartholomew, and deposits the candle for a testimony 
upon the altar (“candelas in testimonium super altare deposuit”). Further, the husband 
continues to himself testify to the miracle, even to the hagiographer himself, with the help 
of his wax candles:  
These he showed to me whole, and he used still to tell this 
miracle to those who came to him, and give them little bits 
of the candle that by the gift he might the more deeply fix 
in the hearts of his hearers the memory of so great a matter. 
 
(Has mihi integras ostendit, et adhuc ad se advenientibus 
hoc signum referre et de candelis illis porciunculas 
consuevit conferre, ut tante rei memoriam cordibus 
auditorum alcius infigat ex munere.)35 
 
Here, the little bits of wax (candelis... porciunculas) accompany and are offered with the 
retelling of the story, linking metaphor and memorial in the man’s testimony for 
Cuthbert. In such a way, not only does the Aardenburg story become Cuthbert’s most 
geographically far-flung miracle, but its retelling ensures that the materiality of the 
miracle is linked to wax and to the shrine of the saint. The metaphor of Cuthbert’s “long 
arms,” flexible and therefore with a powerful reach even after death, anticipates and 
guarantees that the porciunculas of wax will travel alongside the news of the miracle. No 
less important is the relationship here – a direct one – between the insistent materiality of 
the wax pieces and the power of the miracle account on the hearer’s memory. It is a 
relationship that, in general, the Cuthbert texts rely on, even exploit, themselves. The 
                                                
35 Emphasis mine. Ibid.; ibid.  
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memory and dissemination of miracle stories, a project crucial to the expansion and 
survival of Cuthbert’s spiritual community (and a project embodied by the Libellus itself) 
is here directly linked with wax as a usefully memorative substance.  
This linking of metaphor and memorial, crucial to community-building – that is, a 
linkage in which the wax object itself transcends its original intention, and becomes 
narratively figurative – occurs in an unusual fashion late in the Libellus. Miracle 128 
displays an uncommon type of ex-voto, as well as the specific language with which an 
economically useful memorial gift of wax is discussed. This miracle account describes 
the conflict between Henry II and his son, which resulted in a major conflict between 
factions of nobles who invade and plunder each other’s towns as representatives of the 
two sides. At the castle of Leicester, a certain John of Burdun, wearing only a lorica or 
coat of mail, is attacked and severely wounded in three parts of his body. Reginald stages 
this episode with the concept that Cuthbert can cure wounds of the soul, or vulneribus 
animorum, by means of miraculously curing wounds of the body, or vulnera corporum.36  
Reginald describes the soldier’s resulting affliction from the wounds: mixtures of food, 
and festering abscesses of the digestive process, which normally would exit through the 
traditional lower parts of the digestive system, instead are being violently expelled 
through the man’s three gaping wounds (“nam omnis decoctio ciborum, ac purulenta 
collectio digestionum, quae naturalem per partes posteriores habere debuerant exitum, per 
trium vulnerum ipsorum prorumpebat hyatum”). No doctor exists who can better the 
situation. The soldier makes an impassioned plea to Cuthbert: 
If the saint snatches me away from imminent death by the 
force of prayer, I will create a wax effigy of the lance that 
has caused my wounds – one similar in all respects to the 
                                                
36 Libellus de admirandis, 274. 
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original – and convey it to your most sacred body in the 
honor of your holy name. 
 
(Et si de morte imminenti tuis sacris precibus ereptus fuero, 
effigiem lanceae de cera consimilem qua vulneratus 
existo, ad Corpus tuum sanctissimum in honore sancti tui 
nominis tibi deportabo.)37 
 
Immediately following this prayer, the soldier’s wounds are healed, making him whole. 
Fulfilling his promise, the soldier travels to Cuthbert’s shrine with his brothers and fellow 
soldiers, who bear the wax copy of the lance in their arms, and offers it at the shrine (the 
verb is obtulit). Crucially, the noun used here in referring to this wax ex-voto is cera, not 
candela, which is used elsewhere in the text to describe made offerings and would 
possibly indicate animal fat or tallow – although in this book, it would seem to be a 
generic term for any wax, and would seem to indicate something other than secum, or 
hard animal fat. The assumed use of beeswax indicates a monetarily significant vow, 
given that, as mentioned, its worth would approximately have been six times that of 
tallow; however, more intriguing is the nature of the effigy itself. In other roughly 
contemporary miracle collections, such as Thomas of Monmouth’s Life and Miracles of 
William of Norwich, discussed here, devotees with gaping, running wounds are depicted 
softening wax or tallow and filling their wounds with it, then leaving the resulting plugs 
at the shrine as a memorial to the cessation of their effluvia. In contrast, here, the 
memorial is of the weapon that created the wounds. Why would this ex-voto object have 
been fashioned in beeswax rather than another valuable material, such as a precious 
metal?  Van der Velden has suggested in his study of Gerard Loyet’s fifteenth-century 
ex-voto portraits that the use of wax had become merely vestigial by that time; that is, the 
use of the substance itself recalled its original use as a gift of candles, and the memory of 
                                                
37 Emphasis mine. Ibid.  
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luminaria rather than a particular shape. Perhaps this vestigial nature of wax is already at 
work in the Libellus, lending not only the image of the lance the qualities of memory, but 
also the wax itself. Wax is uniquely suited to be not only the substance of devotional 
exchange in the form of a useful candle, as we see throughout the Cuthbert miracle 
accounts, but also to be a substance of memory. The wax lance, rather than a metal one 
which might invoke too much the weapon’s original form, becomes both the image and 
the substance of the narrative itself. 
How present is wax in the Libellus and the accounts at Farne, and what type of 
wax is it?  Five Libellus stories record devotee interactions involving wax, and of those, 
one is an animal/vengeance miracle, three are offerings (one of which is the wax lance, 
possibly vestigial), and one involves a larger, more brilliantly lit candle replacing a 
previously offered one. In the small collection of the miracles at Farne, only one sees a 
candle offered, and that for the miracle at Aardenburg. But does a contextual view of 
these miracles provide any certainty as to the nature of the substance?  Analysis of wax 
remnants in twelfth-century iron and lead candleholders at Fountains Abbey in Yorkshire 
has demonstrated that tallow and beeswax candles were possibly used interchangeably.38  
Previous research has shown that when tallow candles were used, the wicks were often 
dipped in beeswax. While it is difficult to discern exactly from the Latin diction of certain 
miracle accounts whether or not a particular candela was beeswax or tallow, the accounts 
certainly show the interactive nature of the devotees’ offerings to the community. 
Further, the various ways in which wax is used in multivalent cult objects might point to 
intriguingly diverse practices at contemporary English saints’ shrines. In the second half 
                                                
38 C. Heron, R. Appleby, J. Frith and R. Stacey, “Sweetness and light: chemical evidence for 
beeswax and tallow candles at Fountains Abbey,” Medieval Archaeology, XLVIII (2004): 220-
227. 
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of this chapter, I will examine the divergent uses of wax objects in one of these 
contemporary saints’ shrines and its book: the Vita et Passione Sancti Willelmi Martyris 
Norwicensis, in which a community of devotees, using wax in new and viscerally 
interactive ways, creates an active memorial to a new saint. In turn, wax objects facilitate 
an idealized community repair, on the level of the body, in Norwich during a time of 
crisis and rebuilding. 
 
3. Wax and Community in the Vita et Passione Sancti Willelmi Martyris Norwicensis 
The Life and Miracles of St. William of Norwich, the story of a young boy found 
brutally murdered, presents a cultural crisis whose solutions are channeled by the 
multivalent wax objects inhabiting its narrative. In contrast to Reginald’s Libellus de 
Admirandis, Thomas of Monmouth’s late twelfth-century text, found in a single 
manuscript, did not travel far from its original locale of Norwich.39 Unlike Cuthbert’s 
wide-ranging miracles and widely disseminated range of texts in the mid- to late- twelfth 
century, the new boy-saint William’s cult records are found in a single book which 
includes both his vita and record of miracles; the saint’s narrative record, like his 
community, was measurably smaller than Cuthbert’s. The narrative, which relates the 
martyrdom of a new saint, purportedly the victim of a ritual murder plot by the town’s 
Jews, has not been shown to have had any demonstrable impact on events in the same 
century regarding the persecution of Jews in pre-Third Crusade England. Norwich never 
became a great cult center; however, its author had ambitions for his account to spread 
widely, and the intense and increasingly descriptive accretion of tomb miracles towards 
                                                
39 M.R. James and Augustus Jessopp of the University of Cambridge, editing the MS in 1896, 
placed the composition no later than 1180, and probably around 1172; the murder is thought to 
have occurred in 1144. 
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the close of his book would seem to be an attempt to indicate increasing fervor by the 
Norwich community of believers.40 The language of the miracle book emphasizes the 
intensely interactive aspect of healing miracles seen in the Cuthbert books: it marries the 
sensory and the metaphorical. The importance of William’s wax objects, or ex-votos, 
depends on material exchanges with the body of the saint to which they are dedicated and 
the bodies of the community’s believers. As seen in the Cuthbert books, the site of shrine 
healing in the text is portrayed as a place of closed exchange in which an informally 
consecrated object is offered and accepted in return for a miracle – but not necessarily in 
that order. This exchange, facilitated most often by wax, supplements devotion and 
coheres William’s devotional community. The miracle book similarly relies on the 
metaphorical utility of wax. In the deployment of wax in these miracle accounts, the Life 
and Miracles of William of Norwich constructs a new vision of collective identity– one 
which depends upon visceral imagery of wholeness and subsequent liberation, but also 
punitive measures, for William’s community of worshipers. In contrast to Cuthbert’s 
miracle books, whose focus in the wax miracles was mainly on continuity and expansion 
of the spiritual community, the Life and Miracles’ wax objects work as both memory 
objects and active agents of repair for a smaller, less-established community in a time of 
conflict and rebuilding. This repair works on the level of the body – in creating a new 
“wholeness” – and of the community, in establishing William’s power over transgressors 
through vengeance miracles. Finally, as in Cuthbert’s book, wax plays a central role in 
establishing William’s superiority amongst English saints: material interactions with new 
devotees ensure the saint’s fame in living memory. William’s wax miracles depart from 
                                                
40 It may also indicate an anxiety about the recently martyred and newly popular saint Thomas à 
Becket, who also appears in the text. See Book VII, Miracle xix, discussed below. 
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this given the substance’s intense interactivity with devotees’ bodies: wax can model, 
channel, and memorialize, but it can also cohere a community at the level of the 
individual.  
 
3.1. Contested Geography 
This coherence of William’s community, enabled by wax miracles, is necessitated 
by the geographical splits evident in Norwich, which partly lead to the saint’s martyrdom. 
The hagiographical narrative seeks a new cohesiveness for its spiritual community on two 
physical levels: the fragmented bodies of its devotees (and that of William) and the 
geography of the town itself. The origins of the narrative’s own physical spaces—in this 
case, the new Norman cathedral precinct—demonstrate this instinct to cohere and 
establish continuity with the past, despite clear geographical conflicts by the twelfth 
century. King William’s grant of land (given sometime between 1096-1106) gave Bishop 
Herbert de Losinga, the Cathedral’s founder, not only the means to move the bishopric 
from Thetford, but also two Anglo-Saxon churches, Holy Trinity and Saints Simon and 
Jude. Archaeological evidence suggests that de Losinga re-used the precise location of 
the former to form the core of the bishop’s see palace, perhaps re-using the church of 
Holy Trinity for the Bishop’s Chapel. As Roberta Gilchrist has suggested, “this move, 
together with the retention of Saxon parish churches in the precinct, reveals the strong 
impetus to demonstrate ecclesiastical continuity for the new cathedral.”41   The cathedral 
is marked by deliberately nostalgic treatment of architecture in original building, 
including the cathedra or bishop’s throne. The cathedra was treated as a relic of an 
                                                
41 Norwich Cathedral Close: The Evolution of the English Cathedral Landscape  (Woodbridge: 
The Boydell Press, 2005), 26. 
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Anglo-Saxon past itself, as it was elevated and placed in the central arch of the apse, 
behind the high altar; the niche beneath the throne was likely to have held relics.42  In the 
first part of the twelfth century, the Norwich community had, then, undergone a major 
shift in religious identity, which, compounded with the new growth and protection of the 
Jewish quarter by the king and his sheriffs, creates the impression of a community in 
deep transition. For the time period roughly corresponding to the memory time of the 
book, Norwich was a major mercantile center; it functioned as the chief commercial 
center in East Anglia and the third wealthiest city in England, but seemed severely 
divided post-Conquest. A relatively new Jewish community existed under protection of 
the Norman castle and sheriff and was referred to as the “King’s Jews,” since its 
members were under protection of the king. The Norman-built cathedral built over and 
consolidated many smaller, earlier or younger Anglo-Saxon churches; because of this, 
there seems to have been a strong urge to localize and imbed personal religious traditions 
by the church.43 De Losinga’s desired continuity with the past led him to formulate a 
visual narrative within the cathedral, and Thomas of Monmouth to wed the new and old 
in striking ways when writing William’s vita.44  Therefore, the physical spaces 
represented in the text themselves act in textlike ways, setting up the miracle book’s 
complex representations of relationships with the material – seen especially in its healing 
                                                
42 Ibid., 252. Gilchrist also claims, “in countering the cathedral’s lack of tradition, de Losinga 
created a landscape that harnessed the Roman and Saxon Christian past, and drew upon 
iconographic imagery that conveyed the highest spiritual and temporal authority.” Norwich 
Cathedral Close, 253. 
43 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen has even called Norwich “postcolonial” because of the assumed brew of 
intra-community tensions after the Conquest. On Difficult Middles: Hybridity, Identity, and 
Monstrosity in Medieval Britain (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2006), 138. 
44 Only forty years separate the death of the cathedral’s founder from the writing of William’s 
miracle book and he is frequently referred to in the text, even appearing in a vision to its author. 
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episodes. Wax’s ability to literally and metaphorically repair Norwich at the level of the 
body will extend, its author implies, to its own geography. 
Norwich, then, is a politically contested space upon which Thomas of 
Monmouth’s text attempts to imagine a newer, unified community of believers in the 
representative, flexible body of William of Norwich; William’s wax miracles do this 
imaginative repair work on an individual level. Thomas’s account of the life and miracles 
of the boy-martyr William is an intensely local text, but one which, from its 
commencement, the author hoped would unify some sort of English identity over and 
against its internal oppositions. The first book opens:  
the mercy of the divine goodness desiring to display itself 
to the parts about Norwich, or rather to the whole of 
England, and to give it in these new times a new patron... 
 
(violens divinae pietatis miseratio Norwicensem immo et 
totius Anglie visitare provintiam eique novum novis 
temporibus dare patronum...).45 
 
The emphasis here is on the “new” (novis temporibus, novum patronum) and on the 
anticipated scope (totius Anglie) of the narrative effects of William’s death. By 1144, 
Norwich had been subject to much transformation by the Normans, and was likely split 
along geographical and linguistic lines. The recent entry of the Jewish community ten 
years earlier, whose living spaces existed under protection of the king, in the Norman 
center of town, added to this division of space.46 Jeffrey Cohen’s thesis about the miracle 
book is that the problematic mixture of identities, languages, customs, and even 
temporalities (the Jews subscribed to a different calendar than the Christians) made 
                                                
45 The Life and Miracles of St. William of Norwich, 10. 
46 Cohen, 137. Available evidence “shows [the Norwich Jews] settled there as a community by 
1144, and the community may date from earlier in Stephen’s reign, i.e., from any time in or after 
1135.” V.D. Lipman, The Jews of Medieval Norwich (London: The Jewish Historical Society of 
England, 1967), 4. 
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Norwich a microcosm of England’s newer identity making.47  Part of this was a necessary 
fiction of “imperilment.”48 This fantasy of imperilment, and of liberation and wholeness 
born of persecution, is clearly evident in the language of the text. Thomas writes that 
when William’s mother, running through the town weeping and shouting, blamed his 
murder on the Jews, 
This conduct very greatly worked on the minds of the 
populace to accept the truth, and so everybody began to cry 
out with one voice that all the Jews ought to be utterly 
destroyed as constant enemies of the Christian name and 
the Christian religion. 
 
(Que res maxime in suspitionem veri universorum convertit 
animos, unde at omnium acclamabatur vocibus omnes 
radicitus debere destrui iudeos tanquam christiani nominis 
et cultus semper adversarios.)49 
 
The unifying language (universorum, omnium) points to the potential Thomas finds in the 
seeming chaos of the aftermath of the murder; throughout the miracle accounts, he refers 
to William as liberator, and to his cured devotees as liberatus. A powerful linguistic 
narrative of unified resistance to a peril, and of a champion with the power to free, runs 
through the book. Thomas of Monmouth’s text, in its unique manuscript, did not travel 
far from its original locale; as mentioned, it may not have even had much impact as a text 
on the events much later in the century regarding the persecution and holocaust of Jews 
in pre-Third Crusade England. But its author had national ambitions for his account. 
While Cohen, in his work on twelfth-century English texts and hybridity, has intriguingly 
defined this unifying impulse of the author’s text in relationship to Norwich, I focus more 
closely on the work of wax objects around which so many accounts in the miracle book 
                                                
47 Ibid., 138. 
48 Ibid. 
49 The Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, 42. 
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turn. The way in which this text remembers conflict and makes use of its related memory-
objects points to a collective identity being built in and by the text: one that desires 
current context and continuity with the past, but achieves repair at the level of the 
individual body. 
 
3.2. William’s Body  
The miracle book of William of Norwich, like Cuthbert’s, depends on the pignus 
of the new saint’s body to enable its metaphors of material exchange. It represents a new 
and significant trend in twelfth-century English hagiography: that of an impetus by sacred 
biographers to focus on recently deceased saints while writing about the immediate past 
or present. In this sense, it offers a text acutely aware of its own place in constructing an 
identity for the group of believers in Norwich, but also, ambitiously, for a larger English 
audience. This text attempts to bridge the local and universal in very explicit ways, not 
least through painting England’s Jews as a cultural enemy. Thomas opens his record by 
writing that the “…divine goodness…desires to give England in these new times a new 
patron” (divine pietatis…novum novis temporibus dare patronum) and frames the text in 
this larger perspective.50  William, as a recent martyr, bears a resemblance to those saints 
whose tenuous claim on sanctity clerics like Guibert de Nogent warns against: because of 
his youth and anonymity, a narrative case has to be made for his sanctity prior to death, 
as well as a strong case for his martyrdom (upon which the shrine and cult rest).51  In 
contrast to older native English saints like Cuthbert, whose later texts seem to be 
                                                
50 Ibid., 10. 
51 Guibert de Nogent,  De Pignoribus Sanctorum (Treatise on Relics) in PL 156 (Paris: J.-P. 
Migne, 1853), col. 625. Guibert is particularly suspicious of new saints arising from local cults, 
and anxious that solid proof of miracles should be established. 
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concerned with a sense of continuity over disruption, William has no “official” history, 
and his personal story is imbricated with and inextricable from the history of the larger 
community of Norwicensian worshippers’. William’s body here is not unlike the host in 
ritual desecration accusations and as a projection of the body of Christ, it is the “subject 
of Jewish desires and ill intent.”52  William is crucified, tortured with a teazle, and buried 
in the forest, though his body refuses to remain hidden. In fact, the evidence written on 
his body (in the form of alleged marks of torture and crucifixion) is enough to convince 
the populace to challenge local and national authorities like the sheriff, who afforded 
protection to the Jews, and the king, who employed the Jews in his treasury and was 
bound to protect them. This public response to private violence, marked on a sacred 
body, reinforces Patrick Geary’s characterization of relics as not only thaumaturgic but 
also politically authoritative during times of perceived weak or untrustworthy authority.53  
As a double sacrifice for each community, William’s torture is both a mockery of 
Christian belief (oprobrium Christi) and - according to his hagiographer - a boon to a 
larger Jewish cause, inasmuch as Jews are represented as a “nation within a nation.”  The 
text demonstrates, from its commencement, then, its investment in a mutual relationship 
with the material: narratives mark William’s body, and his body enables the narrative.  
Healing miracles in the William miracle book, particularly those involving wax, 
demand an engagement with the very function of memory itself. As points of exchange 
between the past and present (which Christian narratives always also are), but also as 
actual points of exchange between a devotee and her patron, the wax objects I focus on 
                                                
52 Miri Rubin, Gentile Tales: The Narrative Assault on Late Medieval Jews (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1999), 48. See also Anthony Bale, The Jew in the Medieval Book: English 
Antisemitisms, 1350-1500 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
53 See Furta Sacra: Thefts of Relics in the Central Middle Ages, 2nd ed. (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1990). 
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frequently concentrate moments of tension in the ways that this text remembers or re-
imagines conflict. Because the book itself, like Cuthbert’s body, can be both a memorial 
and a contract, certain hagiographical texts, like William’s, may also be thought of as 
pignora for their communities. The hagiographer reconnects witnesses to the memory-
object, restoring what has been lost in the gap of memory. But as healing objects and 
secondary relics, pieces of the tomb dissolved in ablution water and plants growing 
around the tomb participate not necessarily only in exchanges with the past, but between 
the active saint and his devotees in the present.54 The role of wax, however, in certain 
healing miracles put together by this hagiographer, proves most crucial to the project of 
the text – both because of the substance’s physical aspects as fleshy and evocative for 
handmade cult objects (or ex-votos) and its metaphorical aspects as a memorative 
material. The malleable substance of wax, imitative of flexible, incorrupt flesh, acts in 
William’s miracle book either as a representation of a part requiring healing, or as a 
substance softened and formed directly on the part to facilitate the healing process.55  But 
the dimensions of vowed objects in the text go beyond these two uses. As in Cuthbert’s 
miracles, vowed wax objects can also be utilitarian and economic. But in William’s book, 
wax also acts a cohesive substance that repairs the community on the level of individual 
                                                
54 The book does not differentiate between secondary and tertiary relics and the made and 
dedicated cult objects I discuss. The general category “contact relics” seems more appropriate for 
medieval use. In fact, most of the healings in the book are due to dedicated wax; only a handful of 
healings, towards the earlier parts of the book, involve secondary or tertiary relics, though this 
category is extremely fluid. Candles touched to the tomb might be seen as tertiary relics, but they 
are no more or less powerful than, for example, wax boots simply dedicated to the saint and then 
placed on a sufferer’s feet. An interesting study might look at the description of the severity of the 
sufferer’s illness and whether it indicates a need for direct contact with the tomb.  
55 For example, as mentioned below, in the case of the woman who places a candle around her 
goiter. See The Life and Miracles of St. William of Norwich, 250-1. 
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bodies; the language of the book indicates what wax can do by emphasizing wholeness 
and liberation. 
 
3.3. Wholeness and Liberation in the Wax Miracles 
Healing miracles, in William’s book, create an image of individual wholeness, 
facilitated by wax, that metaphorically recuperates the coherence of the devotees’ 
community. The wax ex-voto contributes a textual image of wholeness and memorializes 
the saint’s power invested in it, while retaining its value as an economically useful good. 
Thomas’s text indicates that the concept of William as martyr originated within the 
church, but the record makes a strong effort to demonstrate that the “testimony of the 
lowly” (non dedignatur testimoniis), in particular, is crucial to the construction of the 
identity of the cult.56 This “testimony of the lowly” often involves episodes of freeing and 
the language of liberation; beyond prisoners, because of the “fiction of imperilment” in 
Norwich, the concept of liberation, like wholeness, extends to the larger community. Like 
other patron saints active in a community whose members are sometimes unjustly 
imprisoned, the traditionally Christian language of liberation figures frequently in 
William’s miracle book. In his account of the saint’s short life, Thomas notes that a baby 
William had broken fetters.57  Wax objects, such as candles, are used to “free” devotees 
from physical pain or deformity; consequently, the narrative works on two levels. The 
book aims to show that the cult is constructed by the worshipers as a living memorial, 
                                                
56 The Life and Miracles of St. William of Norwich, 77. 
57 Ibid., 13. A priest who is present at the fetter-breaking preserves the rings and deposits them in 
a conspicuous place, “as well for keeping up the memory of those living as for a record to such as 
should come after.” 
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and the properties of wax facilitate this metaphorical construction – in ideas of both 
wholeness and liberation.  
This wholeness and liberation is marked by commitment to a material vow, as in 
the Cuthbert miracle accounts. Although the more modern term “ex-voto” does not 
appear in the Latin text, the terms that do appear refer to vows fulfilled in a monetary or 
material sense: a cured boy in Book IV is exhorted to pay a tribute yearly to the martyr on 
the Nativity of the Virgin. The term used is exsolvat vectigal; he was to perform tribute, 
that is.58  Another cure in the same book is effected by a vow: Ralph, the monetarius 
Norwicensis, or Norwich moneyer, afflicted with a serious disease, “vowed a vow to St. 
William, paid it, and recovered immediately” (votum beato Willelmo vovit, soluit, ac 
statim conualuit).59  In the same book, a diseased woman brings a candle to the tomb, 
kneels and prays for recovery, and offers the candle (candelam optulit).60 In this instance 
we see three different modes of offering: a cure, afterwards attributed to the saint, for 
which a yearly tribute or vectigal should be paid; a vow or votum made to the saint (often 
in the form of a candle) which then effects the cure; and the literal naming of the material 
offering, candela, accompanied by prayer at the tomb and swift recovery from the 
disease.  
The ex-voto offering goes beyond this, however, in the record of William’s shrine 
miracles. In contrast to the Cuthbert miracle accounts involving wax, wax here is much 
more interactive with devotees’ bodies prior to memorializing the healing miracle. The 
book’s author sees a man visiting the tomb: “he laid on William’s tomb with great 
devotion a large mass of wax fashioned in the form of boots” (is multam cere massam ad 
                                                
58 Ibid., 167. 
59 Ibid., 168. 
60 Ibid., 171. 
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caligarum instar compactam afferens, eam summo devotionis studio martiris Willelmi 
superposuit sepulcro).61  The man, who suffered from dropsy (ydropicus), had a vision of 
the martyr instructing him on how to effect a cure:  
The merciful martyr William, however, pitying my 
affliction, directed me in a dream, if I wished to recover, to 
surround all the swollen part with wax and bring it to him 
to Norwich. 
 
(Pius utique martir Willelmus mee compatiens afflictioni 
per nocturnum mihi mandauit uisum quod si sanus fieri 
uellem, universum tumorem cera circumdarem, eamque 
sibi Norwicum afferrem.)62 
 
The man, who has traveled from York, fulfils his vow to repay the healing through both 
his pilgrimage and the memorial of the shaped wax, that is, through his actions and 
through presentation of the object. Crucially, there seems to be no difference between 
such a wax image (non-utilitarian, though it is possible the wax may have been melted 
down later for candle-making) and the making of a candle for use. Often, the ex-voto is 
both, as in the story of the Cuthbert devotee who provides a wax lance, which represents 
a memorial to a narrative of healing as well as a monetary offering. In that story and in 
this, the wax is referred to as an “image” (instar), and the vow’s fulfillment depends on 
the delivery of the material directly to the saint’s body. Here, however, the wax more 
directly facilitates the cure, and the saint is more directly involved in giving instructions 
for that cure. 
Wax also acts as a representation of wholeness in its ability to represent body 
parts or entire bodies. In Book VI, a man offers a wax foot in return for the cure of his 
foot pain: “There he offered a wax foot which he had had made [from tallow] and 
                                                
61 Ibid., 195-6. 
62 Ibid., 196. 
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brought with him, and commended himself wholly to the holy martyr with prayers and 
vows” (Oblatoque ibi pede cereo quem ante factum secum attulerat, se in oratione ac voto 
totum sancto martiri commendat).63  In this instance, the wax ex-voto is presented before 
the cure is effected: the man rises from kneeling at the shrine with a fully healed foot. 
Hence, the cured foot is imagined, placed into material form with wax, physically 
brought to the shrine and dedicated with prayers – making a metaphorical connection 
between the fleshlike wax foot and the man’s foot itself. Notably, the foot is made from 
secum, or tallow – not from beeswax. Wax also represents the wholeness, and health, of 
entire bodies. A clerk, Adam, is restored to health from the brink of death in Book V after 
a vow to William: 
In this spirit of devotion he ordered a candle to be made 
according to the measure of his height and breadth, and to 
be taken to Norwich to the tomb. And it came to pass that 
the sick man got well at the moment when his messenger 
was offering the candle for his recovery. 
 
(Qua devotione ductus, iussit ad longitudinis et latitudinis 
sue mensuram fieri candelam, et Norwicum ad sepulcrum 
illius deferri. Et factum est, ut sub ipsa hora eger continuo 
convalesceret, qua qui missus fuerat pro salute eius 
candelam offerret.)64   
 
Rather than a fragmentary part, the candle represents the wholeness of the man’s cure, 
but it also makes a substantially useful gift to the monks who keep the shrine. Within the 
text, it is a powerful image of equivalence – a concept highly valuable to theological 
ideas of freedom and unification. Not only is the exchange here between the material and 
immaterial – that is, between the present and past – but it also bolsters the monks’ 
economy in the community. Ronald Finucane notes, in his large-scale study of pilgrimage 
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64 Emphasis mine. Ibid., 210.  
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customs, that the tradition of measuring, with intention to create a candle from the rope or 
string, existed from the sixth century in England. In fact, the process of measuring was so 
ingrained that it “was practically a spontaneous response to illness or danger.”65 In 
contrast to the Cuthbert miracle at Aardenburg, in which a rope encircles and protects a 
house from fire and is subsequently turned into large candles, the devoted string and its 
future candle here stand in for the space of the healed body. A like miracle occurs in 
Book VI: a man bitten by a viper, on the verge of death the third day after the bite, 
requests that his body be measured, breadth and length, with a thread, and for a candle to 
be made to those specifications.66    As soon as his companions begin to measure him, the 
man recovers. The text names William as the man’s “glorious liberator” (gloriosum 
liberatorum).67  In this miracle, even the mere process of measuring – as in the 
Aardenburg miracle – is the healing act, and the candle is a generous monetary donation 
as well as a memorial to bodily wholeness. 
In the latter parts of the miracle book, wax in candle form, ever multivalent, also 
acts as a literally recuperative substance while calling attention to the sensory basis of 
living memory. The accounts of shrine miracles in the final books of the Life and 
Miracles are described with noticeably more intensely physiological descriptive language 
than the previous ones.68 In the cure of a goitre, the afflicted woman, named Gillilda, 
                                                
65 Miracles and Pilgrims: Popular Beliefs in Medieval England (Totowa, NJ: Rowman and 
Littlefield, 1977), 95. 
66 The Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, 252. “Itaque quamtotius corpus meum in longum 
et transversum filo mensuretur, ad cuius longitudinem in illius nomine fiat candela, quam 
sospitate reddita pedes ipse ad ipsum deferam.” 
67 Ibid., 253. 
68 As William’s cult waned after Thomas à Becket’s martyrdom in 1170, the hagiographer seems 
to have moved to a more thorough level of description of the miracles. 
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makes a candle for William “in illius nomine” and places it around the goitre. Thomas 
records:  
Wonderful thing!  As soon as the candle touched the place, 
the skin burst as if by force in several places, and the 
discharge flowed out, nor stopped until the woman had 
been freed alike from pain and swelling. 
 
(Mira res!  Mox ut candela guttur turgescens tetigit, cute 
pluribus subito locis quasi explosa, sanies ibi diu concreta 
effluere cepit. Neque fluxus ille cessauit, quousque mulier 
ipsa a tumore pariter et dolor liberata fuerit!)69  
 
Here, again, while naming William as the woman’s liberator in a consecutive sentence, 
the language of freeing, loosening, and discharging in relation to the woman (“had been 
freed” (liberata fuerit) as a fait accompli emphasizes the connection that individual bodies 
and bodily processes have with the status that the community of believers wish to identify 
themselves with as a whole. As mentioned, the traditionally Christian language of 
liberation figures frequently in William’s miracle book – not uncommon to saints’ lives 
in communities where false or unjust imprisonments by local leaders often occurred.70 A 
certain Gerard, for example, fleeing from the tyranny of his lord, prays to William, 
“Libera me;” William does so, and tells him in a vision “you are loosed” (ecce solutus 
es).71  The idea of the problematic whole, or unified, community body is acted out 
viscerally in both language and description of the later miracles: a mad male believer 
                                                
69 Emphasis mine. The Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, 250-1.  
70 The Liber Miraculorum Sancte Fidis, the eleventh-century miracle book of St. Faith, offers 
several examples. St. Faith was another child saint known for breaking fetters; she began to be 
venerated in East Anglia alongside William by the time of the later recorded miracles. A 
vengeance miracle in Book VII of The Life and Miracles of William of Norwich sees a woman 
slicing wax into thirds and dedicating two pieces of it to St. Faith. See Liber miraculorum sancte 
fidis: edizione critica e commento a cura di Luca Robertini (Spoleto: Centro italiano di studi 
sull'Alto medioevo, 1994). 
71 The Life and Miracles of St. William of Norwich, 199-200. 
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“having forgotten his humanity” (hominum oblitus) strips off his clothing at the shrine, 
and in a miracle I discuss below, a gluttonous man from Canterbury is actually described 
as looking like a “monster.”72  Instances of illness, even to the point of a loss of 
humanity, become an opportunity for the saint to act as a liberator and healer, not only of 
the individual devotee, but of the larger community.  
 
3.4. Vengeance Miracles 
Beyond facilitating healings in which it often becomes a memorial, and figuring 
into the metaphorical wholeness and liberation of William’s narrative and larger 
community, wax plays a central role in vengeance miracles. “New” vengeance miracles 
in miracle collections were becoming relatively rare by the end of the twelfth century – in 
Cuthbert’s cult, for example, earlier vengeance miracles diminished in favor of healing 
miracles, generally, as the stability of the devotional community was re-established. In 
William’s book, though, vengeance miracles appear surprisingly late in the collection, 
and thus late in the century. Vengeance miracles are concerned with, mainly, the 
supremacy of the saint over others, and the enforced fulfillments of vows made to the 
saint. This enforcement and contextualization further shapes group identity by correcting 
behavior – thus, vengeance miracles, while seemingly punitive, help to establish the 
boundaries of the community of devotees. Early on in the book, the value of candles to 
the saint (and obliquely, to the sacrist) is established, and tested, in the story of Richard 
the monk, which I discuss below. In certain miracles, the problem of consecration arises, 
demonstrating the importance of believers’ continued attention to the saint – the wax has 
been transformed, and become special. In one example, a woman’s malady returns; in 
                                                
72 Ibid., 225. 
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another, consecrated wax bleeds when carved for a saint who is not William. 
Additionally, vengeance miracles often show the immense value that wax has for the 
shrine – a value that the saint himself takes an active interest in preserving.  
 As an example, the early books of William’s life show a great concern for the 
upkeep of the shrine, and demonstrate the value of candles to that space – with a creative 
political narrative interwoven into incidences of candle thefts. In Book III, Richard the 
monk asks for a cure of an illness and has a vision of William requesting an ex-voto. 
Richard claims he has none, and the martyr replies: “I was born on the day called 
Candlemas Day, and candles I love, and therefore of course I call on thee for what 
candles thou hast;”73 when Richard replies that he has none, William accuses him of 
stealing the “largest and handsomest” (grandiores et pulcriores) candles from his shrine, 
which have been reserved for “the brother’s wife” (fratris uxori) instead of him.74  
Richard refuses, and William rebukes him, warning: “because thou hast refused my 
petition I forewarn thee with this denunciation, that thou shalt suffer for thy sin of 
disobedience such great agony as thou hast never yet known.”75  Thomas the 
hagiographer himself manages to locate five of the candles, and return them to the shrine, 
with permission from Prior Elias (who is alarmed by the vision) to keep candles lit at the 
shrine. Richard recovers a bit, but delays in handing over the candles. William appears 
angrily once again to predict Richard’s death; Richard immediately feels extremely ill 
and dies the following day. The replacement candles are eventually given to Thomas by 
                                                
73 Ibid., 138. “Die que candelarum dicitur natus candelas diligo, et ideo nimirum candelas quas 
habes requiro.”  The early parts of the miracle book show the hagiographer’s frustration with a 
certain Prior Elias, who is depicted as a villain, having removed the carpet and light from the 
saint’s shrine. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Ibid., 140. “Quia peticioni mee adeo restitisti, hac denuntiatione premunio quod inobedientie 
tue culpam tanta lues angustia quantam antea nunquam sensisti.” 
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another monk, but he writes that because of the incident the “fear and awe” (timore ac 
reverentia) of the saint were increasing.76  Therefore, from the beginning of the book, 
candles are marked as special to the saint – special enough to provoke the saint’s 
vengeance if they are withheld. Benedicta Ward notes a major contrast in this type of 
vengeance miracle to earlier examples: rather than to exact vengeance against external 
attackers of the shrine, here “the saint is invoked to increase the glory of his shrine and to 
defend his veneration.”77  While shaping the devotional practices of the community in 
this way, divine vengeance itself has not overlooked the perpetrators of the original 
martyrdom. Thomas describes the death of Eleazar the Jew, who was killed by a mob of 
Christians, and Sheriff John’s death – who defended the Jewish community and later died 
of mysterious bleeding – as examples of divine vengeance.78  From the beginning of the 
cult, however, the vengeance miracles enacted by the saint himself are directed towards 
his own community, and center principally on valuable shrine elements such as wax 
candles. 
Vengeance miracles can also be cures effected by wax. In Book VII, a woman 
with a cancer of the breast (cancrum) “took wax, ...softened it at the fire, and in the name 
of the holy martyr William applied it to her breast, and let it remain there for some time, 
praying and making vows to the aforesaid martyr.”79  Almost immediately, her pain 
ceases. The cure, though, doesn’t hold: 
                                                
76 Ibid., 145. Eventually, Prior Elias himself dies, in 1149. Thomas states his belief that the martyr 
caused the prior’s death on pp.165-7. 
77 Miracles and the Medieval Mind, 69. Earlier Cuthbert miracles, for example, show the saint 
casting a fever onto political enemies. 
78 The Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, 97. Ward, Miracles, 68.  
79 Ibid., 266-7. “Arrepta itaque cera et ad ignem mollificata, in nomine sancti martiris Willelmi 
mamillam male habentem circumdedit, eamque aliquamdiu sic dimittens, memorato martiri 
orationem cum lacrimis et vota effudit.” 
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But as from day to day she put off presenting the wax I 
have mentioned to St William of Norwich in accordance 
with her vow, the disease again attacked her breast more 
violently than before. 
 
(cumque memoratum ceram prout voverat sancto 
Willelmo Norwicum presentare de die in diem differret, 
iterum mamillam renouatus morbus inuasit, eamque 
grauiori quam antea dolore afflixit.)80  
 
Thomas tells us that his belief is that the saint decided the breaking of her vow should be 
“expiated by severe punishment,” and that the woman needed to be reminded to fulfill 
her vow. She quickly realizes her fault, re-dedicates and softens the wax, goes to the 
shrine to pay her vow, and returns home healed for a second time. The bonds forged by 
wax can be broken if the devotee’s vow remains unfulfilled – a sign of the saint’s direct 
shaping of his cult’s behavior, and of the power invested in the wax. 
Besides the perils that await forgetful devotees, home consecration of wax is itself 
fraught with danger, especially since the process of consecration is informal and the 
designation itself is incredibly non-specific. Wax is a “free agent” until consecrated; its 
consecration, though, is invisible. The miracle book addresses this by seeing the saint 
himself intervene when wax’s consecration goes awry. A vengeance miracle in Book VII 
involves a woman who slices wax into thirds and dedicates two pieces of it to St. Faith. 
She puts the pieces into a chest, and subsequently forgets which pieces are dedicated to 
which saint. When it comes time to celebrate Faith’s feast, she accidentally chooses the 
wax dedicated to William and sets a knife to it to carve a candle: 
She took one of the smaller two pieces, thinking that it was 
the one belonging to St. Faith, in order to make a candle out 
of it. But as soon as she began to cut it with the knife, it 
                                                
80 Emphasis mine. Ibid., 267. See also the conclusions to this dissertation. 
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appeared to be stained with drops of blood springing from 
it. 
 
(de minoribus una, quam sancte Fidis credebat, ut inde 
candelam efficeret assumpta, mox ut illam cultello incidere 
incepit, quasi sanguineis scaturientibus guttis cruentata 
paruit.)81   
 
Blood springs from the already-consecrated wax, aligning it with the martyr’s own body. 
Vowed wax, then, guaranteed by the pignus of William’s incorrupt flesh, also reacts like 
it. Once the woman chooses the correct candle to carve for Faith on her feast day, 
William’s wax ceases to bleed, even when she puts her knife to it again. Thomas 
confirms that this occurred as a result of a vengeance miracle by writing, “the holy martyr 
would not have that offered to another which had been promised and vowed to himself” 
(alteri offerri sanctus martir noluerit quod sibi votaliter promissum fuit).82   The bleeding 
wax also marks William out as an unusually powerful saint – relics of Christ’s blood, for 
example, the Blood of Hailes, in the following century caused a sensation at Hailes 
Abbey.83  But the bleeding wax, like contemporary accounts of bleeding hosts attacked 
by Jews with knives, viscerally equates the saint’s body with the things consecrated to 
him.84  By association, wax is again figured as flesh-like, or able to be in or of a body.  
Beyond the corrective model of devotion wax presents through vengeance 
miracles, the final miracle in William’s collection places the boy-saint prominently 
among other English saints in power while retaining this visceral quality of bodily 
                                                
81 Emphasis mine. Ibid., 268.  
82 Ibid. 
83 Finucane, 208-9. 
84 See Rubin, Gentile Tales for more on the development of the host desecration narrative. There 
may be an indirect linkage, even, between William as martyred, ritually-murdered child saint and 
the vision of his body as bleeding wax. Rubin makes clear the associations between Eucharist and 
child, and the ways in which a ritually murdered child could stand in for a tortured Host, and vice 
versa (Gentile Tales, 45). 
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interaction. This last miracle probably occurred and was recorded after the martyrdom of 
Thomas à Becket in 1170; Jessopp and James estimate 1172 to be the date of final 
composition for the miracle book.85 Significantly, the cure is centered around a native of 
Canterbury, named Gaufrid, who requests help at the shrine of St. Thomas but who is 
redirected by the saint himself to Norwich. Gaufrid’s affliction is swelling due to 
overeating: in particular, he eats a fat goose with garlic and white peas, while quaffing 
ale. The grisly outcome is described in detail: 
But this meal, so ill-suited to his case, was followed by a 
severe attack of pain and swelling. This increased until his 
whole head swelled so much that he presented the 
appearance not so much of a man, but of some portentous 
and horrid monster: his skin was stretched like a bladder so 
that those who saw him wondered that it did not break. 
 
(sed contrarie diete gustum gravissimum mox tumoris ac 
doloris subsecutum est incommodum. Nempe gradatim 
succrescente doloris angustia, totum adeo caput intumuit, ut 
iam non hominis faciem sed monstruosam monstruosi 
animalis pretenderet effigiem, cutis undique ad instar 
vesice distenditur, ut intuentes non rumpi mirarentur.)86 
 
As in previous miracles describing extreme affliction, the sufferer’s lack of human 
appearance is stressed again here – the hagiographer even calls the man a “monster.”  
When Gaufrid requests help at Becket’s shrine, the martyr Thomas himself appears in a 
dream to him, and admits “thy healing is not here” (non est hic cura tua); the saint 
commands him to “make a candle in the name of Saint William the martyr of Norwich; 
put it all about thy head and thou shalt receive speedy relief: when thou art healed, hasten 
                                                
85 The Life and Miracles of St. William of Norwich, liii. Becket was not canonized formally until 
1173, but was popularly honored as a saint almost immediately after his death in 1170. Ibid., 290. 
86 Emphasis mine. Ibid., 290.  
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to Norwich and offer that candle to thy liberator.”87  Returning home, the man makes a 
candle and “places it all about his head in the name of Saint William,” upon which his 
skin bursts “as if pricked with an awl” and he is cured. On the way to Norwich, Gaufrid 
meets two mysterious men who magically transport him across the Thames, and 
eventually through to Bury St. Edmunds. There, Gaufrid is informed by his traveling 
companions that they are, in fact, Saints Thomas à Becket and Edmund “the king and 
martyr” (regem et martirem).88  They urge him to continue, having transported him 
swiftly and without exertion from Canterbury, saying that “the blessed martyr William 
we have sent ahead of us to Norwich, and there thou shalt find him” (beatum vero 
martirem Willelmum Norwicum premisimus, ibique illum invenies).89  With their 
blessing, Gaufrid at last arrives at the shrine in Norwich and offers “the candle of his vow 
along with three pence” (voti sui candelam cum tribus denariis).90  Thomas, the 
hagiographer, subsequently tells us that he personally investigated the facts of this case, 
including having been shown the marks of the man’s swelling and the spot where his skin 
had broken (tumoris et explose signa cutis ostendit). Thus, while this is a cure very 
similar to Gillilda’s, above, in its enactment, the surrounding narrative, enabled by the 
making and dedication of the wax, ensures William a place in the newest canon of 
prominent English saints. Gaufrid’s role as an outsider to the Norwich community, and 
his subsequent conversion to William’s service, confirms that the hagiographer’s stated 
purpose – reaching totius Anglie – has found fulfillment in the boy-martyr’s last recorded 
                                                
87 Ibid., 291. “factaque in nomine sancti Willelmi martiris Norwicensis candela, eadem totum 
caput tuum circulariter involve, et festinum percipies remedium. Curatus vero, Norwicum 
propera, eandem liberatori tuo oblaturus candelam.” 
88 Ibid., 293. 
89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
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miracle. Not unlike the candle competition in Cuthbert’s Libellus de admirandus, the 
miracle confirms the power of the saint and his ability to enlarge his spiritual community 
of devotees (thus enriching the shrine). In William’s book, however – evoking the 
differences between the saints’ texts– the candle plays a physical role in the man’s 
healing miracle, then goes on to become an ex-voto. The wax candle, ever a useful 
conduit for saintly power, finds its home at Norwich as a testimony to Gaufrid’s healing. 
It rests there a sign of William’s power and place in the hierarchy of English saints, and 
as a physical bond to both a repaired, existing community and a newer, expanded 
devotional community.  
 
4. Conclusions: Community Repair 
In her study of arm reliquaries, art historian Cynthia Hahn proposes that body-part 
reliquaries act as narratives surrounding relics and as such do not offer a simple one-to-
one equivalency as representations. She notes that “because both container and contained 
function primarily as metaphor, there is a particular slippage of meaning and importance 
between them.”91  She also suggests that such containers synecdochally “signify 
specifically through the implied fragmentation of the body, in this way insisting upon a 
larger whole.”92  While Hahn contrasts ex-votos with shaped reliquaries, stating that the 
former “represent the healed limb or body part as palpably and concretely as possible,” I 
see in William’s miracle book evidence that at least the types of ex-votos found within it 
indicate more than that one-to-one ratio. They represent, viscerally, the specific bodily 
site of healing (as in the case of a man who offers a wax foot at the tomb in exchange for 
                                                
91 “The Voices of the Saints: Speaking Reliquaries,” Gesta 36.1 (1997), 20. 
92 Hahn, 20. 
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the relief of intense foot pain) and in many cases, also the instrument of that healing; 
however, they also re-present a new wholeness. This wholeness, indicated in the miracles 
by the terms sanum and incolumis, indicates three levels of repair. It shows a new 
soundness of mind and body for those healed, a recuperative, liberating effect both 
spiritually and physically for the Christian community in Norwich, and a wholeness or 
continuity of the desired narrative of Norwich’s acutely English history. In addition to 
cohering its community through language and images of healing, vengeance miracles also 
enforce the saint’s power to keep his community in line. Finally, wax ex-votos materially 
emphasize the saint’s superiority among other English saints, despite his newness, and 
become instruments of expanding his community. As literal representations of the vows, 
wax objects link the present to the future, but they also link upwards from the earthly 
time of the shrine to situate the cult, despite its “new patron” (novum patronum), in an 
endless continuum of sacred time. Fragmented, they indicate the larger whole of a 
remembered narrative and they also function as signa within the text—the literary images 
of a sign or seal binding the community’s own vows to its desired narrative of identity.  
Does the relationship of a narrative to its material traces – like a body or wax 
boots – point to the type of identity a text, in remembering, desires to create?  Seeta 
Changanti has argued for analysis of late medieval poetry which depends on a “poetics of 
enshrinement” – that is, “a poetics embedded in the materialities of cultural practice” that 
“renegotiates the relationship between poetry and culture.”93  My analysis of these texts, 
whose negotiation of cultural and religious conflict along with notions of community is 
concentrated in material loci, similarly emphasizes the cultural resonances that material 
                                                
93 The Medieval Poetics of the Reliquary: Enshrinement, Inscription, Performance (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 169. 
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traces are given in narratives remembering or imagining conflict. Inasmuch as there 
exists a slippage between “container and contained” in a representational object like a 
“speaking reliquary” – container and contained being the narrative and its materials – the 
text that remembers or imagines religious conflict both defines and is defined by the 
materials it represents.  
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Chapter 2 
 
Testimony, Imagery, and Defiled Crosses in Two Chronicles of the Third Crusade 
 
1. Words and Defense 
On 4 July, 1187, Saladin utterly defeated the Frankish armies at the Horns of 
Hattin. He was soon to capture the holy city of Jerusalem on 2 October, held by 
Christians for eighty-nine years, and to pull down Christian imagery from the Dome of 
the Rock and other churches, cleansing them for Muslim prayer. At Hattin, Saladin’s 
armies had wrested the fragment of the “True Cross” – discovered in Jerusalem in 1099, 
encased in gold, and brought into battle as a talisman ever since – from the hands of the 
Bishop of Acre and King Guy of Lusignan, killing the bishop. The defeat for the Franks 
was absolute, and the capture of the precious True Cross relic, along with the total re-
possession of Jerusalem, elevated their military loss to a profound spiritual one. In fact, 
the Christian world blamed itself. The English author of the Itinerarium et Gesta Regis 
Ricardi laments of Saladin’s boasting: “Among other things, he often used to say that he 
got this victory not through his power but through our sin. The turn of events not 
infrequently gave confirmation of this.”1 The Christian world had failed as custodians for 
the powerful relic, and chronicles documented its capture as a divine rebuke. The call 
began for a renewal of crusading, more spiritual than ever before – this time to recapture 
                                                
1 Chronicle of the Third Crusade: A Translation of the Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis 
Ricardi [hereafter CTC], ed. trans. Helen J. Nicholson (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate Publishing Co., 
1997), I.6; 34. “..at inter cætera hoc sæpius fertur dixisse, quod non sua potentia sed iniquitas 
nostra hanc illi victoriam contulit; et hoc ipsum non insolitus rerum comprobat eventus.” 
Itinerarium Peregrinorum et gesta regis Ricardi, auctore, ut videtur, Ricardo canonico Sanctae 
Trinitatis Londoniensi [hereafter IPGRR], RS 38, ed. William Stubbs, Chronicles and Memorials 
of the Reign of Richard I, Vol. I (London: Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts and Green, 1864), 
I: 6; 17. 
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the True Cross relic and restore Jerusalem to Christianity. Nothing less than a redemption 
of Christian identity – made manifest in the True Cross relic – was at stake. 
The literature of the Third Crusade deeply engages with the pathos of the loss of 
this supreme relic. The True Cross’s absence, and anxiety about a profoundly damaged 
Christian identity, echoes in chronicles’ miraculous episodes – particularly in those 
centering around objects. These often appear as vengeance miracles involving the 
defilement (literally, “pollution” or “dishonor”) of “lesser” Christian objects.2 Where 
defilement is not met with immediate revenge, it induces Christians to act to recapture the 
Cross. The defilement of Christian objects becomes an occasion in the chronicles to 
redeem and reassert a damaged Christian identity. In this chapter, I discuss two 
chronicles of the Third Crusade: the anonymous Itinerarium and Ambroise’s Estoire de 
la Guerre Sainte, which the Itinerarium sources in part. The two chronicles’ 
interpretation of the events of the Third Crusade center around that crusade’s spiritual 
initiative – the recapture of the relic of the True Cross.  
Fears about a damaged Christianity permeate the chronicles.  In them, object-
centered miracles are opportunities to reassert the strength of the faith. Further, the 
Itinerarium develops and changes such episodes in the Estoire to present vivid, 
memorable, and concrete imagery. The author of the Itinerarium, writing in the last 
decade of the twelfth century, relates that during the siege of Acre (April-May 1190) a 
Turk’s arrow pierced through the armor of a certain knight, yet 
it stopped when it hit a certain amulet which he wore hung 
from the neck across his chest, and it bounced back bent 
                                                
2 Words used frequently in the Itinerarium include polluere (which can have the sense of 
polluting, but also defiling by immoral means), dehonestares (to dishonor), deturpare (to defile or 
discredit), and contrectare (to handle improperly, even sexually). The Estoire uses vergonder (to 
put to shame) and laidenge (to insult, abuse or harm). 
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and blunted, as if it had hit an iron plate. Wasn’t this 
obviously God’s work [opera Dei]? This bolt which went 
through so many layers of iron bounced back blunted by a 
scrap of parchment!  It is said that the man carried God’s 
Holy Name written on that piece of parchment hung round 
his neck, and iron cannot pierce it.3 
 
This miracle, one of many battle-related miracles in the Itinerarium, presents an 
interdependent relationship between the written word, its housing object (the amulet), and 
defense.  “God is indeed,” the author of the Itinerarium explains, “an impregnable wall 
to those who trust him.”4  The amulet links a strong Christian identity, represented by the 
written name of God, to defensive power – particularly in battle. The Norman verse 
chronicle Estoire de la Guerre Sainte, attributed to likely eyewitness Ambroise, relates 
the same episode in a slightly different way:  “by the grace of God, the man-at-arms had 
at his neck a letter that protected him for the names of God were written on it. Those who 
were there saw that when the bolt touched it, it bounced back out.  This is how God acts; 
those whom He protects have nothing to fear.”5 In this instance, the Itinerarium revises 
the Estoire to present a visual image of a wall as a metaphor for God’s protection of his 
followers. The Itinerarium, throughout, has a sense of itself as part of the process of 
imprinting memory; its use of visual metaphor, I argue, is especially important in the 
                                                
3 CTC, I.48; 104.  “Sed tanquam a ferrea lamina resiluit retunsum et recurvatum. Numquid non 
manifesta sunt opera Dei, ut telum penetrans ferrum multiplicatum a schedula resiliret 
hebetatum? Nomen quippe Deum sanctum dicebatur vir ille gestare collo appensum insertum 
schedulae, ferro impenetrabile.” IPGRR, I.48; 99-100. See Richard Firth Green’s discussion of 
“writing as talisman” in A Crisis of Truth: Literature and Law in Ricardian England 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 251-7. 
4 Emphasis mine. CTC, I.48. “Murus quidem inexpugnabilis Deus est serantibus in Se.” IPGRR, 
I.48; 100.  
5 Emphasis mine. Ambroise, The History of the Holy War: Estoire de la guerre sainte, Vol. II 
[hereafter EGS], ed. Marianne Ailes and Malcolm Barber; trans. Ailes (Rochester, NY: Boydell 
Press, 2003), 82. “Merci Deu, quil garda de grief,/ Kar li non Deu escrit i erent;/ Ço virent ço qui 
illoc erent,/ Que quant li quarels i tucha/ Qu’il resorti e resbucha./ Eissi feit Deus, qui[l] print [en] 
[garde/ Qu[ë] il n’a de nule rien guarde.” EGS, Vol. I, ed. Marianne Ailes and Malcolm Barber 
(Rochester, NY: Boydell Press, 2003), v. 3571-7.  
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context of the True Cross relic. While the two chronicles differ in the way they shape 
their narratives, here, the amulet’s relic-like, defensive power in battle demonstrates one 
crucial way objects act in both chronicles. In the context of massive defeats, the loss of 
the “True Cross” to the Turks, and a subsequent “identity crisis” for the Christians, 
miraculous episodes centering around defiled Christian objects give these chroniclers an 
opportunity to reshape and redeem Christian identity. In terms of narrative power, the 
True Cross is strongest in its absence, and lesser crosses and icons are strongest when 
defiled. The episodes play out, in miniature, the sought-after resolution to the conflict of 
the Third Crusade – by means of defiled crosses.  
The two chronicles of the Third Crusade I discuss here, the Itinerarium and 
Ambroise’s Estoire de la Guerre Sainte, are considerably different in language (Anglo-
Latin and Norman, respectively), composition, and intended audience. They are 
nevertheless useful to compare with regard to their treatment of likely common oral 
sources and as texts concerned with testimony, miracles and objects in the reassertion of 
Christian identity.6 Both chronicles were probably to some extent eyewitness accounts of 
                                                
6 Additionally, both have a likely connection to English involvement in the Third Crusade. Helen 
Nicholson argues that “although the Itinerarium and Ambroise’s Estoire sprang from different 
literary traditions, their approach to their subject was remarkably similar, and the same educated 
nobility who enjoyed hearing the Itinerarium read to them would also have enjoyed hearing 
Ambroise’s work recited” (Introduction to CTC, 15). The Itinerarium is probably a “compilation” 
by two anonymous authors (writers of IP1 and IP2) who, Nicholson concludes, were probably 
associated with the English crusading armies (Introduction to CTC 6, 13). The writer of IP1 may 
himself have been an English crusader (Nicholson, Introduction to CTC, 9). Nicholson proposes 
that a common background of oral crusader stories may link the two, which are very similar.  She 
also suggests that “Ambroise, or his source, was close to the earl of Leicester and had an interest 
in extolling his deeds” based on textual evidence (Introduction to CTC, 14).  IP1, the likely 
English crusader eyewitness account, and the Ambroise verse chronicle were both likely sources 
for the writer of IP2 (Nicholson, Introduction to CTC, 13). In this discussion, I will refer to the 
writers of the Itinerarium as “the Itinerarium-author” for simplicity. 
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“members of the army or train of Richard I of England.”7 In this chapter, I look at the 
relationship between testimony, miracles, and objects important to crusade chronicles and 
how they relate to the two chronicles of the Third Crusade. I argue that the Itinerarium 
emphasizes the process of memory through presenting affective imagery as mnemonics, 
and I explore how, by emphasizing faces and objects in parallel episodes, the Itinerarium 
revises the Estoire (which it sources).  Within this, I compare episodes of defiled 
religious objects in these two Third Crusade texts in order to show the unique status of 
defilement in the context of the absent True Cross. By examining the interpretation of 
defiled crosses, placed at the center of a remembered and re-interpreted religious conflict, 
I show how a narrative of defilement (like that of ritual murder or host desecration) 
assists the chronicles’ treatment of the conflict. Defilement becomes important in the 
context of an already deeply damaged Christianity, and I argue that such episodes serve, 
in the narratives, to cohere Christian identity despite the losses. Finally, I look at the 
afterlife of Crusade cross vengeance miracles in a fourteenth-century romance, and 
briefly consider the spiritual problem invoked by the Third Crusade and its chroniclers: 
what happens to powerful Christian objects when they are possessed by non-Christians? 
 
2. Testimony and the Objects of the Crusades 
The ways in which each chronicle frames its miraculous episodes, as in the 
miracle of the amulet, above, points to its broader treatment of the conflict. In the 
probable eyewitness accounts Estoire de la Guerre Sainte and the Itinerarium, 
hermeneutic reshaping is crucial to the chroniclers’ project of rehabilitating the events of 
                                                
7 Ailes and Barber, Introduction to EGS II, 2-3. Ailes and Barber maintain that Ambroise and 
Richard de Templo – the likely author of IP1 (see footnote 6) – were writing for different 
audiences, Ambroise’s a courtly one and Richard de Templo’s a monastic one. 
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the failed Third Crusade. This reshaping will, ultimately, redeem Christian identity and 
provide inspiration to retrieve the lost True Cross. The events of the disastrous Second 
and Third Crusades demanded reliable written testimony in an exegetical framework in 
order to make sense of the tragic losses suffered by Christians. Testimony, eye-
witnessing and the written record are tied closely with miracles and the authentication of 
relics in the two chronicles I discuss here.  
 To understand the relationship between testimony, miracles, and objects that is 
crucial to English and Norman chronicles of the Third Crusade, we must look back to 
Frankish chronicles of the First Crusade (1095-99), which the later chronicles draw on. 
Though neither the anonymous Gesta Francorum nor Guibert de Nogent’s “corrective” 
Gesta Dei per Francos is English, these chronicles establish a context for the 
intertextuality of later crusade accounts, as well as magnify the problem of what 
constitutes authoritative testimony for a chronicle and its miraculous phenomena 
(including powerful sacred objects). Down to its title, the Gesta Dei “corrects” and 
spiritualizes the events of the First Crusade related in the anonymous Gesta Francorum 
(which was probably composed by an eyewitness).  Guibert, no eyewitness himself, 
continually defends his authority to write the Gesta Dei. At the beginning of Book IV, he 
writes, “who doubts those historians who wrote the lives of the saints, who wrote down 
not only what they saw with their own eyes, but what they drunk up from what others 
have understood and told them?  For if the narrator is reliable... the stories told by those 
who speak the truth about events no one has seen are clearly acceptable as true.”8  Here, 
                                                
8 Gesta Dei per Francos [hereafter GDPF], ed. trans. Robert Levine (Woodbridge: The Boydell 
Press, 1997), 73. “Tamen quis historiographos, quis eos qui sanctorum Vitas edidere ambigat, non 
solum quæ obtutibus, sed ea scripsisse quæ aliorum hauserant intellecta relatibus? Si namque 
verax, et legitur quidam, et ‘quod vidit et audivit, hoc testatur’ authentica procul dubio vera 
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Guibert connects sight with hearing, and he equates objective truth from a “reliable” 
source with direct observation.  Additionally, from the text’s beginning, Guibert 
emphasizes his most treasured theme, explored fully in De pignoribus sanctorum (“On 
the relics of the saints”):  the proper reading and exegesis of physical signs.  “As God is 
my witness,” he writes, 
I swear that I heard from some barbarian people from I 
don’t know what land were driven to our harbor, and their 
language was so incomprehensible that, when it failed 
them, they made the sign of the cross [crucis signa] with 
their fingers; by these gestures they showed what they 
could not indicate with words, that because of their faith 
they set out on the journey.9 
 
Here, Guibert is emphasizing the variety of gentes participating in the crusade, but also 
the crucial importance of symbols and their proper comprehension; he even uses the 
language of oaths, as if to call attention to his own textual authority yet again.  This 
rhetorical move, however, gives Guibert unusual manipulative powers within the text. 
Because he leans on his own authority to represent eyewitness testimony, even swearing 
that God is his witness, he is able to mold events as he wants them to appear to the 
reader. In such a way, he uses the religious conflict of the Crusades to critique and shape 
Christian identity, much as the later chroniclers do. In another framing episode (not found 
in the Gesta Francorum), he relates an anti-exemplum about the rise of Islam, which is 
essentially an even stronger warning about misreading signa—or more comprehensively 
an injunction to responsible devotion.  Just as in his treatise on relics he issues a warning 
                                                                                                                                            
dicentium narratio, ubi videre non suppetit, comprobatur.” Gesta Dei per Francos siue Historia 
Hierosolymitana in PL 156 (Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1853), col. 729. 
9 GDPF, 29. PL 156, col. 686. “Testor Deum me audisse nescio cujus barbaræ gentis homines ad 
nostri portum maris appulsos, quorum sermo adeo habebatur incognitus ut, lingua vacante, 
digitorum super digitos transversione crucis signa prætenderent, hisque indiciis, quod nequibant 
vocibus, se fidei causa profiscisci monstrarent.” 
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about trusting “vulgus opinionis,” here Guibert provides a vivid representation of the 
dangers of popular excitement about miracles, and of false textual authority attached to 
them.  In order to win converts, Guibert writes, Mohammed ties a book of false teachings 
(the Qu’ran) to the horns of a cow, and hides the cow in a tent; when the cow hears 
Mohammed preaching, it makes its way through the middle of the crowd towards him, at 
which the people are amazed.10  Nearly consecutively, Guibert criticizes the “frequent... 
error” which occurs in the churches of France—citing the example of two different places 
claiming the same martyr’s body.  Additionally, he maintains, “open and extremely foul 
avarice drives them [churchmen] to collect money by displaying bones and dragging 
them around in wagons.”11  Rhetorically, Guibert means to elide false texts with false 
material (questionable relics), each driven by avarice and trickery; in context, he is 
defining Christianity over and against Islam, while critiquing popular Christian practices. 
Thus, the reliable testimony of texts (the Qu’ran, but by extension chronicles) and of 
objects (martyrs’ bones, and other sacred Christian things) are directly related to the type 
of identity Guibert desires to construct for the Franks, and to his exegesis of the 
conflict.12  
 Testimony, especially eyewitness testimony, is crucial to crusade chronicles in 
order to establish the veracity of miraculous occurrences and often holy objects. But 
sometimes testimony alone is not enough. While the Third Crusade’s focus is on the True 
                                                
10 GDPF, 34. PL 156, col. 691. For more on Muslim and Christian perceptions of each other’s 
beliefs, especially during the Crusades, see Ronald C. Finucane, Soldiers of the Faith: Crusaders 
and Moslems at War (London: J.M. Dent and Sons, 1983), 147-73. 
11 GDPF, 37-8. “occasione... error”; “evidenti et nimium turpi avariciæ militant, et ossium 
ostensiones, et feretrorum, ad pecunias corrogandas circumlationes.” PL 156, col. 695. 
12 For Guibert, testimonial authority means relying heavily on Augustinian exegesis, the records 
of the ancients, and even oral confirmation of events from high-ranking ecclesiastical authorities.  
In his view, reliance on oral testimony about events is utterly worthless unless the witness 
possesses impeccable credentials.  
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Cross, Provençals at Antioch on the First Crusade unearthed a “Holy Lance,” which had 
supposedly pierced the side of Jesus; its provenance was hotly debated, putting the object 
itself in question.13 Raymond d’Aguilers’ Historia Francorum Qui Ceperunt Iherusalem 
relates the discovery of the lance and the ordeal by fire of Peter Bartholomew, the man 
who discovered it, along with the lance itself.14 Raymond describes Peter’s vision in 
detail; the man, whom Raymond describes as a “homo simplex” (guileless), speaks with 
the Lord and expresses concern that leaders of the army will not believe him regarding 
the lance.15 The Lord replies that doubters, who are brothers of Judas, should be killed.16 
Raymond records testimony from priests and leaders in the army swearing to the lance’s 
authenticity, and indeed he himself, as “author of this book” adds his own testimony.17 
Regardless, an ordeal by fire is set to assuage the remaining unbelievers. Peter asks, “ ‘I 
not only wish, but I beg that you set ablaze a fire, and I shall take the ordeal of fire with 
the Holy Lance in my hands; and if it is really the Lord’s Lance, I shall cross through [the 
fire] unharmed; but if it is false, I shall be burned up in the fire. For I see that there is no 
                                                
13 Alan V. Murray points out that while this lance, the “Holy Lance of Antioch,” “inspired the 
army during its time of greatest privation,... in the course of the march it came to be increasingly 
discredited, not least by the higher clergy in the army.” Also, “there were far better authenticated 
Holy Lances in the possession of the Salian monarchs and at Constantinople.” “Mighty Against 
the Enemies of Christ: The Relic of the True Cross in the Armies of the Kingdom of Jerusalem” 
in The Crusades and Their Sources: Essays Presented to Bernard Hamilton, ed. John France and 
William G. Zajac (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1998), 220. See also T. Asbridge, “The Holy Lance of 
Antioch: Power, Devotion and Memory in the First Crusade,” Reading Medieval Studies 33 
(2007): 3-36. 
14 Raymond d’Aguilers, Historia Francorum Qui Ceperunt Iherusalem [hereafter HFCI], trans. 
John Hugh Hill and Laurita L. Hill (Philadelphia: The American Philosophical Society, 1968) 
XII; 99-103. PL 155 (Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1854), col. 591-668. Raimundus de Aguilers, Historia 
Francorum qui ceperunt Iherusalem in RHC Occ. III (Paris, 1866). Raymond d’Aguilers was 
probably a chaplain of Count Raymond IV of Toulouse, attached to the Provençal train. He 
became a priest on the journey, and Hill and Hill call his history “didactic.” Introduction, HFCI, 
8. 
15 PL 155, col. 641.  
16 “Et dixi: ‘Domine, quid de incredulis faciemus?’ Et respondit mihi Dominus: ‘Non parcatis eis 
sed occidite, quia proditores mei sunt, fratres Judæ Iscariotæ...’ ” PL 155, col. 638. 
17 PL 155, col. 640. 
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one who believes in either revelations or witnesses.’ ”18 Peter fasts, and on Good Friday, 
1099, sixty thousand “noblemen and people” gathered with churchmen to watch the 
ordeal. Peter carries the lance wrapped in cloth and emerges with only minor burns, thus 
proving, in this text, the authenticity of the lance. (While Peter Bartholomew dies twelve 
days later, in the Historia Francorum the cause of his death is unclear; Raymond seems 
to attribute the man’s injuries to an over-eager crowd grasping for contact relics.) The 
lance has barely escaped the fire unscathed, but in the text, the ordeal is only one form of 
authentication – visions play a large part as well. Prior to the siege of Jerusalem, a priest 
named Stephen has a vision of the dead Bishop Adhémar of Le Puy revealing Mary, the 
blessed Agatha and a virgin holding two candles. Adhémar states:  
‘Our Mother Mary orders that henceforth the Holy Lance 
shall not be shown unless carried by a priest clad in sacred 
vestments and that the Cross precede it in this manner.’ 
Then Adhémar held the Cross suspended from a spear and 
a man clad in sacerdotal garments with the Holy Lance in 
his hands followed as the Bishop gave this response: 
‘Gaude Maria Virgo, cunctas hereses sola interemisti.’ 
Hundreds of thousands of countless voices joined in the 
heavenly choir and the company of saints vanished.19 
 
                                                
18 HFCI, 100. “ ‘Volo ac deprecor, ut fiat ignis maximus, et cum lancea Domini est, incolumis 
transeam; sin autem falsam est, comburar in igne. Video enim quia nec signis nec testibus 
creditur.’ ” PL 155, col. 641. Perhaps significantly, this episode is absent from the Gesta 
Francorum, the great anonymous chronicle of the Franks in the First Crusade. Guibert de Nogent 
defends the authenticity of the lance, because of its reliable higher-church eyewitnesses, in his 
Gesta Dei per Francos. Fulcher of Chartres and Ralph of Caen are highly critical of the lance’s 
authenticity. 
19 HFCI, 107-8. “ ‘Precipit mater nostra, ut deinceps lancea non monstretur nisi a sacerdote 
induto sacris vestibus; et crux et praeferatur, sic.’ Et tenuit episcopus crucem in hastile positam, et 
quidam indutus sacerdotalibus vestibus sequebatur erum, habens lanceam inter manus. Et 
episcopus incoepit responsorium hoc: ‘Gaude, Maria virgo, cunctas hæreses sola interemisti.’ Et 
illico incoeperunt sine numero centena millia virorum; atque sic illud sanctum sollegium abiit.” 
PL 155, col. 645. Adhémar was a highly esteemed Provençal bishop appointed by Urban II to 
lead the First Crusade, accompanying Count Raymond IV’s army. He died and was mourned after 
the siege of Kerbogha in 1098, but appears in many visions throughout the Historia Francorum. 
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Not only has the lance been proven holy by ordeal, but Mary herself, accompanied by a 
heavenly choir and several saints, has ordered it to be carried into battle with the Cross. 
By recording testimony, ordeal, and vision, Raymond d’Aguilers textually strengthens 
the lance’s status as a holy object. Further, he emphasizes its crucial importance to the 
Franks’ victory in Jerusalem. As we will see in the Third Crusade chronicles, written text, 
object, and testimony are tied together with accounts of miracles, especially vengeance 
miracles involving defiled crosses. As in the Historia Francorum, an overriding focus on 
a supreme holy object inspires crusade activity; as in Guibert’s Gesta Dei, a greater 
concern is reliable testimony about miraculous events. The Itinerarium, especially, with 
its focus on eye-witnessing and memory, uses the visual and the affective to imprint 
images in the mind; as it revises parts of the Estoire, it emphasizes the memorial and 
physical aspects of miracles. In such a way, it attempts to redefine a damaged Christian 
identity through its narratives of miracles, and as a chronicle, has a sense of itself as part 
of the process of memory. 
 
3. The Itinerarium and the Image in the Text 
In the context of the absent True Cross, the Itinerarium-author’s emphasis on the 
visual and the image – especially where he revises the Estoire – is a significant 
development. The prologues to the Itinerarium and the Estoire prefigure differences in 
their treatment of the miracles and events of the Third Crusade. Both chronicles rely on 
eye-witnessing as well as create similar exegetical frameworks for the events of the Third 
Crusade. The Itinerarium, however, is most concerned with the processes of historical 
memory – especially imagery – while Ambroise concerns himself with quickly engaging 
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his audience and offering a practical, literary account of the events. In each, the ways in 
which their authors frame their books as written testimony point to the ways in which 
they will explicate the events of the Third Crusade. Both, however, rely on miniature 
narratives of miracles to reshape Christian identity in a context of uncertainty. 
Ambroise’s rendering of the events of the Third Crusade, the Estoire, relies on the 
authority of eye-witnessing, but his introduction to his material is swift and he ushers the 
reader straight into his tale. What is important is the “estoire” or story. “He who would 
deal with a long story,” he begins, 
must take great care that he does not burden himself by 
beginning a work he cannot finish. Rather, if he undertakes 
such a task, he should do it in such a way that he is able to 
complete what he has undertaken. For this reason I have 
begun briefly, so that the subject will not be too 
burdensome. I want to get right to my subject [materie] for 
it is a story that should be told, a story which tells of the 
misadventure [mesaventure] that happened to us, and justly 
so, a few years ago in the land of Syria, because of our 
excessive folly [surfaite folie].20 
 
Ambroise’s verses sweep forward with a sense of purpose – of getting straight to the 
“materie” and relating the disastrous events of the crusade. Speedily, too, he places the 
conflict in an hermeneutic framework: “God did not wish us to continue without feeling 
the consequences.”21 Because of “sin [pechiez],” the Cross was lost, and the difficulties 
faced by the Christians were set into motion.22 A sinful neglect of God’s laws has brought 
this disaster at the close of the Second Crusade – the loss of the True Cross – on the 
                                                
20 EGS, Vol. II, 29. “Qui longue estoire ad a traitier,/ Mult lui covient estreit guaitier,/ Qu’il ne 
convist por sei grever/ Devie qu’il ne peusse achever,/ Mais si la face e si l’empraine/ Qu’a dreit 
maint iço qu’il enpraine/ E por ço ai comencié briefment,/ Que la matire n’alt griefment./ Vers la 
materie me voil traire/ Dont l’estoire est bone a retraire,/ Ki retint la mesaventure/ Qui nos avint – 
e par dreiture – /L’autre an en terre de Sulie/ Par nostre surfaite folie...” EGS, Vol. I, v. 1-14. 
21 EGS, Vol. II, 29. “Deus ne volt plus consentir/ K’il ne la nos feist sentir.” EGS, Vol. I, v.15-16. 
22 EGS, Vol. II, 29; EGS, Vol. I, v. 30. 
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Christians. Ambroise quickly provides impetus for, and spiritual understanding of, the 
event that sparked the Third Crusade. While he privileges the “materie” over memory (in 
contrast to the Itinerarium), both chronicles engage in a reshaping of Christian identity on 
a minute level in their narratives of defilement. 
In contrast to Ambroise’s urgency, the Itinerarium begins with a meditation on 
memory and historiography. Its prologue emphasizes two main advantages of its record: 
it will create images that imprint on the memory, and it is based on eyewitness accounts 
of the events it describes. Here, not only does memorialization depend on bodily 
processes, but it also invokes a striking tension between the visual and aural, the material 
and verbal.  The Itinerarium opens with a meditation on the development of the effort to 
preserve “extraordinary deeds.” Its author laments the passing into oblivion of ancient 
exploits, but traces the response of the ancients: 
The ancient Greeks were inspired to remedy this problem 
with the written word, and urged their writers – whom they 
called ‘historiographers’ – to record histories of events. The 
happy result was that the written record spoke in place of 
the living voice so that the virtues of these mortals did not 
die with them. The Romans emulated the Greeks: to ensure 
that virtue would live forever, they not only took up the 
work of the pen, but also erected statues. In this way, 
through visual representations of the ancients and 
challenging posterity in words they directed their message 
by various routes to the inner person [ad interiora] – 
through both the eyes and the ears. So they firmly 
impressed on the minds of their would-be imitators a love 
of virtue.23 
                                                
23 CTC, Prologue; 21. “Hoc Grai veteres divinitus attendentes, scripti remedium objecere 
prudenter, et scriptores suos, quos dixere historiographos ad conscribendas regum historias 
studiosius exciverunt. Unde feliciter contigit ut vocis vivæ silentium vox scripta suppleret, ne 
ipsis mortalibus eorum commorerentur virtutes. Romani vero, Graecorum æmuli, perpetuandæ 
virtutis obtentu, non solum stili assumpserunt officium, sed et statuas adjecerunt; et sic tam 
veteres repræsentando, quam provocando posteros, virtutis amorem, tum per oculos, tum per 
aures, ad interiora multipliciter demissum, imitantium mentibus firmius impresserunt.” IPGRR, 
Prologus; 3. 
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Here, written memorials are important for the ways in which they are able to reach his 
audience’s comprehension:  through viewing a meaningful physical object, or hearing a 
text read aloud (speaking here is implicit in the act of writing), exemplary figures or 
events may be re-witnessed. Like the Romans, who paired statues with the work of the 
pen, the Itinerarium-author privileges images in his description of the events of the Third 
Crusade, pairing them with his eyewitness record. As such, his chronicle often uses what 
Mary Carruthers terms enargeia (“bringing-before-the-eyes”): “vivid, sensuous word-
painting.”24 As in the visual rhetoric of contemporaneous cult shrines, the Itinerarium 
engages in a careful construction of what the viewer or hearer “sees” as religious 
memory-images in its depiction of conflict.25 As well as its superior method of imprinting 
memories on the minds of its readers, the Itinerarium boasts another advantage: 
However, although innumerable writings exist about the 
deeds of the past, most were written from hearsay  and few 
are eyewitness accounts. Dares of Phrygia’s account of the 
destruction of Troy is given more credence than others 
because he was present and saw for himself what others 
reported from hearsay [auditum]. On the same basis this 
history of Jerusalem which we recount should not be 
unworthy of belief... Our pen recorded noteworthy events 
while the memory [memoria] of them was still fresh 
[calente].26 
                                                
24 The Craft of Thought: Meditation, Rhetoric, and the Making of Images, 400-1200, Cambridge 
Studies in Medieval Literature 34 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 118; 130. “A 
primary use of ornament even in Roman rhetoric, in short, is to slow us down, make us 
concentrate, set up moments of meditation – and so help us think and remember” (131). 
25 “Memories were thought to be carried in intense images (intentio + simulacrum), and… indeed 
memory depended on imagination, the image-making power of the soul.” The Medieval Craft of 
Memory: An Anthology of Texts and Pictures, eds. Mary Carruthers and Jan M. Ziolkowski 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002), 11. 
26 CTC, Prologue; 21-2. “Cæterum cum innumeri rerum gestarum scriptores extiterint, plurimi 
quod audierunt, pauci quod videre, scripserunt. Quod si Phyrgio Dareti de Pergamorum eversione 
ideo potius creditur, quia quod alii retulere auditum, ille praesens conspexit, nobis etiam 
historiam Jerosolimitanam tractantibus non indigne fides debetur[...] res gestas, adhuc calente 
memoria, stilo duximus designandas.” IPGRR, Prologus; 4. 
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Here, the Itinerarium-author privileges the “freshness” (literally, “warmth”) of his 
memory over hearsay to give his account authority. Like trustworthy classical accounts of 
famous wars and calamities, his account will be valued for the authority that comes from 
his having witnessed the events about which he writes. Guibert, author of Gesta Dei per 
Francos, would certainly disagree that an eyewitness account was more valuable to 
written history than his own; he might argue that a “corrective” history would put events 
into a proper context, regardless of whether the author had witnessed them personally. 
The Itinerarium is most interested in the transfer of that “hot” memory – the events the 
author(s) purportedly witnessed – to the reader’s mind. As such, throughout the book, he 
both “takes up the pen” and metaphorically “erects statues.”27 He emphasizes the visual 
and the affective as part of the process of memory.  
Often, this emphasis on the visual means that the Itinerarium focuses on three-
dimensional objects rather than simply two-dimensional images. Both the Itinerarium 
and the Estoire describe the African portion of the Muslim army at the siege of Acre in 
inhuman terms, culminating in two different descriptions of their standard. The 
Itinerarium describes the Franks’ opponents as “a fiendish race, forceful and relentless, 
deformed by nature and unlike other living beings, black in colour, of enormous stature 
and inhuman savageness... As a standard [pro signo]they carried a carved effigy of 
Muhammed [Mahumeti effigiem].”28 The Estoire describes the scene: “There was there 
in great number and full of evil intent a hideous black people, against God and against 
                                                
27 While the Itinerarium was probably composed by two authors, the overall character of the 
chronicle is consistent with this assertion. IP2, who revised Ambroise, did so with an eye to the 
physical aspects of miracles, and to creating affective imagery within the text. 
28 CTC, I.35; 90. “Inter oppugnantes erat quædam gens larvalis nimis, vehemens et pertinax, 
natura deformis, sicut et aliis erat dissimilis animis, nigro colore, enormi statura... Mahumeti 
effigiem incisam pro signo habebant.” IPGRR, I.35; 83. 
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nature, with red head-dresses on their heads – never did God make more ugly creatures... 
Those with the red caps had a standard to which they all rallied; this was the standard of 
Mohammed [l’enseigne Mahumet], whose image [portraite] was there in chief and in 
whose name they came to fight, to defeat Christianity.”29 While clearly these standards 
could not have had correspondence in reality because of the tenets of Islam (which forbid 
images of Mohammed), such clearly identifiable heraldry is a common trope in chansons 
de geste, where “Saracens” appear bearing standards of pagan gods, and in which effigies 
of pagan gods are smashed.30 The description of the army and its standards in both 
chronicles here echoes those in epic poems. The Itinerarium, however, emphasizes the 
physical, carved object or effigiem of Mohammed, while the Estoire instead sees the 
standard as representing a portrait of the prophet. The Itinerarium engages in affective, 
vivid imagery of objects, while the Estoire styles itself more closely after the chansons de 
geste. In such a way, while both chronicles attempt to reshape and cohere Christian 
identity in their narratives, the Itinerarium “erects statues,” or creates memory-images, in 
the text that make its narrative part of the process of memory.31 
In some cases, the Itinerarium creates textual images having to do with emotion, 
playing on the affective nature of its descriptions in order to imprint images in the 
reader’s memory. Both chronicles describe a series of miracles during the siege of Acre; 
                                                
29 EGS, Vol. II, 79-80. “Une hiduse gent oscure,/ Contre Deu e contre nature,/ A roges chapels en 
lor testes - / Onc Deus ne fist plus laides bestes... Cil as roches chapels aveient/ Une enseigne ou 
tuit se teneint:/ Ço esteit l’enseigne Mahumet,/ Qui esteit portraite en somet,/ En qui nun se 
vindrent combatre/ Por la cristienté abatre.” EGS, Vol. I, v.3340-52; 3362-7. See Finucane’s 
discussion of Ambroise’s language regarding Muslims in Soldiers of the Faith, 157-8. 
30 See Ailes and Barber, footnote 250 in EGS, Vol. II. 
31 For a discussion of ancient and medieval theories of the memory-image, see Mary J. 
Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), 47-60. The Itinerarium particularly uses language that recalls 
Aristotle’s seal-in-wax model for memory. 
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most see Christians being miraculously saved, or Turks being miraculously wounded. 
One of these involves a particularly massive and effective stone-throwing machine; the 
Itinerarium states that “it fired with such force, and its blows were so effective, that no 
material or substance could withstand the unbearable impact without damage, no matter 
how well-built it was.”32 Ambroise notes that when the powerful siege-machine fires, the 
stone has to be looked for a foot into the ground.33 The machine happens to hit one of the 
Christians’ men on the back with a stone of immense size. The Itinerarium records: “that 
stone did not injure the man in the least. He did not even move. The stone rebounded off 
his back as if he was a mountain of iron [monte ferreo], and fell harmlessly near by. 
When the man saw it he had more horror on his face [horroris ex visu] than he had pain 
from the blow.”34 Ambroise relates the same story, with slightly different comparisons: 
“this very catapult struck a man in the back and if the man had been a tree [arbre], or a 
column of marble [marbre], he would have been cut in half, but the good man did not feel 
it, for God did not permit it.”35 While both chronicles use metaphors to describe the 
man’s unnatural resistance to the machine’s power, the Itinerarium-author describes the 
man’s emotion at having escaped death. The affective nature of the Itinerarium’s 
descriptions, especially in miracles involving objects, focus attention on the visual as part 
of the process of memory. 
                                                
32 CTC, I.47a; 103. “Tanta nimirum erat vehementia jaculandi, et impetus tam pertinax, quod nihil 
tam solidum ,vel ita fuit compactum, cujuscunque materiæ vel substantiæ, quod posset incolume 
tam intolerabilis percussuræ sustinere injuriam.” IPGRR, I.47a; 98. 
33 EGS, Vol. II, 82; EGS, Vol. I, v.3540-1.  
34 CTC, I.47a; 103. “Haec igitur talis in quendam ex nostris hominem lapidem enormis 
magnitudinis dedit a tergo... sed nec hominem quidem vel in minimo læsit; immo nec loco movit, 
sed resiliens a tergo, tanquam a monte ferreo, decidit haud procul inefficax. Quem vir ille 
respiciens plus habuit horroris ex visu, quam doloris ex ictu.” IPGRR, I.47a; 98. 
35 EGS, Vol. II, 82. “Iceste meïsmes periere/ Feri un home el dos deriere/ E di [li] home devenist 
arbre/ Ou une columpne de marbre,/ Si l’eüst el parmi colpee,/ Tant i fud el dreit açopee;/ E li 
prodom ne la senti,/ Car Dampnedeus nel consenti.” EGS, Vol. I, v.3546-53.  
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The Itinerarium not only emphasizes emotion, faces and reactions to miracles 
more often than the Estoire; it also characterizes particular crusaders as martyrs much 
more frequently than the Estoire. Its episodes involving martyrdom illustrate in miniature 
aspects of what the Itinerarium attempts to do on a larger level; that is, they emphasize 
the physical, the visual, and the image in the process of memory.  Martyrdom in the 
Itinerarium is associated with miracles; in the Estoire, it is associated with battles, of an 
expectation of death. One miracle in particular occurs in the Itinerarium, but not in the 
Estoire. It shows the importance of martyrs’ relics – not just martyrdom in battle – to the 
chronicle. The miracle occurs at the very beginning of the narrative, after the Battle of the 
Springs of Cresson, 1 May 1187 – a loss occurring just prior to that at Hattin. A “certain 
Templar” fought off thousands of the enemy alone after his fellows had been killed off. 
Doomed, he eventually wins a martyr’s crown in death – having miraculously fought off 
so many of the enemy for so long. After he falls, the Itinerarium-author relates that 
It is said that there were some who sprinkled the body of 
the dead man with dust and placed the dust on their heads, 
believing that they would draw courage from the contact. In 
fact, rumour has it that one person was moved with even 
more fervour than the rest. He cut off the man’s genitals, 
and kept them safely for begetting children so that even 
when dead the man’s members – if such a thing were 
possible – would produce an heir with courage as great as 
his.36 
 
Leaving aside technicalities of the latter “contact relic,” this scene illustrates the visceral, 
instinctive memorialization of a battle martyr. The dust and the genitals are not 
necessarily used as religious objects: “believing that they would draw courage from the 
                                                
36 CTC, I.3, 26. “Fuere, ut dicebatur, nonnulli qui corpus viri jam exanimum pulvere superjecto 
consparserunt, et ipsum pulverem suis imponentes verticibus, virtutem ex contactu hausisse 
credebant. Quidam vero, ut fama ferebat, ardentius cæteris movebatur; et abscissis viri 
genitalibus, ea tanquam in usu gignendi reservare disposuit, et vel mortua membra, si fieri posset, 
virtutis tantæ suscitarent hæredem.” IPGRR, I.3, 8. 
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contact” is not the same as trusting a saint’s tomb dust to heal a disease. If anything, the 
episode shows that remnants, such as body parts – and “contact relics” – channel memory 
in the aftermath of battle and in the text itself, and that this process does not need to be 
religious. While the man is a martyr according to the chronicle, in practice the 
fragmentation of his body is anything but sacred. The use of the contact relics for the 
production of courage – even down to a future heir, who will fight in future battles – is 
surprisingly utilitarian. In such a way, on a much different level, was the True Cross 
fragment treated in battle. While the idea of the Cross motivated the Third Crusade and 
permeated its preaching, its use in battle was as a talisman – an instrument of God’s favor 
that proved its authenticity in one victory after another. As a powerful Christian object, 
proven in battle, its loss and capture in a stunning defeat for the Christians at Hattin 
serves to show that Christians themselves have failed as custodians – an exegesis put 
forth by both the Itinerarium and the Estoire.37  The capture of the True Cross places 
Christian identity in jeopardy; in its absence, the memorative Itinerarium and the Estoire 
describe miniature narratives of defilement meant to reshape that identity. 
 
4. The Cross as Stigma 
The True Cross fires much of the narrative in both the Estoire and the 
Itinerarium, and its loss, and the resulting Christian “identity crisis,” echoes in smaller 
miraculous episodes in both chronicles. In this context, it is worth exploring some of the 
                                                
37 Patrick Geary has written about saints’ “preferences” for particular custodians of their remains. 
Writing of Firminius, a mid-sixth-century bishop of Uzès, he notes: “…not only could the saint 
choose whom he would help, but he could change his mind and decide to move elsewhere in 
order to favor another community with his power.” In the genre of the translatio, saints are often 
portrayed as desiring their relics to be moved to another locale. Furta Sacra: Thefts of Relics in 
the Central Middle Ages (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1978; 1990), 33. 
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multiple meanings that the cross harbored in the Third Crusade. The cross as a Christian 
symbol has always been – and is especially in the context of the Third Crusade – 
multivalent.38  The cross marked the clothing or even the flesh of pilgrims and crusaders; 
in this capacity it was what Guibert of Nogent termed a stigma or “mark of the passion of 
the Lord for those who were going to fight for God.”39 The term stigma indicates the 
strongest mark possible – a brand of the flesh, or on an animal. The Itinerarium-author 
uses the term “cruce... insignetur” to indicate the marking with the cross of Richard of 
Poitou (the future Richard I of England); the chronicle also records that Henry of England 
and Philip of France are “crucizatur” or, literally, crossed.40 About this time, crusaders 
began to be spoken of as “crucesignati” rather than simply as pilgrims.41 The new 
                                                
38 For a fairly full discussion of the history of the cross as a Christian symbol, with special focus 
on its uses and perception in the Crusades, see Giles Constable, Crusaders and Crusading in the 
Twelfth Century (Surrey, UK: Ashgate Publishing Co., 2008), Chapter 2, “The Cross of the 
Crusaders,” 45-91. See also Caroline Walker Bynum’s discussion of the cross and crucifixes in 
Christian Materiality: An Essay on Religion in Late Medieval Europe (New York: Zone Books, 
2011), 112-21. For more on the legends surrounding the True Cross, see Barbara Baert, A 
Heritage of Holy Wood: The Legend of the True Cross in Text and Image (Leiden: Brill, 2004). 
For a full historical study of the relic of the True Cross and its cult, see A. Frolow, La Relique de 
la Vraie Croix: Recherches sur le Développement d’un Culte, Archives de L’Orient 7 (Paris: 
Institut Français D’Études Byzantines, 1961). 
39 GDPF, 45. “Vel potius militaturis Deo passionis Dominicæ stigma tradens, crucis figuram...” 
PL 156, col. 702. A miracle in the Life of Godric of Finchale, which occurred about 1170, reflects 
the visceral nature of the stigma as well as the widespread preaching of the Crusades. A man who 
has been injured visits the shrine of Saint Godric of Finchale. A saint appears to the man asking 
that after his cure, he should take the cross and travel to Jerusalem. The saint takes three fingers 
and inscribes the man’s flesh with a cross: “Post haec tres dexteræ digitos erexit, et signum crucis 
ei in et sursum extulerit, forma signaculi crucis, velut duobus albentibus filis candida, in ejus 
humero exarata comparuit.” Reginald of Durham, Libellus de vita et miraculis S. Godrici, 
Heremitae de Finchale, ed. J. Stevenson, Surtees Society 19 (London: J.B. Nichols and Son, 
1847), 384-8.  
40 CTC, II.3; 142 and II.3; 143. IPGRR, II.3; 140 and II.3; 141. This term is used throughout the 
book. 
41 Christopher Tyerman writes, “Taking the cross now... clearly separated crusading from 
pilgrimage... [p]ropagandists began to talk almost exclusively of ‘crucesignati,’ a habit that soon 
found its way into chronicles, histories and government records.” God’s War: A New History of 
the Crusades (London: Allen Lane, 2006), 375. Also, Suzanne Yeager notes that “No Latin word 
for ‘crusade’ entered into use in England or the Continent until the mid-thirteenth century … 
Indeed, … the English word ‘crusade’ in its current usage appeared as late as the sixteenth and 
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terminology literalized the association of the cross with the bodies it marked. A fragment 
of the True Cross was discovered soon after the Christian armies captured Jerusalem on 
15 July 1099; it was quickly carried into battle, effectively raising the morale and 
spiritual power of the Christian armies.42 In such a way, “it stood in a long tradition of 
relics and other sacred objects being used in warfare in Christian Europe” to concentrate 
God’s favor on the battlefield.43 It was equally important, however, in the liturgy of the 
Latin kingdoms; its use in both contexts was concomitant, bolstering the idea that 
defending Jerusalem was itself a spiritual act.44 The True Cross as a powerful relic in 
battle was most often “deployed when the kingdom’s security was seriously threatened,” 
making its capture by Saladin’s armies in July 1187 all the more devastating.45 The True 
Cross effectively supplanted the discredited Holy Lance as a devotional symbol and a 
talisman in battle. In fact, both were carried into battle at Ascalon in 1099, with “the True 
                                                                                                                                            
seventeenth centuries;” and that, “Linguistically, the phenomenon of crusade as distinct from 
pilgrimage never really existed in the medieval period.” Introduction to Jerusalem in Medieval 
Narrative (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 6. For the purposes of this argument, 
it is significant that new terms for taking the cross, and for those who take the cross, are evident 
in the chronicles I discuss. 
42 Murray, “Mighty Against the Enemies of Christ,” 221. “Only a few days after its discovery the 
Cross was taken into battle at Ascalon, and by August 1105 it had been present at four major 
victories over numerically superior Fatimid forces.” Murray compiles a comprehensive list of 
every time this relic was carried into battles, according to extant sources; from “its discovery in 
August 1099 and its final loss in July 1187 the True Cross was carried on no fewer than thirty-one 
military (or primarily military) actions...” (222). Norman Housley notes that the discoverer, one 
Arnulf, “had engineered Peter Bartholomew’s fall from power.” Fighting for the Cross: 
Crusading to the Holy Land (London: Yale University Press, 2008), 204. 
43 Ibid., 218. For more examples of the True Cross’s appearances in battles of the twelfth century, 
see Fulcher of Chartres, A History of the Expedition to Jerusalem, trans. F.R. Ryan (Knoxville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 1969) and William of Tyre, Willelmi Tyrensis archiepscopi 
chronicon, ed. R.B.C. Huygens, Corpus Christianorum Series Latina LXIII-LXIIIA (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 1986). 
44 Murray, “Mighty Against the Enemies of Christ,” 231. 
45 Ibid., 223. Saladin’s victory at Hattin in 1187 was crushing to the Franks. The relic’s presence 
in the battle was a mark of the Franks’ concern about the Turks and Saladin at that juncture; its 
failure and ultimate loss severely shook the Christians, as seen in the exegeses of the events in 
Itinerarium and the Estoire. 
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Cross being carried by the patriarch Arnulf while the Provençals brought along the Holy 
Lance.”46 The cross appeared in sermons both literally and figuratively in the preaching 
of the Third Crusade; that is, clerics urged pilgrims to travel to Jerusalem to recapture the 
True Cross, but also used the cross as a symbol of the anticipated heavenly kingdom.  
Giles Constable expounds on this idea:  “[f]ar more than just an identifying badge or sign, 
the cross was granted by God to crusaders in order to guide their journey both in this 
world and the next.”47 Not only this: small shards of the remaining True Cross traveled 
westwards in the twelfth century, garnering support for the crusade and intensifying 
devotion for the lost relic itself.48 Thus the cross of the Third Crusade was literal and 
figurative, physical and spiritual: the gathering of armies for this crusade was a direct 
response to the double crisis of the loss of the True Cross and of Jerusalem.49 Ambroise 
states this directly when describing the events at Hattin: “When the battle was over as 
God had ordained, the king was taken and the Cross was taken and nearly all the people 
killed (for this reason many took the Cross [se croiserent], leaving behind their worldly 
goods to do so).”50 The loss of the physical Cross necessitated the taking up of the 
spiritual one.  
Both the Itinerarium and the Estoire frame their narratives by describing 
Saladin’s capture of the True Cross at Hattin – an event which shook Christian identity, 
                                                
46 Housley, Fighting for the Cross, 204. 
47 Constable, Crusaders and Crusading, 91. 
48 Housley, 205. The True Cross lost at Hattin was likely a rather larger portion of wood. 
49 For more on the propagandistic uses of the True Cross, prior to its capture, see G. Ligato, “The 
Political Meanings of the Relic of the Holy Cross among the Crusaders and in the Latin Kingdom 
of Jerusalem: An Example of 1185” in Autour de la Première Croisade, ed. Michel Balard (Paris: 
Publications de la Sorbonne, 1996), 315-30. 
50 EGS, Vol. II, 69. “Quant la bataille fud finee/ Que Deus ot issi destinee,/ Li rois fud pris e la 
croiz prise/ E la gent pres[que] tote ocise,/ Por cui tantes genz se croiserent/ Et tanz de lor bons en 
leisserent.” EGS, Vol. I, v. 2574-9. 
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which each chronicle attempts to recoup.  Each chronicle builds from this devastating 
loss, which was swiftly followed by Saladin’s capture of Jerusalem and “cleansing” of 
Christian spaces for Muslim prayer. Ambroise’s Estoire laments that the Christian world 
had clearly displeased God somehow: “whether the folly was great or whether it was 
little, the consequences were felt directly; all this because of the Cross which the world 
worships and which at that time was taken away and moved by the pagans from that 
country... Through this great disaster all people, throughout the world, of high or low 
estate, were afflicted and could scarcely be comforted.”51 Similarly, the narrator of the 
Itinerarium places blame for the Christians’ great losses directly on their multiple 
offenses towards God:  
It was on account of our wicked deeds that the Cross [Crux 
sancta] received this second affront – the first had been 
when Cosdroes [Chosroes], king of the Persians, captured 
it. The Cross which had absolved us from the ancient yoke 
of captivity to sin was led a captive for us, and dishonoured 
[contrectatur] by the hands of godless Gentiles. If you have 
understanding, see God’s great anger! Yes, how wicked 
must His servants be, when He reckons Gentiles to be a less 
unworthy guard for the Cross than Christians!52 
 
Here, the Itinerarium-author draws a connection between the Cross’s spiritual function 
and its current fate as a captive, and explains the capture of the Cross in exegetical terms: 
Christians have failed as custodians, therefore God has transferred ownership to the 
Gentiles. He, as well as Ambroise, reflect in their descriptions of the Cross’s capture a 
                                                
51EGS, Vol. II, 29. “U que poi en ot ou plenté;/ La fist il sentir en poi d’ure/ Por la croiz que li 
monz aüre,/ Qui a cel tens fud destornee/ E des paens aillors tornee/ Qu’el païs... D’ainsi faite 
descovenue/ Fud la grant gent a la menue/ Par tot le mont desconfortee/ Quë a paines fud 
confortee.” EGS, Vol. I, v. 20-25; 36-38. 
52 CTC, I.5; 33. “Hanc alteram post Cosdroen regem Persarum Crux sancta proper scelera nostra 
contumeliam pertulit, et quae nos a veteri captivitatis jugo absolvit, propter nos captiva ducitur, et 
profanis gentilium manibus contrectatur. Videat si est intelligens, quae sit ira Dei; immo quanta 
servorum iniquias, cum ad Crucis custodiam Gentiles quam Christiani minus reputentur indigni.” 
IPGRR, I.5.; 17. 
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spiritual anxiety about the events at Hattin.  The defeat of the Christian armies proved so 
complete – even King Guy of Lusignan was captured, clutching the relic of the True 
Cross, as both chronicles record – that in it must be a divine rebuke.53 Indeed, for the 
Itinerarium-author and for Ambroise, it is more logical to place blame on the sins of the 
Franks (and more widely, the Christian world) than to engage in more problematic 
spiritual questioning about the power of the Cross. As with so many Christian relics of 
the twelfth century, the Cross’s power is inherent, but transferable if its caretakers are 
found wanting. As Constable has noted of the Cross, “its power was intrinsic and did not 
depend on the holiness of the user… it protected not only good but also evil men, and 
even Jews.”54 Thus the transferable power of the Cross was an older theological problem, 
but one given special significance after Hattin, and in the context of a strong Muslim 
opposition.  
The significance of the Cross’s capture as an affront to Christian identity was not 
lost on its capturers. Indeed, the chronicler Ibn al-Athīr’s account of the Battle of Hattin 
recognizes that the impact of the loss of the True Cross on the Christians was as great or 
greater than their losses in battle.  He writes, “[t]he Muslims captured their great cross, 
called the ‘True Cross,’ in which they say is a piece of the wood upon which, to them, the 
Messiah was crucified. This was one of the heaviest blows that could have been inflicted 
on them and made their death and destruction certain. Large numbers of their cavalry and 
infantry were killed or captured.”55 The Franks’ defeat at Hattin was utter, and Arab 
                                                
53 See CTC, I.5, p.33, footnote 31, and compare with EGS, Vol. I, v. 2568-73. 
54 Crusaders and Crusading, 51. This fear of Christian relics’ transferable power is most evident 
in romances and chansons de geste such as La Chanson de Roland. See Chapter 3 of this 
dissertation for more on the mobility of powerful Christian objects. 
55 Ibn al-Athīr, ʿIzz al-Dīn, Kamil al Tawarikh: Ibn-el-Athiri chronicon quod perfectissimum 
inscribitur, ed. Charles J. Tornberg (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1874-1876) XI; 351-5. The Perfect History 
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historians of the battle, while lingering on the destruction of the Frankish forces, place 
significant focus on the capture of the Cross. ʿImād al-Dīn describes in detail the 
significance of the Cross’s capture: 
They had [the Cross] housed in a casing of gold, adorned 
with pearls and gems, and kept it ready for the festival of 
the Passion, for the observance of their yearly ceremony... 
Its capture was for them the gravest blow that they 
sustained in that battle. The cross was a prize without 
equal, for it was the supreme object of their faith. To 
venerate it was their prescribed duty, for it was their God... 
they offered up their lives for it and sought comfort from it, 
so much that they had copies made of it which they 
worshipped, before which they prostrated themselves in 
their houses and on which they called when they gave 
evidence.56 
 
This passage emphasizes the liturgical importance of the True Cross to the Latin kingdom 
– it was brought out “for the festival of the Passion” as well as on important military 
excursions like this one. The “prize without equal’s” capture would affect the Christians 
even more than their military losses, even more than the slaughter in the battle, because it 
was the “supreme object” of Christianity. ʿImād al-Dīn, as a Muslim observer, 
erroneously equates the Cross with God, but given his accurate description of its 
treatment, it would be an easy mistake to make. His description not only calls attention to 
Latin Christians’ intense reverence for the True Cross, but also for “copies” of crosses 
and their importance in the daily lives of Christians. He describes what he sees; in the 
Christian view, he dangerously conflates latria (or the reverence due God, as described 
                                                                                                                                            
in Arab  Historians of the Crusades, ed. trans. Francesco Gabrieli; trans. E.J. Costello (London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1969), 122. See also Ailes and Barber’s discussion of Arab historians 
of the Third Crusade in EGS, Vol. II, Introduction, 18-20. 
56 Kitāb al-Fatḥ al-Qussī fī al-fatḥ al-Qudsī (Conquest of the Holy City), ed. Landberg (Leiden: 
E.J. Brill, 1888), 18-29. English trans. in Arab Historians of the Crusades, 136-7. French trans. in 
ʿImād al-Dīn al-Iṣfahānī, Conqûete de la Syrie et de la Palestine par Saladin (al-Fatḥ al-Qussī fī 
al-fatḥ al-Qudsī), trans. H. Massé (Paris: Librarie orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1972).  
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by the second Council of Nicaea in 798) with dulia (or the reverence due “the creature” 
in the material world): “to venerate it was their prescribed duty, for its was their God.”57 
A Christian fear that non-Christians would, by means of “incorrect seeing,” 
misunderstand their imagery was not limited to contact in the Crusades. Sara Lipton has 
written of a particular trope of viewing crucifixes within medieval texts, and of Rupert of 
Deutz’s description of Jews as “blind” or unable to view the crucifix correctly.58 As 
evidence of this Christian fear, she notes a “controversial” twelfth-century text which 
describes a (now-converted) Jew observing a crucifix. The “Little Work of Herman the 
Former Jew” sees the man describing the “monstrous idol” that is the crucifix; 
problematically, “Jews did not look at the crucifix and see what Rupert [of Deutz] wanted 
them to see.”59 This danger of non-Christians misreading, and misunderstanding, 
Christian imagery is, I argue, one of the central fears about Christian objects in a context 
of conflict with other religions. Such misreading could have repercussions for Christians 
themselves, as I discuss below. ʿImād al-Dīn’s description elides the True Cross with 
lesser crosses, equating the mistreatment of the latter with the tragic capture of the 
former. Consonant with this, defiled crosses are powerful in their defilement – like the 
absent True Cross, they offer opportunities to reshape Christian identity or to inspire 
Christians to act. 
                                                
57 The Byzantine iconoclastic crisis of the eighth and ninth centuries, which reverberated in the 
west, necessitated laws defending sacred images at the second Council of Nicaea in 787. 
Margaret Aston, England’s Iconoclasts. Volume I: Laws Against Images (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1988), 47. For Thomas Aquinas’s definitions of these terms, see Summa Theologica, eds. 
trans. Fathers of the English Dominican Province. 22 vols. (London: Burns, Oates & 
Washbourne, 1912-36; reprinted in 5 vols., (Westminster, MD: Christian Classics, 1981), 
II.ii.103; III, question 25, article 3. 
58 “ ‘The Sweet Lean of His Head’: Writing about Looking at the Crucifix in the High Middle 
Ages,” Speculum 80.4 (Oct. 2005): 1179. 
59 Ibid. 
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5. Defiled Crosses 
Because the absent True Cross sits at the center of the Third Crusade, the 
mistreatment of Christian holy objects takes on a new dimension in the chronicles of the 
twelfth century. While the defilement (literally, “pollution”) of Christian objects is a 
trope carried from First Crusade chronicles, in the Itinerarium and the Estoire, the abused 
holy objects re-enact on a small scale the double losses of the cities of the Holy Land and 
the True Cross itself.  In the Latin kingdoms of the First Crusade, objects quickly became 
a physical manifestation of ideological struggle. For the duration of the Crusades, “a 
battle was waged over control of the images, spaces, and places of religious 
legitimisation.”60 The material representations of God’s power on earth often did battle 
with their entirely fictional Muslim counterparts, the “speaking idols” of “Mahomet.”  
Peter Tudebode was one of the more colorful chroniclers of the First Crusade and often 
depicts religious conflict as manifested in the Christians’ and Muslims’ respective 
physical emblems.61  He also depicts Saracens expressly mocking the religious symbols 
of Christians.  In his Historia, while the crusaders process around the walls of Jerusalem,  
The Saracens parade[d] likewise on the walls… bearing 
insignia of Mohammed on a standard and pennon… they 
stood on the walls, screamed [ulalabant], blared out with 
horns, and performed all kinds of acts of mockery.  To add 
insult to injury they made… a cross… Afterward they 
inflicted great sorrow on the Christians when… they beat 
upon the cross with sticks and shattered it against the walls 
                                                
60 Michael Camille, The Gothic Idol: Ideology and Image-making in Medieval Art (Cambridge:  
Cambridge University Press, 1989), 137. 
61 Peter Tudebode, Historia de Hierosolymitano Itinere, eds. trans. John Hugh Hill and Laurita L. 
Hill (Philadelphia: The American Philosophical Society, 1974). Historia de Hierosolymitano 
Itinere, eds. John Hugh Hill and Laurita L. Hill (Paris: L’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-
Lettres, 1977). Tudebode’s Historia has been accused of plagiarizing the anonymous Gesta 
Francorum and Raymond d’Aguilers’ Historia Francorum, but Hill and Hill argue that the 
similarities derive from a “common pool of information.” 
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[frangebant], shouting loudly, ‘Frango agip salip’ which 
means ‘Franks, is this a good cross?’ 62 
 
Here, not only do the Saracens parade the insignia of Mohammed while taunting the 
Christians, but they also make their own cross in order to destroy it. The episode recalls 
the insignia of pagans in the chansons de geste; as in the Third Crusade chronicles later in 
the twelfth century, Tudebode assumes a hypocritical iconoclasm for his semi-fictional 
Saracen enemies. The chroniclers of the Third Crusade, taking a literary model from 
certain of these First Crusade chronicles, affectively re-enact the loss of the True Cross in 
episodes where lesser religious objects are defiled. As in the First Crusade chronicles, 
these episodes of defilement are opportunities to define Christian identity against that of 
the Muslims, but in the context of the Turks’ victory at Hattin, such a project becomes 
even more important. 
The Third Crusade chronicles see actual crosses polluted in ever more vivid ways, 
reflecting the devastating losses at Hattin and Jerusalem and providing an occasion to 
redeem Christian identity on a small scale. The Itinerarium depicts several instances of 
Muslims defiling or destroying crosses.  Its description of Saladin’s siege of Jerusalem, 
on 20 September 1187, is framed by the destruction and defilement of crosses; the city 
had been held by the Christians for eighty-nine years. First, a symbolic stone cross is 
destroyed by Saladin’s siege-machines: 
There used to be a stone cross [crux lapidea] which our 
knights had once erected on the walls in memory [in 
titulum] of their victorious capture of this city after their 
                                                
62 “Sarraceni hoc videntes, similiter pergebant per muros civitatis Machomet in quadam asta 
deferentes, uno panno coopertum… quod ipsi Sarraceni desuper muros astantes clamabant, 
ululabant cum bucinis et omne genus derisionis quodcumque reperire poterant faciebant.  Insuper 
sanctissimam crucem… cum quodam lingo verberabant.  Et postea, ut maiorem Christianis 
inferrent dolorem, ad murum eam frangebant, dicentes alta voce:  ‘Frangi agip salip’ quod apud 
nos sonat:  ‘Franci, est bona crux?’ ” Tudebode, 137; trans. Hill and Hill, 115. 
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capture of Antioch. Those savages destroyed this with a 
missile from a catapult, and flattened no small part of the 
wall with it.63 
 
The stone cross stands in for the Christians’ possession of Jerusalem, and as a memorial 
to the day they captured Jerusalem, its destruction is significant in the current context. In 
destroying the cross, the Turks also begin to pull down the walls of the city. After this 
symbolic destruction, Saladin and his army conquer the city, and the Itinerarium-author 
describes in affective detail the pollution of the city itself: 
Jerusalem, the glorious City of God, where the Lord 
suffered, where He was buried, where He revealed the 
glory of the Resurrection, was thrown to the filthy enemy 
to be dishonoured [polluenda]. There is no sorrow like this 
sorrow, when they possess the Holy Sepulchre but 
persecute the One who was buried there; and they hold the 
Cross [crucem] but despise the Crucified.64    
 
Here, Jerusalem itself is treated as a holy object – because of the holy spaces it 
comprises, it functions almost as a contact relic.65 As such, it can be “thrown to the filthy 
enemy to be dishonoured.” There is also in this description an elision of holy spaces with 
the True Cross; Saladin possesses not only the holy spaces of Jerusalem, but also those 
things that hold power inside of it (of which one example is the cross).66 The Christian 
                                                
63 CTC, I.9; 38. “Erat crux quædam lapidea quam olim milites nostri, cum haec urbem post 
Antiochiam victoriose cepissent, in titulum facti supra murum erexerant; hanc ictu phalaricæ, 
gens sæva diruit; et cum ipsa partem muri non parvam prosternit. IPGRR, I.9; 21. 
64 CTC, I.9; 39. “Gloriosa civitas Dei Jerusalem, ubi Dominus passus, ubi sepultus, ubi gloriam 
resurrectionis ostendit, hosti spurio subjicitur polluenda; nec est dolor sicut iste, cum hii 
sepulchrum possideant, qui sepultum persequuntur; crucem teneant qui Crucifixum contemnunt.” 
IPGRR, I.9; 22. 
65 For more on Jerusalem as a holy object and as a “relic in its own right,” see Yeager, 
Introduction to Jerusalem, 2-4. See also Nicholas Paul and Suzanne Yeager, Introduction to 
Remembering the Crusades: Myth, Image and Identity (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2012), 10.  
66 There is a long and beautifully written passage in the Estoire describing the crusaders’ last visit 
to Jerusalem, chaperoned by Saladin’s forces, during which the crusaders as pilgrims visit and 
kiss many holy places and objects for the final time. See EGS, Vol. I, v. 11979-12066; EGS, Vol. 
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inhabitants of Jerusalem are forced to either pay for their freedom or be kept captive after 
Saladin’s victory. After the muezzins declared Jerusalem taken,  
[t]he terrible enemy also undertook another unspeakable 
action.  There was a cross fixed on top of the spire of the 
Hospitallers’ church.  They tied ropes around it and threw it 
down, spat contemptuously on it, hacked it to pieces, then 
dragged it through the city dungpits [urbis sterquilinia], as 
an insult [improperium] to our faith.67 
 
Here, the cross from the pinnacle of the church is defiled fourfold, echoing the deeper 
spiritual loss of the True Cross: it is removed from its perch, spat upon, fragmented, and 
covered in dung. Unlike Tudebode’s episode of a cross created to be broken, this cross 
has sat for the tenure of the Christians’ possession of Jerusalem, and its descent and 
subsequent defilement encapsulates the fall of the city itself while recalling the loss of the 
True Cross. The description of such a deep humiliation of the cross surely gives this cross 
a narrative power; for a chronicle writer wanting to convey the pathos of the loss of 
Jerusalem, there is no more vivid image of a faith brought low. ʿImād al-Dīn describes 
the same episode:  
                                                                                                                                            
II, 189-90. The Itinerarium also describes this pilgrimage: see CTC, VI.34; 376-7 and IPGRR, VI, 
34; 437-8. 
67 CTC, I.9; 39. “Nefas aliud atrocissimi hostes aggressi: crucem quandam quae supra pinnaculum 
ecclesiae Hospitalariorum posita eminebat, alligatis funibus dejecerunt, et eam turpitur consputam 
et caesam per urbis sterquilinia in improperium fidei nostrae traxerunt.” IPGRR, I.9; 22-3. The 
same episode is also described in the Old French Continuation of William of Tyre (the Lyon 
Eracles), another likely source for the Itinerarium. After the cross is brought down from its 
pinnacle, the “Saracens” “dragged it as far as the David Gate” and “some say the cross was 
broken into fragments.” The Old French Continuation of William of Tyre, 1184-97 in The 
Conquest of Jerusalem and the Third Crusade: Sources in Translation, ed. trans. Peter W. 
Edbury (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1996), 67. The anonymous author of the Libellus de 
expugnatione Terrae Sanctae per Saladinum, apparently an eye-witness of the Christians’ 
surrender and the fall of Jerusalem, feels the loss keenly. In fact his book is a visceral lamentation 
of the state of Christianity. He also describes the “casting down of the cross”  in which the 
victorious Turks pull down the cross at the top of the Dome of the Rock using a rope. See 
Libellus de expugnatione Terrae Sanctae per Saladinum in Chronicles and Memorials of Great 
Britain and Ireland During the Middle Ages in RS 66, ed. William Stubbs (London: Longman, 
Green, Longman, Roberts and Green, 1875), 250. See also Finucane’s discussion of alleged 
Muslim mistreatment of crosses, Soldiers of the Faith, 158. 
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At the top of the cupola of the Dome of the Rock there was 
a great gilded cross. When the Muslims entered the city on 
the Friday, some of them climbed to the top of the cupola 
to take down the cross. When they reached the top a great 
cry went up from the city and from outside the walls, the 
Muslims crying the Allāh akbar in their joy, the Franks 
groaning in consternation. So loud and piercing was the cry 
that the earth shook.68 
 
Absent from the Arab chronicler’s account is the defilement of the cross; defilement as a 
narrative is much more useful for the Christian chroniclers.  While the pulling down of 
the cross is a symbolic moment of victory for Saladin’s armies, it lacks the sense of 
humiliation it is given in the Itinerarium. ʿImād al-Dīn describes Saladin’s attempts to 
restore al-Aqsa to its former glory, and records that Saladin ordered it “cleansed of all 
pollution.”69 The chronicler focuses on the proper restoration of Islam “in full freshness 
and beauty.”70 His focus is on the restoration of Islamic spaces, which would have 
included, indeed, the removal of Christian images and objects. 
Other attempts at defilement in the Itinerarium and the Estoire become 
miraculous occasions for personal or divine vengeance, recouping the losses at Hattin on 
a small scale and strengthening Christian identity.  During the siege of Acre, the 
Itinerarium relates that Turks used to often stand on the city walls and “beat with rods 
icons and pictures which they had found in the city... [t]hey would flog them as if they 
                                                
68 Kitāb al-Fatḥ al-Qussī fī al-fatḥ al-Qudsī, 18-29. Trans. in Arab Historians of the Crusades, 
144. 
69 Ibid., 144. 
70 Ibid., 145-6. David Morris has written of Jerusalem’s textual characterization as female, 
specifically as a mother, with all the positive and negative implications of this. He has observed 
that references to the feminine role of Jerusalem increase greatly during the twelfth century. He 
writes: “What was new was the immediacy of her defilement, that the ancient vision of Jeremiah 
or Ezekiel could be applicable to Jerusalem’s present-day distress.” “The Servile Mother: 
Jerusalem as Woman in the Era of the Crusades” in Remembering the Crusades, 183. See also 
William of Tyre, Historia Rerum in Partibus Transmarinis Gestarum, RHC Occ. I.40. 
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were alive [viventes], and spit on them.”71  One day a witness saw “a Turk acting like 
this, waving the cross with the image of Our Saviour on it [Salvatoris nostri imagine] 
about with obscene movements, with filthy and sinful miming actions and blasphemously 
shouting impious words against our religion.”  The defiler then pulls out his genitals, 
about to urinate on the cross.  In the nick of time, the observing Christian draws his 
crossbow and shoots him in the groin, killing him.72  The author of the Itinerarium writes 
that  “thus as he died he perceived the futility of attempting anything against God.” Here, 
the Christian bowman is fired by “zeal” [zelo] as he punishes the Turk for his attempt at 
defilement. Susanna Throop has argued that the concept of “zeal” and its relationship to 
the ideology of vengeance increased across the twelfth century crusades texts; in this 
context, the Christian bowman’s act becomes one of vengeance, inspired by 
righteousness and a love of God.73 The act of vengeance is for an injury done to the 
Christian world, and especially to the cross; the defilement is a re-enactment of Hattin, 
with a redemption of Christian identity. The Christians, here, are winning, earning their 
way back to be rightful custodians of the powerful True Cross again. Ambroise describes 
a similar episode during the siege of Acre in the Estoire: “ A Turk was up on the walls, 
bearing a wooden cross which he had found – he had already beaten and dishonoured it 
                                                
71 CTC, I.56; 110. “Turci...consueverunt iconias et picturas... et tanquam viventes durius 
flagellare, et sputis sordidare...” IPGRR, I.56; 107. 
72 Ibid., 111. “Quod cum die quadam Turcum quendam nostrorum quidam vidisset agentem, et 
crucem quandam cum Salvatoris nostri imagine, turpi quadam representatione et nefanda, 
motibus agitasset obscoenis, et vociferatione blasphema impia verba nostrae relligionis inimica 
proferret, tandemque extractis membris genitalibus, in eminentiori loco urinam stillando, 
contumeliose proposuisset perfundere; zelo ductus, in blasphemum emisso pilo balistae, ‘Vulnere 
lethali transfodit in inguine Turcum,’ sicque moriendo persensit quam nihil sit quidquid quispiam 
Deum agendum tentaverit.” Ibid., 107. 
73 Crusading as an Act of Vengeance, 1095-1216 (Surrey: Ashgate, 2011), 145-71. “The zealous 
individual loved God and fellow believers, was angry at those who did not, and took action” 
(161). 
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and did not want to stop there – he wanted to pee on it. Just then a courtly crossbowman 
drew his bow and placed a bolt in its position... [h]e... struck the Saracen in his guts, 
piercing his body and his bowels.”74  Ambroise concludes that “[t]hus did God will that 
the cross, which he had defiled [laidengee], should be avenged [vengiee].”75 In the 
Estoire, then, the attempt at vengeance is stated literally, rhyming laidengee with vengiee, 
closely linking defilement and vengeance. In such a way, the episode encapsulates the 
project of the crusades by quickly dispatching those who would insult or damage the 
Christian faith – which the wooden cross represents, in imitation of  the True Cross. 
Further, while the True Cross is talismanic in battle, the defiled cross’s power is in its 
ability to be avenged: it is a channel through which, on a small scale, Christian identity 
may be positively reconstructed.   
The defilement of crosses often stands in for the larger defilement of the cities of 
the Holy Land and their churches, while echoing the loss of the True Cross and the 
resulting threat to Christian identity. After the Christian success at Acre, after which the 
Christian armies drew the terms of surrender, the Estoire describes the destruction of 
Christian objects: “you should have seen the churches as they left them in Acre, with 
their statues broken and defaced, the altars destroyed, crosses and crucifixes knocked 
down, to spite our faith and satisfy their wrong beliefs, and carry out their idolatries 
                                                
74 EGS, Vol. II, 83-4. “Un jor si com un Turcs esteit/ Desur les murs e il bateit/ Une croiz de fust 
qu’ot trovee;/ Mult l’ot batue e vergondee/ E ne la volt atant laissier,/ Einceis la voleit 
compissier,/ Quant uns arb[a]lestiers corteis/ Fist de s’a[r]b[a]laste un enteis,/ E joinst le quarel a 
la noiz;/ ...Lors l’avisa e si feri/ Le Sarazin parmi l’entraille/ E lui perça cors e coraille[.]” 
Ambroise, EGS, Vol. I, v. 3707-20.  
75 Ibid., 84. “E issi velt Deus que vengiee/ Fust la croiz quil ot laidengee.” Ibid., v. 3723-4.  
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[mahomeries]!”76 Dwelling on the surrender of Acre, the Itinerarium-author elaborates 
heavily on this same theme, and writes that  
[t]he state of the churches inside the city was horrible to 
behold, and even now it is distressing to remember the 
shocking things seen within them. For which of the faithful 
could gaze dry-eyed on the face of a venerable image 
[venerandarum vultus imaginum] of God’s Son Himself 
crucified, or of some saint, which had been disfigured or 
dishonoured in some way? Who would not shudder at the 
horrific description of how that impious Turkish people 
abusively [nefanda] destroyed altars, and threw holy 
crosses on the ground, and beat them in contempt 
[contemptibiliter verbarasset]? They set up their mosques in 
places of sanctity, and having removed all signs of human 
redemption and the Christian religion, put in all the filth 
[spurcitias] of their Muslim superstition.77 
 
Again, here, the Itinerarium-author asks his audience to participate in gazing upon 
disfigured (deturpatos) and dishonored (dehonestatos) religious images, including faces, 
triggering an affective response to the threat of Saladin. As in other examples from this 
chronicle, the writer’s language of emotional appeal, especially regarding images, is more 
elaborate than the Estoire’s. The Turks have not just destroyed the altars and images – 
they have done it “abusively” (nefanda). The description of throwing the crosses on the 
ground and beating them is particularly vivid, and adds to the horror of the removal of 
Christian images for the purpose of Muslim worship. (It also echoes, blasphemously, the 
                                                
76 Ibid., 104. “Nel puis leissier que jo nel die./ Qui lores veïst les eglises/ Qui ierent en Acre 
remises,/ Com il aveient depechiees/ Les ymagenes e enfacees,/ E les autiers jus abatuz,/ E croiz e 
crucifix batuz. El despit de nostre creance,/ Por acomplir lor mescreance/ E faites lor 
mahomeries.” Ibid., v. 5227-36. 
77 CTC, III.19; 221-2. “Ecclesiarum autem status infra civitatem non sine horrore tunc visebantur, 
nec etiam sine moerore nunc rememorantur in ipsis visa inconvenientia. Quis enim fidelis siccis 
oculis intueretur venerandarum vultus imaginum Ipsius Filii Dei crucifixi, sive etiam quorumlibet 
Sanctorum, deturpatos, sive quocunque modo dehonestatos? Quis non horrifica contremuisset 
repraesentatione, quam contumeliose gens illa Turcorum nefanda diruisset altaria, et cruces 
sanctas dejecisset in terram, et contemptibiliter verbarasset; et Mahumerias suas in locis 
sanctificatis exhibuisset, et eliminatis omnibus humanae redemptionis et Christianae relligionis 
indiciis, omnes superstitionis Mahumeticae spurcitias instituisset?” IPGRR, III.19; 234-5. 
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Christian practice of “humiliating” local saints’ relics, in which relics were covered and 
beaten and/or moved from the altar, or in which a patron saint’s tomb was surrounded by 
thorns in order to move the saint to assist the community.78) The Itinerarium-author here 
again wants to imprint memory-images on the mind by engaging in vivid visual 
descriptions and appealing to the reader’s emotion. The narrative of defilement that he 
presents is part of this appeal – it asks Christians to respond. While the recapture of Acre 
was a minor success for the Christian armies, the chroniclers’ descriptions of the broken, 
defaced churches present their readers with a warning by means of a vision of an ex-
Christian Holy Land. 
 
6. Heretical Cross-Breaking 
Does the horror with which the two chronicles record the defilement of religious 
objects reflect a more widespread fear about the proper veneration of the cross and the 
coherence of Christian identity in the West? The humiliation of the crosses in the Third 
Crusade chronicles has echoes in “heretical” Christians’ own iconoclasm – the threat to 
Christian identity from without corresponded with a threat from within. Caroline Walker 
Bynum has written of the increasingly “paradoxical” nature of religious matter in the late 
Middle Ages. Even as Christian materials became more miraculous, she argues, criticism 
                                                
78 Relic humiliations occurred principally in Cluniac communities, identified by liturgical 
formulas for the clamor to accompany them. Moreover, “from the 10th to the middle of the 13th 
century the monks increased the power of the clamor by linking the humiliatio to it. When they 
left the choir stalls to throw themselves on the floor of the transept… they took the relics from the 
altars in the apse and placed them on the floor of the church between themselves and the altar.” 
G.J.C. Snoek, Medieval Piety from Relics to the Eucharist: A Process of Mutual Interaction 
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1995), 169. See also Lester K. Little, Benedictine Maledictions (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1993). 
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of the place of sacred objects in the church increased.79 Some of this critique took the 
form of literal destruction of crosses, in episodes that echo those in the Estoire and the 
Itinerarium. In such a way, even as the cult of the True Cross grew and spread, so did 
questioning the place of the cross in Christian worship. Narratives of defilement 
continued to define Christian identity by describing the pathos of sacred objects’ 
mistreatment. The breaking of crosses is particularly shocking to Christians, as despite 
the long, thorny history of debate on the veneration and adoration of images in the 
church, the crucifix or cross stood alone as an acceptable image even to those suspicious 
of religious imagery.80 
If cross-breaking was a newer form of heretical expression from the eleventh 
century, it was only exceptional because images had been so long established in the 
church – and because the veneration of the cross itself was nearly theologically 
unassailable. The boundary between destruction and protection of sacred images had long 
been a contested one. The Byzantine iconoclastic crisis of the eighth and ninth centuries, 
which reverberated in the west, laid the foundation for necessary laws defending sacred 
images at the second Council of Nicaea in 787. The Council defined modes of reverence 
relating to images, as noted above, and established the distinction between latria, or “the 
worship due to God alone,” and dulia, “the respect or service owed to the creature.”81 
Material representations were now theologically acceptable as “worthy intermediaries, 
                                                
79 Christian Materiality, 284-6. 
80 Aston, England’s Iconoclasts, 24. Expounding on Claudius of Turin’s On the Images of Saints, 
Aston writes: “Honouring the likenesses of the saints was no better than the heathen worship of 
devils; it was merely an exchange of one sort of image for another. For Christians the great 
exception to this rule was the sign of Christ’s cross.” 
81 Ibid., 47. Dulia related to “lesser forms of worship, expressed in bowing or kneeling, or 
prostration, that was rendered to venerable individuals, saints, angels, and icons.”  
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conveying to men’s minds the memory of their subjects.”82 Despite this, early iconoclasts 
within the church included the ninth-century bishop Claudius of Turin, who “undertook 
the destruction of images that were being worshipped in his diocesan city.”83 The 
veneration of images within churches, however, had become common by the high Middle 
Ages, though such veneration was not without critics. Bernard d’Angers, who wrote an 
account of the miracles of St. Foy in the eleventh century, expressed skepticism about the 
richness and location and of saints’ reliquaries in Auvergne: “…to me in my foolishness 
it certainly seemed entirely misguided and contrary to the Christian law when I first saw 
the statue of St Gerald [of Aurillac] placed on the altar, with the clearly modeled features 
of the human form and decorated with pure gold and precious stones...”.84 He compares 
such a statue to pagan statues of Jupiter or Mars, and decries the use of such images when 
only a crucifix is needed on the altar.85 The crucifix itself, as a long-standing, acceptable 
image worthy of veneration (or dulia), was largely excepted from such critiques within 
the church. 
In this broader context, the destruction of crosses, or dishonor for the cross, was a 
shocking feature of early heretical sects in Western Europe, and there are several clerical 
discussions of crucifix defilement as early as the twelfth century. A single episode 
                                                
82 Ibid., 48. 
83 Ibid., 24. 
84 Bernard d’Angers, Liber miraculorum sancte fidis, ed. Luca Robertini (Spoleto: Centro italiano 
di studi sull'Alto medioevo, 1994), 112. “Mihi quoque stulto nihilminus res peversa legique 
christiane contraria visa nimis fuit, cum primitus sancti Geraldi statuam super altare positam 
perspexerim, auro purissimo ac lapidibus pretiosissimis insignem et ita ad humane figure vultum 
expresse effigiatam…” 
85 Liber miraculorum sancte fidis, 113. “Moxque Bernardo meo mea culpa subridens latino 
sermone in hanc sententiam erumpo: “Quid tibi, frater, de ydolo? An Iuppiter sive Mars tali statua 
se indignos estimassent?... Nam ubi solius summi et veri Dei recte agendus est cultus, nefarium 
absurdumque videtur gypseam vel ligneam eneamque formari statuam, excepta crucifixi 
Domini.” 
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occurred about 1000 CE in Gaul, recorded in the twelfth century by Ralph the Bald 
(Radulphus Glaber), a monastic chronicler, of a man (named Leutard) invaded through 
his genitals by a swarm of bees in a field and commanded to commit heresies by them. 
Upon awaking from this vision, 
he arose exhausted and went home. He sent away his wife 
as though he effected the separation by command of the 
Gospel; then going forth, he entered the church as if to 
pray, seized, and broke to bits the cross and image of the 
Savior. Those who watched this trembled with fear, 
thinking him to be mad, as he was; and since rustics are 
prone to fall into error, he persuaded them that these things 
were done by a miraculous revelation from God.86 
 
Leutard gains a small group of followers, but once this group is dissuaded by a bishop, he 
throws himself to death in a well. While this single episode recorded by Ralph the Bald 
doesn’t imply that Leutard had much of a following, other iconoclasts garnered more of a 
response from their fellows. Peter of Bruys began preaching in defiance of the Church in 
the foothills of the Alps, near the Rhone, in 1112.87 Peter the Venerable described many 
of Peter of Bruys’s teachings in letters arguing against the heresies. For example: 
The third proposition [of the Petrobrusians] prescribes that 
holy crosses be broken and burned, because that shape or 
contrivance, on which Christ was so bitterly tortured and so 
cruelly killed, is not worthy of adoration [adoratione] or 
veneration [veneratione] or prayer of any kind; but, in 
revenge [ultionem] for His torments and death, they should 
be disgraced with every dishonor [omni dedecore 
                                                
86 Walter L. Wakefield and Austin P. Evans, Heresies of the High Middle Ages: Selected Sources 
Translated and Annotated (New York: Columbia University Press, 1969, 1991), 72. “Tandem 
fatigatus exurgens venit domum, dimittensque uxorem quasi ex precepto euvangelico fecit 
divortium. Egressus autem velut oratorus, intrans ecclesiam, arripiensque crucem et Salvatoris 
imaginem contrivit. Quod cernentes quique territi pavore, credentes illum, ut erat, insanum fore; 
quibus etiam ipse persuasit, sicut sunt rustici mente labiles, universa hec patrare ex mirabilis Dei 
revelatione.” Raoul Glaber: Les cinq livres de ses histoires II.xi, ed. Maurice Prou, Collection de 
textes pour servir à l’étude et à l’enseignement de l’histoire I (Paris, 1866), II.xi, 49. 
87 Wakefield and Evans, Heresies of the High Middle Ages, 118. 
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dehonestanda], hacked to pieces by swords, burned by 
fire.88 
 
Eventually, Peter of Bruys sets fire to a pile of crosses in demonstration of his anti-
materialist ideals, and outraged onlookers toss him onto the flames.89 In this passage, 
Peter the Venerable links adoration, veneration and prayer together in representation of 
Petrobrusians’ beliefs – three modes of reverence that are defined quite separately in 
official theology of images. In this, Peter might be attempting to represent the sect’s 
misunderstanding of official theology – or this might reflect the problem that emerged in 
the high Middle Ages: the designations latria and dulia remained remote from lay 
teaching. (As Margaret Aston notes, the terms “never acquired clear vernacular 
equivalents (or even Latin ones).”90) If latria and dulia were poorly understood by lay 
worshippers, then improper reverence of the cross – and in turn, popular heresy against 
veneration of it – was likely to spread. The Petrobrusians’ argument against the reverence 
of the cross (by way of Peter the Venerable) also uses a language of vengeance similar to 
that in the defilement episodes of the crusade chronicles. In revenge (ultionem) for Jesus’ 
death, all crosses, which represent that torment, need to be destroyed – further, they need 
to be defiled (dehonestanda). Rather than avenging the cross itself, followers will avenge 
Jesus by destroying the instrument of his torture. To Christians believing that the shape of 
                                                
88 Petri Venerabilis... Epistola sive tranctatus adversus petrobrusianos hæreticos: Præfatio, in PL 
189 (Paris, 1854), col. 722. “Tertium capitulum cruces sacras confringi præcepit et succendi, quia 
species illa vel instrumentum, quo Christus tam dire tortus, tam crudeliter occisus est, non 
adoratione, non veneratione, vel aliqua supplicatione digna est; sed ad ultionem tormentorum et 
mortis ejus, omni dedecore dehonestanda, gladiis concidenda, ignibus succendenda est.” Trans. 
Wakefield and Evans, Heresies of the High Middle Ages, 120. 
89 Heinrich Fichtenau, Heretics and Scholars in the High Middle Ages, 1000-1200, trans. Denise 
A. Kaiser (University Park, Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1998), 18. 
See also Fichtenau, Heretics and Scholars, 57-9. 
90 England’s Iconoclasts, 28. 
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the cross inherently holds Christian identity, such destruction and dishonor looks very 
like an attempt to destroy Christianity itself.91  
The battle for a “proper” Christian identity in the face of heretical questioning 
was frequently waged over objects, as in the Third Crusade chronicles, and the response 
was vengeful and violent. The problem of non-veneration for the cross continued into the 
fourteenth century, as the remaining pockets of Catharism, a dualist heresy, became 
targets for the Pope and the Inquisition.92 Bernard Gui, a Dominican friar and official of 
the fourteenth-century Inquisition, composed a manual for his fellow inquisitors in five 
parts, completed in 1323-4. The fifth section describes in detail the tenets of heretics 
(including Jews and sorcerers) that Gui “considered a threat.” He names one of these 
heretical sects “Manichaeans of the Present Time” (Cathars) and lists among their 
offenses: 
Also, they say that the Cross of Christ deserves no 
adoration or veneration because, according to them, no one 
adores or venerates the gallows on which his father or some 
relative or friend has been hanged. Also, they say that all 
who adore the Cross should, with equal right, adore all 
thorns and all lances, for just as in Christ’s passion the 
Cross was for His body, so were the thorns for His head 
and the soldier’s lance for His side. Many other offensive 
teachings do they set forth on the subject of the sacraments 
of the Church.93 
 
                                                
91 In fact, those Christians who believe the cross inherently holds Christian identity come close to 
meeting Imād al-Dīn’s misperception of the Christian cross as a God in and of itself (see above). 
92 The Albigensian crusade crushed many Cathars in France in the thirteenth century, and the 
Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 tackled the problem by initiating the Inquisition. The fourteenth-
century Inquisition was successful enough to drive most Cathars underground. There is some 
question about whether Eastern Bogomilism influenced Catharism via the Crusades. 
93 Bernard Gui, Manuel de l’inquisiteur, ed. with a French translation by Guillaume Mollat (Paris: 
Société d'édition "Les belles lettres,” 1964), VIII, IX, 1926-7. Trans. Wakefield and Evans, 
Heresies of the High Middle Ages, 384. 
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This argument – as represented by Bernard Gui – reflects a similar structure to that of the 
Petrobrusians. The cross, as an instrument of torture, should not be venerated because it 
is the cause of Jesus’ death. Likewise, if it is venerated – not only the True Cross, but 
copies – then all lances and thorns, also instruments of Jesus’ torture, should be elevated 
to worship as well. The argument suggests either a complete denial of the veneration of 
the cross or a proliferation of worship for all objects related to Jesus’ death. The idea 
recalls ʿImād al-Dīn’s description of the cross and its many copies, to which Christians 
genuflected as much as to the actual relic. In the Estoire and the Itinerarium, crosses of 
wood, stone or other materials are indeed treated as reverently as the True Cross – and 
avenged as representations of Christian identity itself. Despite their iconoclasm, however, 
the ideas of the Petrobrusians and the Carthusians (as represented here) still do not deny 
that material representations of the cross figure significantly as agents of Jesus’s death, 
and that they should be physically destroyed. To the iconoclasts, and to the monastic and 
courtly chroniclers, the cross is both a locus of energy and an occasion for vengeance. As 
such, these episodes of iconoclasm become opportunities to redefine a threatened 
Christian identity. 
The instinct to defend and cohere Christian identity against outside threats 
through narratives about holy objects in peril was not limited to the Crusades. The 
defilement of crosses and crucifixes as an opportunity to enact revenge, both divine and 
human, also appears in one form in the host desecration accusations of the later Middle 
Ages in Europe. Heretics broke crosses to protest Christian veneration of them, but Jews 
were accused of torturing the host in order to re-enact the Crucifixion. Miri Rubin 
describes what she terms the “first fully documented case of a complete host desecration 
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accusation,” which occurred in Paris in 1290.94 The episode, attested in various sources, 
involves a Jew who gains a consecrated host from a desperate woman in the parish of 
Saint-Jean-en-Grève. He tests the host by pricking it with a knife (at which it begins to 
bleed), re-enacts the crucifixion by hitting it with a hammer and nails, throws it onto a 
fire, hoists it onto a lance, and finally throws it into a vat of boiling water. The water 
turns red, and the host is transformed into a crucifix that floats above the vat of water. 
Rubin notes that the transformation of the host into a crucifix emerges as a common trope 
in host desecration accusations.95 Thus the host – a consecrated object that is transformed 
through ritual – acts unusually labile under duress, and the new crucifix represents a 
Christian faith and identity that is unbreakable. (And in turn, the host desecration 
narrative itself, for its powers in redrawing lines of religious conflict, becomes incredibly 
dangerous.) In such a way, Christian objects, particularly crosses, sit at the center of 
religious conflict, whether that conflict takes place inside or outside the faith. In 
romances of the later Middle Ages that depict religious conflict, sometimes the crosses 
themselves take vengeance. Such a fantasy, for Christians, implies total possession of the 
material power of the objects they revere; the power of the cross, problematically mobile 
in hagiographical precedent and in crusade chronicles, is relocated firmly in its allegiance 
to Christ.  
 
7. Romance Afterlives 
As much as these chronicles draw on other literary forms – Ambroise’s Estoire 
directly references “the heroes of the chansons de geste,” and the Itinerarium uses 
                                                
94 Gentile Tales: The Narrative Assault on Late Medieval Jews (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1999), 40-1. 
95 Ibid., 45. 
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hagiographical tropes – they also beget new ones.96 The themes and events of the crusade 
chronicles inspired myriad romances, hagiographies, pseudo-chronicles, epics, and other 
literary inventions for centuries. One of the largest bodies of English romance sets the 
activities and characters of the crusades – particularly the Third Crusade – in the time of 
Charlemagne. These texts allow for a creative re-imagining of the religious and cultural 
conflicts of the crusades and their associated holy objects. As in the chronicles, powerful 
objects channel identity, but in romance, such objects are also often playful and fantastic.  
One example of this is Sege of Melayne, an oddly clerical romance that sees a 
divinely sanctioned sword delivered to Charlemagne for the holy purpose of waging war 
on the Saracens, who have invaded Lombardy.97 Probably written in the late fourteenth 
century, it inherits a similar anxiety about and attention to stolen sacred objects and 
defilement seen in the Itinerarium and the Estoire. The romance even refers to an 
anonymous chronicle as a “source” for its story. While referring to a historical source is 
common in romances, the intertextuality and content of the Sege of Melayne makes the 
line more significant: “This geste es sothe [true], wittnes the buke,/ The ryghte lele 
trouthe whoso will luke/ In cronekill for to rede.”98 The beginning of the romance 
laments the actions of “Arabas the stronge,” who has waged war on Italy and deposed the 
Pope. Further, the “Sowdane’s” actions echo the crusade chronicles’ depictions of the 
taking of Acre and Jerusalem: “the emagery that ther solde bee,/ Bothe the Rode and the 
Marie free, /Brynnede tham in a fire./ And than his mawmettes he sett up there/ In kirkes 
                                                
96 Ailes and Barber, Introduction to EGS, Vol. II, 20. For example: “Not since Roland and Oliver 
had there been such a praiseworthy knight” (Que puis Rodland e Olivier/ Ne fud tel los de 
chavalier), EGS, Vol. II, 96; EGS, Vol. I, v. 4659-60. 
97 Sege of Melayne (The Siege of Milan) is published in Three Middle English Charlemagne 
Romances, ed. Alan Lupack (Kalamazoo, MI:  TEAMS, 1990), 109-56. 
98 Ibid., ln.7-9. 
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and abbayes that there were...”.99 Thus the “Sowdane,” having invaded the West, makes 
his first business destroying Christian objects and imagery and replacing them with 
Saracen idols (“mawmettes”). In this context of warring religious objects, the cross plays 
a crucial role. After the Saracens soundly defeat the Christian armies, killing 40,000 men, 
they take four prisoners back to the Sultan’s chamber: Roland, Oliver, “Sir Gawtere,” and 
Guy of Burgundy. There, after Roland explains that Christians worship Jesus, who “for 
us dyede one a tree,” the sultan mocks this belief, saying that “ ‘Ane hundrethe of youre 
goddis alle hale/ Have I garte byrne in firre with bale... I sawe at none no more powstee 
[power]/ Than att another rotyn tree...’.”100 To prove the lack of power in the Christians’ 
“rotyn tree,” he orders a cross (“one of theire goddis”) brought in from a local church to 
be tested.101 He throws the cross on the fire, but despite his constantly kindling it, and 
even throwing pitch and brimstone on it, it refuses to burn. The fire eventually dies 
without touching the cross. Suddenly, “the rode braste and gaffe a crake” loud enough to 
shake the walls.102 As the cross explodes, it shoots fiery shards of itself into the Saracens’ 
eyes, rendering them blind, deaf and unable to speak. The four Christian captives are then 
able to quickly dispatch the Saracens by slicing them in half with a “fawchon” and by 
“brynte [burning] tham in that bale fire,” thus turning the attempted fragmentation and 
burning of the cross back upon them.103 The scene enacts a fantasy of the cross defending 
itself from defilement: it proves rather more than simply a “rotyn tree.”104 Moreover, it 
                                                
99 Ibid., ln. 25-9. 
100 Ibid., ln. 416-16a, 18-19. 
101 Ibid., ln. 421. This recalls Imād al-Dīn’s confusion of the cross with a god.  
102 Ibid., ln. 466. 
103 Ibid., ln. 484, 488. 
104 Phillipa Hardman sees the crucifix in the Sege of Melayne episode “functioning in this incident 
as a sort of memorial relic”; however, I think it signifies much more. “The Sege of Melayne: a 
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“holds” a coherent Christian identity within itself. It will not transfer its powers to new 
custodians, as was the fear with the True Cross; it will, instead, destroy its enemies 
without compunction. 
The ordeal-by-fire episode in Sege of Melayne, while significantly elaborated in 
romance fashion, nevertheless echoes a likely rumor circulating about the True Cross 
before the Third Crusade. Dated 1187, a letter to Frederick I of Germany (“Barbarossa”), 
from unnamed “princes of the overseas church and other Christians” (principes 
transmarinae ecclesiae et ceteri christianae), informs the emperor of the loss at Hattin 
(“ipsa vero crux dominica... capta est”) and urges him to assist in the Holy Land.105 The 
letter-writers place the losses at Hattin in the context of Christian sinfulness, like the 
Itinerarium-author and Ambroise: it was God, not Saladin, who was responsible for the 
Christians’ ultimate defeat; God “cut off their escape with the sword.”106 Beyond this, the 
letter-writers claim that Saladin “the tyrant,” once possessing the cross, desired to test 
(experiri) its inherent power (virtutem). He knocks it over into a fire (ignem); the cross 
quickly comes out of the flames. Amazed (stupefactus), Saladin places the cross in his 
treasure chamber (thesauro) to be reverently and carefully guarded.107 (According to the 
Itinerarium, the Cross was held hostage for the exchange of prisoners, whom Richard I 
                                                                                                                                            
fifteenth-century reading” in Tradition and Transformation in Medieval Romance, ed. Rosalind 
Field (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1999), 73. 
105 The letter appears in E continuatione chronici Hugonis a Sancto Victore, ed. L. Weiland, 
MGH SS, vol. XXI (Hanover, 1869), 475-6. See Penny J. Cole’s discussion of the letter and 
Christian reactions to the battle of Hattin in “Christian perceptions of the Battle of Hattin (583/ 
1187)” Al-Masaq 6 (1993): 9-39. Saladin has a chronicled history of testing Christian miracles: 
see the Easter miracle of the Holy Sephulcre lamp in CTC, V.16; 297; IPGRR, V.16; 328 and in 
EGS, Vol. I, v. 8363-408; EGS, Vol. II, 144-5. 
106 MGH SS, vol. XXI, 476. “Conclusit Dominus in gladio populum suum.” 
107 Ibid., 476. “Volens itaque predictus tyrannus virtutem dominicae crucis experiri, in presentia 
principum exercitus sui fecit eam in ignem vehementem prosterni, sed cum ilico egrederetur, 
stupefactus iussit eam in suo thesauro vehementer et reverentur custodiri.”  
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ordered executed.108 In contrast to the fantastical rumor of the letter, ʿImād al-Dīn notes 
that after King Richard broke the treaty, Saladin stored the Cross in his treasury not out 
of reverence for its power, but rather in order that it be humiliated.109) The fact that such 
a rumor possibly circulated not long after the True Cross’s capture underlines the 
theological problems with the talismanic nature of the relic: once it is captured, its power 
can be possessed by anyone. Furta sacra, or relic transfers to other Christian 
communities, is one thing; the transfer of powerful relics to the enemies of Christ is quite 
another. The “faire rode” of the Sege of Melayne is such a powerful relic, but much 
improved: it can not only hold power, or “virtus,” or even Christian identity, in itself, but 
it can also attack and render harmless enemies who possess it. In the following chapter I 
further explore this idea of powerful, indestructible, detachable Christian objects and 
their romance counterparts. 
The loss of the True Cross relic in the Second Crusade shook the Christian world, 
triggering a crisis of identity that permeated the literature recording the crusades and that 
which pleaded for new crusaders. In chronicles, this anxiety manifests in narratives of 
defilement, centering around objects under threat. In letters asking for support for the 
Third Crusade – as in the above – the fate of the True Cross, and its strength under 
duress, is a key component of the argument to take the metaphorical cross (the stigma). In 
the context of the absent Cross relic, the anonymous Itinerarium, revising Ambroise’s 
Estoire in parts, develops a new way of remembering the crusades: through presenting 
concrete visual imagery, or “erecting statues” while taking up “the work of the pen,” it 
creates memory-images that imprint on the mind. Narratives of defilement, or 
                                                
108 CTC, IV.3, 229; IPGRR, IV.3, 212-3. 
109 ʿImād al-Dīn, Conqûete de la Syrie, 330. This designation elides oddly with the Christian 
liturgical practice of humiliatio. See footnote 76. 
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descriptions of sacred objects under threat, increase the pathos of persecution in texts 
about religious conflict. They can attempt to cohere Christian identity by excising its 
“others” – those who would threaten, humiliate or attempt to destroy the object holding 
that crucial identity within itself. The defiled sacred object then, in its powerlessness, 
powerfully redraws the lines of religious conflict. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Objects of Uncertain Power in Three English Charlemagne Romances 
 
1. Durendal’s Mobility 
In the twelfth-century Chanson de Roland, the lone, blood-smeared Saracen who 
leaps from a field of corpses towards the dying hero Roland focuses on the capture of the 
French knight’s reliquary-sword “Durendal” in lieu of ensuring Roland’s death. “I’ll take 
this sword back to Arabia” (Iceste espee porterai en Arabe),1 he cries, while Roland, a 
few lines later, tells the sword, “It isn’t right that pagans should possess you;/ you ought 
to be attended on by Christians” (Il ne nest dreiz que paiens te baillisent;/ De chrestiens 
devez ester servie).2  Consequently, Roland attempts to destroy the sword prior to his 
death in order that it not be utilized by Saracens. Central to a re-imagined religious and 
cultural conflict, and mobile by nature, Durendal exemplifies a type of devotional textual 
object that would become crucial to later English Charlemagne-centered romances. The 
reliquary-sword Durendal’s combination of culturally specific relics sets the sword apart 
from others, making it not just a powerful weapon, but a “sacred” object whose contents 
constitute for it a Western Christian identity. Newly cosmopolitan in the context of 
international crusading and untethered from traditional, local cultic contexts, Durendal 
reveals an early anxiety about relics as mobile in the context of religious and cultural 
conflict, pointing to a central question of whether relics are inherently untrustworthy or of 
                                                
1 La Chanson de Roland: Édition établie d’après le manuscrit d’Oxford par Luis Cortés, ed. 
Paulette Gabaudan (Nizet: Librarie A.-G., 1994), v. 2335-6. The Song of Roland, ed. trans. Robert 
Harrison (New York: Signet, 1970). The reference to “Arabe” would refer to Spanish Arabia; the 
Chanson is based on the idea of a fateful battle at Roncesvals on August 15, 778. 
2La Chanson de Roland, v. 2349-50. Trans. Harrison.  
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uncertain provenance.3 When Roland fears that his inability to destroy Durendal will 
result in its being put to use by pagans, he laments: “I’d rather die than leave it to the 
pagans./ Oh God, my Father, don’t let France be shamed!” (Mielz voeill murir qu’entre 
paiens remaigne/ Deus! perre, n’en laiser hunir France!).4 The text of the Chanson makes 
clear that this is a moment of potential identity coherence, one negotiated by religious 
fragments which actually represent the larger whole of Western Christendom.5  But, 
problematically for a container of assumedly powerful relics – which include a fragment 
of the Virgin Mary’s dress, St. Peter’s tooth, some of St. Basil’s blood, and St. Denis’ 
hair – Durendal does not, first and foremost, protect Roland from death in the text. In 
fact, Roland is far more concerned about the sword’s safety, and protecting it, than his 
own.  
Roland will die, but not without first having protected the sword from capture – 
even to the point of destroying it, which he attempts to do over three consecutive laisses 
in order to keep it from falling into pagan hands. While Roland manages to kill the 
sword-seeking Saracen with his golden horn (not Durendal), thus disallowing its capture 
and future use by “paiens,” this laisse and the ones immediately following (in which 
Roland attempts to destroy the sword) constitute a moment of anxiety about powerful, 
                                                
3 I use the term “Saracen” here and throughout because the texts use this term – today a similar 
usage would be something akin to a loose ethnic term for a Muslim of Arab descent, though after 
the Crusades “Saracen” came to mean anyone who professed a belief in Islam. For information 
about the possible origins of the term “Saracen,” see John V. Tolan, Saracens: Islam in the 
Medieval European Imagination (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002).  
4 La Chanson de Roland, v. 2282. Trans. Harrison. 
5 Roland lists the contents of the sword in a direct address: “!Durendal, cum es bele e seintisme!/ 
En l'oriet punt asez i ad reliques:/ La dent seint Perre e del sanc seint Basilie,/ E des chevels mun 
seignor seint Denise,/Del vestement i ad seinte Marie.” (Oh, Durendal, so beautiful and sacred,/ 
within your golden hilt are many relics— /Saint Peter’s tooth, some of Saint Basil’s blood,/ some 
hair belonging to my lord, Saint Denis,/ a remnant, too, of holy Mary’s dress.) La Chanson de 
Roland, v. 2344-8. Trans. Harrison. 
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mobile objects and their troubled relationship to Christian identity. It is significant, then, 
that Durendal as a material object is not only indestructible, but also potentially 
transferable to non-Christians. The former quality marks it as valuable in service, but 
also, as a metaphor for Christian identity, permanent. The latter quality marks its interior 
power (or what will later be termed “vertue”) as essentially mercenary – that is, that the 
sword’s aggressiveness nearly replaces Christian relics’ traditional role as protective of 
their own devotees in the text, and that this unmoored power, much like a charmed 
object’s, can be put to use by an enemy.6  Thus, even in Roland’s scenes of affective 
interaction with the sword, it is forged as an entirely new type of devotional textual 
object: one newly cosmopolitan in the context of international crusading, and one 
untethered from traditional, local cultic contexts. The sword’s slippery power, or 
“vertue,” begets particular types of interaction, or “worschip” with it – at turns reverential 
and destructive. 
While Durendal itself is treated less centrally in the fourteenth-century English 
romances I discuss here – which are Firumbras, Sir Ferumbras, and the Sowdane of 
Babylone7 – the anxieties triggering Roland’s attempt to destroy it are at work with 
myriad other ambiguous cosmopolitan objects, centered around these problems of 
ambiguous “vertue” and proper “worschip.”8  The newness of the Chanson’s Durendal, 
                                                
6 Throughout the text, the “extra” power given to Durendal by its relics seems to be 
simultaneously “holding” identity for the French – a typical quality, writ large, of relics, in which 
a community’s identity inhered – and cleaving, resulting in fragmented enemy bodies. Durendal 
is described as “slicing and cleaving well” (ben trenchet et taillet) (v. 1339) and when Roland 
makes use of Durendal, typically bodies are sliced in two with little effort (for example, v.1320-
38). La Chanson de Roland. My trans. 
7 See the Appendix on page 225 of this dissertation for a discussion of the relationship between 
these three romances and their manuscript families. 
8 The “dorundale” of Firumbras is seen in ln. 21 and 373 as a cleaver of bodies. Sir Ferumbras, 
being an English translation of the French romance Fierabras, like its source does not dwell on 
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whose mechanism conjoins a larger, more cosmopolitan Christian identity with older 
fears about the provenance and proper uses of powerful objects, is retained and 
transformed by the Chanson’s later counterparts in English romance. Questions about the 
inherent power of relics arise from a reading of any of several of the Charlemagne 
romances, which are concerned with the recapture of crucifixion relics from Saracens; 
nearly all of these texts are “couched in terms of a religious struggle, even when they are 
not specifically about religion.”9 As seen in the example of Durendal, however, the ways 
in which relics are used here, while retaining the force of defense as in the Crusades, 
challenge ideas about correct interaction with (“worschip”) and internal source of 
strength (“vertue”) for powerful objects.10  
The literal meaning of “vertue so stronge,” the sultan Laban’s reference to his 
daughter Floripas’ manipulation of objects in the Sowdane of Babylone, is essentially 
“power so powerful”—but could have any number of further interpretations—and the 
ultimate source of that “vertue” is in question.11  Similarly, to “worschip” means to 
“honor,” but across these texts the action itself, and the worthiness of the objects 
                                                                                                                                            
the reliquary aspect of the sword, but rather on its extraordinary power to cleave bodies and shave 
beards. See: Sir Ferumbras, ed. Sidney J. Herrtage, EETS ES 34  (London: Trübner & Co. for 
EETS, 1879); Fierabras, ed. Marc Le Person (Paris: Honoré Champion, 2003); and Firumbras 
and Otuel and Roland, ed. M.I. O’Sullivan, EETS OS 198 (London: EETS, 1935). 
9 Alan Lupack, Introduction to The Sowdane of Babylone in Three Middle English Charlemagne 
Romances, ed. Lupack (Kalamazoo, MI: TEAMS, 1990), 4. 
10 The uses of relics in Crusade chronicles reflect a development from earlier expectations of holy 
objects in local devotion. Relics and holy bodies produced from local cults in England retained a 
defensive role, one in which the collective, localized identity of their devotees is faithfully 
guarded by the saint (St. Cuthbert’s hagiographical records provide numerous examples, 
including an episode in which William I is struck by fever upon doubting the non-corruption of 
the saint’s body). In the larger, multi-national project of the Crusades, this defensive power is 
frequently literalized in textual objects, such as Durendal (in the gestes of Roland), or crosses in 
general (in the chronicles) that simultaneously represent a Christian identity, defend, and perform 
exegesis on the conflict at hand. 
11 MED, s.v. “vertu” (n.) 1. 6. a. b. 7. a. 8. a. 9. a. b. c. d. 12a. a. 
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involved, is renegotiated.12  The contested and ambiguous objects in these texts 
correspond less with actual Ottoman Muslim-Christian conflict in the fourteenth-century 
crusades (which, by the close of that century and the advent of the next, had themselves 
disintegrated into trade wars and a major defeat for the Europeans) and more with the 
instabilities of English Christian identity itself.13 These anxieties are articulated in scenes 
exploring interactions with devotional materials, such as Saracen gods and relics of the 
Crucifixion, and through investigations of ambiguously powerful single romance objects 
like the Sowdane of Babylone’s magical “girdil.” 
 
2. Devotional Materials in Doubt: Questionable “Worschip” 
By looking at instances in which the texts use the term “worschip,” we can see 
how this newly unmoored power, which is often manifested in ambiguous ways, is dealt 
with in devotional materials. Frequently, “worschip” surfaces in moments of religious 
confrontation and transformation involving such objects: these include scenes of 
conversion, instances when the French are presented with Saracen gods as material 
objects of devotion, or scenes involving recaptured Christian relics. The texts’ own 
language generates an ambiguity in episodes of interaction with powerful objects that, in 
turn, betrays an anxiety with the nature, source(s) and fidelity of that power. 
 
 
                                                
12 MED, s.v. “worshipen” (v.) 1. a. 2. b. c. 
13 J.J.N. Palmer, England, France and Christendom, 1377-99 (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1972), 183. Also, “the crusade was no longer a movement of populations or 
of colonial conquests but a largely defensive struggle against Islam.” Anthony Luttrell, “The 
Crusade in the Fourteenth Century” in Europe in the Late Middle Ages, eds. J.R. Hale, J.R.L. 
Highfield, and B. Smalley (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1965), 123. 
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2.1. The Destructive “Worschip” of Saracen Gods 
 “Worschip” often frames the texts’ relationship to powerful objects, and as a term 
surfaces in dialogue about the objects in question – pointing the reader to conflicts 
regarding their materiality. “Worschip,” a term that usually implies reverence, takes an 
ironic turn in the romances, often prefiguring violent encounters with the objects in 
question. In Sir Ferumbras, the spectacle of Floripas’ – the daughter of the sultan  - 
conversion commences as she chides the knights for their continuing complaints about 
hunger: “Hadde ȝe worschiped our godes free as ȝe ȝour han done,/ Of vytailes ȝe had 
plente.”14 Floripas’ definition of “worschip,” of interaction with her gods, points to a 
more complex and contested relationship with powerful objects beyond a mere physical, 
intimate interaction with them as “worschip” would usually imply. Her immaterial 
“worschip” begets material results, or “vytailes.” In response to Floripas’ admonitions, 
Roland replies, “damesele if ȝe wolde us lede to þe godes of wham ȝe spake/ þanne 
scholde ȝee seen in dede what worschip we wolde he[m] make”—a comment with a 
suddenly ominous portent, immediately redefining the “worschip” of which Floripas 
spoke.15  In this passage, the term “worschip” takes on a meaning known only to the 
Christians, designating a future violent interaction with Floripas’, and the Saracens’, 
sacred objects.16  This use of “worschip”  implies a basic commonality between the two 
                                                
14 Emphasis mine. Sir Ferumbras, ln. 2527-8. Sir Ferumbras “is generally the closest of the 
Middle English texts to the French model,” Fierabras, a chanson de geste with roots in the 
Chanson de Roland. 
15 Ibid., ln. 2531-2. 
16 Debates about idolatry in fourteenth-century England retained echoes of three problems: older 
theological admonitions against worshipping empty images (the laws set down at the second 
Council of Nicaea), misunderstandings of the Muslim relationship to images and anecdotes from 
crusade chronicles about them, and new critiques about the worship of sacred objects in the 
English church. Biblically, the description of a nonsensical idol is well established in the Old 
Testament: “And there you shall serve gods, that were framed with men's hands: wood and stone, 
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uses of the word: each assumes, for the objects it refers to, a conflation of material 
strength with spiritual power. Floripas sees “worschip” of her gods as producing material 
“vytailes;” Roland assumes that, once his knights discover and fragment her gods 
(“worschip”), this very power will disappear along with the statues of the gods.  
Hence, the language that Christians use when interacting with the Saracens’ gods 
across these texts lends the material of the gods themselves a coherence with spiritual 
power. In other words, the objects themselves are treated as gods, especially by those 
most opposed to their existence and possible power. Scenes of violence towards Saracen 
idols occur across the English Charlemagne romances, involving both their devotees and 
enemies.17  Intriguingly, in the English texts, the emphatic scenes of idol destruction 
interpolate, sometimes even overlap, with spectacles of relic “worschip,” or devotional 
honor, by Charlemagne and his knights—playing up an essential difference in the 
treatment of sacred objects by Saracens and Christians, of course, but also a crucial 
similarity. Michael Camille has pointed out that in hagiography of the high Middle Ages, 
such as the ubiquitous Legenda Aurea, “saints are shown in the act of destroying images 
at precisely the time when they themselves were being worshiped as cult images... saints 
come in all the metal, cuntrefait, and artifice of the enginnurs they themselves speak ill 
                                                                                                                                            
that neither see, nor hear, nor eat, nor smell” (Deuteronomy 4:28). Psalm 113: 12-16 warns: “The 
idols of the Gentiles are silver and gold, the work of the hands of men./ They have mouths and 
speak not: they have eyes and see not. They have ears and hear not: they have noses and smell 
not./ They have feet and walk not:/ neither shall they cry out through their throat./ Let them that 
make them become like unto them; and all such as trust in them.” All Biblical citations are from 
the Douay-Rheims Bible unless otherwise noted. 
17 Such scenes also appear in the Chanson de Roland, and in French, Anglo-Norman and English 
chronicles of the crusades. Biblical precedent exists: “Thou shalt not adore their gods, nor serve 
them. Thou shalt not do their works, but shalt destroy them, and break their statues.” Exodus 
23:24. 
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of.”18  In the romances I discuss, the destruction of Saracen idols plays an important role 
in light of the Christians’ perceptions of their own sacred objects, but also in the special 
convergence of material and spiritual in the texts. The deployment of Christian and 
Saracen objects for “worschip” across the romances prompts an interrogation of the 
action itself and the relationships that action forges with powerful objects. But more 
centrally, this deployment forces an examination of the whether such objects are 
powerful. 
As elsewhere, the idea of “worschip” is textually connected to a confrontation or 
transformation of beliefs involving powerful objects. This is especially true of religious 
conversion, a type of transformation prefigured by changes wrought in the substance of 
the materials. In Sir Ferumbras, the type of ironic “worschip” that Roland has threatened, 
idol fragmentation, is essential to the project of conversion—in order for Floripas to 
properly convert, she must understand that her gods lack physical strength or 
cohesiveness. Floripas first leads the knights to the shrine, where her “mametes” are 
gleaming and sparkling with gold and precious stones—Termagaunt, Mahomet, Jupiter, 
and Appolyn, in all. (Firumbras adds Iouyne, Margog, and Astrotte, for good measure.)  
The knights marvel at the wealth and speculate what they might do with it (a textual 
moment that may have a correspondent in the contemporary criticism of crusaders’ 
spoils, except for the fact that they actually want to rebuild St. Peter’s with it).19 Floripas 
encourages the knights to pray to her gods, upon which Ogier disingenuously claims they 
are asleep and that he’ll wake them. And he does, in a sense: 
                                                
18 The Gothic Idol: Ideology and Image-making in Medieval Art (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1989), 124.  
19 “Tharwiþ miȝt he þanne in haste ; restore Rome Cytee,/ þat þamryal Balan waste ; somtyme 
wiþ ys meygnee ; / & do make up Seynt petris churche ; þat þe Sarysynȝ han yule arayd…” Sir 
Ferumbras, ln. 2555-7. 
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Ogier Deneys adrow is brond & smot to sire Mahound, sword 
þat al to pieces he to-wond & ful doun on þe grou[n]d. 
Olyuer tok vp ternagan & casten aȝe þe wal, 
þat legges & armes brek him fram in-to pieces smal. 
Richard, þe duk [of] normandye a drow is swerd wel fyn, 
& al to-hew þe oþre twye, iubiter & appolyn. 
“Parfay,” þan saide duk Rolond to þat mayde briȝt, 
“þyne godes buþ naȝt in hond. Wel litel ys hure miȝt, 
for now þay buþ a-doun afalle þay mowe noȝt vp aȝene.” 
“þat is soþ,” saide þat briȝt in halle, “& þat is now wel y-sene, 
If ich hem worschipie after þis, maugre mot y haue.  blame 
for þay mowe noȝt her y-wys hem-selue fram herme saue...”20 
 
The knights “smot” “Mahound,” cast “ternagan” against the wall, and “to-hew” “iubiter 
& appolyn,” explaining to Floripas that “wel litel ys hure myȝt.”  The knights are using a 
selective iconoclasm in order to convert Floripas, but it works: she does convert, 
acknowledging that “þay mowe noȝt her y-wys hem-selue fram herme saue.” The larger 
meaning in this passage seems to be that though the outward appearance of the 
“mametes” is stronger and more indestructible than the delicate crown of thorns, the idols 
prove hollow and devoid of meaning.21 The knights’ actions also prompt a change in 
Floripas’ relationship with the former material gods, signified by Floripas’ statement that 
“[i]f ich hem worschipie after þis, maugre [blame] mot y haue.”22  The idols’ physical 
                                                
20 Ibid., ln. 2567-78.  
21 In the larger “family” of Charlemagne romances, there is a similar sort of testing for the 
Christians’ sacred objects by the Saracens. In Sege of Melayne, a fifteenth-century member of the 
“Otinel” group of Charlemagne texts, the Saracen knights “prove” that the Christians’ god is false 
by destroying a cross in a fire. In retaliation, God paralyzes the Saracens’ bodies, at which, of 
course, the Christian knights set about breaking them apart. The episode marries crusading ethic 
with a literal Biblical exegesis: Psalm 113, noted above, warns, “Let them that make them [stone 
idols] become like unto them; and all such as trust in them.”  The Sege of Melayne in Three 
Middle English Charlemagne Romances, ed. Alan Lupack (Kalamazoo, MI: TEAMS, 1990), ln. 
385-505. See Chapter 2 of this dissertation for a further discussion. 
22 Emphasis mine. Beyond the problems of materiality and power in the scene, the splintering of 
the gods into fragmented “legges & armes” recalls the language of battle in the romances—the 
cleaving of heads from bodies and the triumphant listing of separated body parts. This is a literal 
performance of the way in which battle is a precursor to mass conversion, and the manner in 
which Ferumbras was converted after having his stomach cleaved (“his bare guttes men myght 
see,” according the the Sowdane’s text)—and Floripas follows through by converting. 
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weakness indicates their insufficiency as objects of intervention like those of Christian 
relics. But simultaneously, that same material weakness implicates the knights’ own 
belief system. In the example from the romances’ precursor La Chanson de Roland, 
Durendal’s indestructibility allows it to be a proper channel for larger Christian identity, 
and to symbiotically protect the relics, which, in turn, lend it strength and cohesion. This 
indestructibility also presents problems, however. Roland worries that if the sword falls 
into the hands of an enemy, its power to represent and cohere a larger Christian identity 
will transfer elsewhere. The knights’ destruction of Floripas’ idols (similar to episodes in 
crusade chronicles and in the Chanson) implies a like assumption. Their destruction 
assumes that the physical “to-hew”-ing of the materials will prohibit “worschip.” 
Furthermore, the episodes assume that Floripas’ and the Saracens’ devotion is located in 
the substance of material objects and not in the objects’ ability to facilitate contact with 
the divine. Thus Floripas’ conversion in Sir Ferumbras is articulated through a metaphor 
of transforming the material, and a conflation of interior “vertu” with exterior strength. 
Comparably, the act of “worschip,” or interaction with devotional materials, while 
retaining the sense of “honor,” assumes a reliance on the physical composition of the 
things themselves, rather than on a belief system existing independently of them. 
This link between material and spiritual power in the texts, in which the two are 
conflated and easily destroyed, is complicated by the specter of uncertain “vertu” or 
interior strength. Firumbras in particular simultaneously elevates and degrades the idea 
of the material, presenting a conflicted picture of the Saracens’ gods and of powerful 
objects. Beyond the transformation that ironic Christian “worschip” of Saracen idols 
engenders, certain scenes of “worschip” also invite a confrontation of beliefs about the 
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dangers of idolatry – one which plays up a contrast between the romances’ treatment of 
powerful objects and the objects’ own logical consistency with regards to their power. 
Firumbras is a text which, overall, avails itself of language referencing the devil and 
“wycchecraft,” thus urgently questioning the sources of power in objects and whether 
powerful objects have fidelity. In that text, the knights, and eventually Floripas, elide the 
idea of the metal idols with the “devyl.” After the knights systematically smash the idols, 
Roland enforces an exegetical reading of the scene to spur Floripas to conversion: “ 
‘Damysel,’ sayde Roulond, ‘cometh nere and se,/ Off þese ylke develyn þat nou y-falled 
be,/ þat ere were myȝtful & goddys gret & wyse/ And now þey beȝth a-doun no 
strength have to ryse./ Thay no mowe neyþer here ne se.’ ”23  Besides the additional 
detail that Firumbras adds – that the idols had been “develyn” – Roland’s description of 
them lends the gods real power. They “ere were myȝtful” and were “gret & wyse,” he 
says, conflating the destruction of the material with the gods’ actual demise. This 
characterization of the gods, pre-fragmentation, implies that the knights are actually up 
against a material enemy, and that the destruction of such an enemy utterly disables the 
opposing spirituality located in the statues themselves. It is a post-Crusades fantasy of 
easily-won Christian dominance and conversion, but beyond this, it presents the 
conundrum of whether a sacred object is a vessel for spirits, or simply holds power in its 
materials. Floripas’ own conversion in Firumbras, in contrast to Sir Ferumbras, doesn’t 
occur immediately at the moment of the idol-smashing. Instead, she turns apostate, 
mocking and cursing the fragmented idols, saying “they ne be but metal and stynkke as 
                                                
23 Emphasis mine. Firumbras and Otuel and Roland, ln. 271-5. The line “Thay no mowe neyþer 
here ne se” reinforces Firumbras’ reliance on textual images as Biblical exegesis (see 
Deuteronomy 4:28 and Psalm 113: 12-16, among others). 
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an honde; I be-take hem to þe devyl þat lyȝth in helle y-bounde.”24  If “they ne be but 
metal,” then Roland’s previous description of the gods as “myȝtful” enhances the conflict 
in Firumbras’ depiction of the gods. In Sir Ferumbras, the knights undertake an 
iconoclastic approach to Floripas’ conversion – that is, while the literal destruction of the 
material gods equals their elimination, their actions also undermine Christian reverence 
of relics.25 In Firumbras, however, the gods are not only fragmented and elided with the 
literal collapse of Islam, but the episode also represents a continuing anxiety about what, 
exactly, inhabits objects to make them powerful. The text’s own contradiction in the 
dialogue of the idol-smashing scenes presents a familiar conundrum about Christian 
relics.  
English clerics were aware that general confusion might result from saints 
inhabiting their relics in a manner similar to demons inhabiting idols.26 Walter Hilton, a 
                                                
24 Ibid., ln. 277-8. Floripas does not convert in this scene, but does express a Christian prayer, 
perhaps for the effect of contrast against idol-worship, devilry, and her curse against the 
Saracens’ gods. She says, after cursing her idols, “But pray we to god þat ys in mageste, /þat y-
bore was of a mayde in clene virginite; / That charlys mote come sone with hys chyvalrye,/ Ous 
to socure & help fro schame and vylonye,/ And þat he sende ous mete þat we nouȝt ne spylle,/ Ne 
þat we dye for defaute, lord, ȝyf it be þy wylle!” (ln. 279-84). This speech may bolster her role as 
Christian relic-keeper. Despite Floripas’ non-Christian status through most of the narrative, she is 
placed in charge of the recaptured relics, which she brings out twice: once before battle in order 
that the knights might pray in front of them, and once more at the end of the narrative in order for 
Charles to test their authenticity and potency. She is converted at the end of Firumbras, after her 
father has been beheaded, and symbolically removes her clothing, standing naked before the 
bishop to receive baptism.  
25 The orthodox Roger Dymmok, in his defense against the Lollards’ Twelve Conclusions – a 
manifesto nailed to the doors of Parliament in 1395 – defends the use of images for their 
pedagogical value, especially because images are better than words at representing things. 
Dymmok even uses miracle accounts found in the Legenda Aurea to bolster his argument about 
the legitimate uses of images in the church. The accounts involve crucifixes that bleed when Jews 
strike them, triggering conversion and the transformation of synagogues into churches. 
Dymmok’s point is that holy objects have the ability to incorporate nonbelievers, even to 
transform culture. Reference in Kathleen Kamerick, Popular Piety and Art in the Late Middle 
Ages: Image Worship and Idolatry in England 1350-1500 (New York: Palgrave, 2002), 30. 
26 The example I give here is relevant because of its orthodoxy and relatively contemporaneity to 
the romances in question, but this is by no means a new or unrehearsed idea. Jeffrey Burton 
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fourteenth-century Augustinian canon, used Biblical precedent to explain the meaning of 
Psalm 113, in a combative response to the Lollards’ critiques about images: the Gentiles’ 
idols were known to be simply material, but they were nevertheless used to communicate 
with demons.27  Because of the perversion of the materials, “demons had the power to 
deceive them by way of their fallacious responses and vain lies” (demones acceperunt 
potestatem per eorum responsa fallacia et vana figmenta eos decipere).28  Hilton allows 
that this was idolatry, but that Christians’ use of images is entirely different; this is due to 
the way in which sacred items are used as specific memorials of saints, rather than as 
mere channels for spirits.29  The utter destruction of the gods in Sir Ferumbras would 
seem to be possible within the text because they are mere material representations, not 
memorial relics with referents in the immaterial divine. But the Firumbras text’s 
association of the idols with the “devyl,” and its further references to powerful objects 
being associated with hell-aligned “wycchecraft,” emphasizes the possibility that the very 
concept of operative “vertue” in objects could be not only dangerously transferable, but 
even malevolent. 
Beyond complicating the proper modes of “worschip” for objects of uncertain 
power, such a scene as the knights’ smashing of idols would have been familiar to the 
                                                                                                                                            
Russell writes that “[b]enevolent magic was often tacitly allowed to exist, but in theory the 
Church assumed that all magic drew upon the help of demons whether the magician intended it or 
not.” Further, “[t]he syllogism was: magic proceeds by compelling supernatural forces; but God 
and the angels are not subject to such compulsion; the forces compelled must therefore be 
demons.” Witchcraft in the Middle Ages (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1972), 13. 
27 “Ideo adorabant tales ymagines, vel pocius ipsos demones in ymaginibus, quasi occultam cum 
eis paccionem faciendo per tale signum adoracionem totam fidem, spem et eorem amorem in 
demones ponere, quos pro honoribus et huius vite comodis taliter consulere voluerunt.” Analecta 
Cartusiana 124: Walter Hilton’s Latin Writings, Vol. I, eds. John P.H. Clark and Cheryl Taylor 
(Salzburg: Institut für Anglistik und Amerikanistik, 1987), 201. 
28 Ibid. My trans. 
29 Ibid. 
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audience of Sir Ferumbras. It has a tradition of correspondents in texts like La Chanson 
de Roland and other chansons de geste as well as crusade chronicles, one of which is 
Ralph of Caen’s twelfth-century Gesta Tancredi, an account of the Normans in the First 
Crusade. In the Gesta, the “worschip” in which the crusaders engage involves removing 
the devotional materials in question to eliminate any possibility of devotion, implies that 
the “vertu” in the idol is malevolent, and transforms them beyond recognition. Tancred 
and his men discover a “cursed idol” in the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, which had 
been turned into a mosque: “It was an image of Mohamet, entirely covered with gems, 
purple cloth and shining with gold” (Nam gemmis totus et ostro/ Mahummet redimitus 
erat, radiabat et auro).30  In order to identify the statue, Tancred compares it to Western 
figures of Christ, with their accompanying symbolic marks: “It could never be Christ./ 
There are no insignia of Christ here, no cross, no crown, no key, no pierced side” 
(Numquid enim Christus? non hic insignia Christi,/ Non crux, non sertum, non clavi, non 
lautus haustum).31 Tancred remarks upon its richness and its cursedness, calling it “the 
first Antichrist” (pristinus Antichristus), and his knights destroy it in a fit of holy rage, 
while, of course, confiscating the silver. The statue was “torn down, dragged out, torn 
apart and broken up. The material was precious metal but the form was vile. Therefore, 
something precious was taken from something vile” ([a]bripitur, trahitur, dirumpitur, 
obtruncatur,/ Materia carum, sed forma vile metallum:/ Ergo diffictus de vili fit 
preciosus).32  The emphasis here, and elsewhere in the Gesta Tancredi, is on the 
transformative power of fragmentation and the fluid nature of such materials. Once 
                                                
30 RHC Occ. III (Paris, 1866), 695. The Gesta Tancredi of Ralph of Caen: A History of the 
Normans on the First Crusade, trans. Bernard S. Bachrach and David S. Bachrach, Crusade Texts 
in Translation 12 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), 144. 
31 Ibid. 
32 RHC Occ. III, 696. The Gesta Tancredi of Ralph of Caen, 144. 
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“cursed,” idols can be smashed, melted down and reborn in the service of Christendom.33  
As Nicolette Zeeman has written regarding the perception of idols in late medieval 
England, the “idol is also malleable… it can be broken down into its elements again or 
formed into something new.”34  If, as we have seen in the language of the idol-smashing 
scenes in Firumbras, the materials are afforded a coherence with spiritual power, then the 
policy of malleability complicates material devotion further. Here, materials in religious 
confrontation have no essential fidelity.  
The drama of testing this problematic fidelity – of one’s own objects of material 
devotion – presents further evidence that the Sowdane wants to embrace the possibility of 
the material gods’ power while disavowing it. The sultan’s performance of “worschip” 
rehearses all previous such interactions with the gods, both destructive and devotional, 
and plays up the often-torturous ambiguity of interacting with powerful objects. In the 
Sowdane, fragmentation is also the consequence of non-conversion. This is clear in the 
fate of the sultan Laban, who has previously attempted to destroy his own gods: 
“Ferumbras saide to the Kinge, ‘Sir, ye see it wole not be;/ Let him take his endynge/ For 
he loveth not Cristyanté.’/ ‘Duke Neymes,’ quod Charles tho,/ ‘Loke that execucion be 
don./ Smyte of his hedde—God gife him woo!’.”35  Laban’s head is the remainder of that 
                                                
33 This idea of material conversion prefiguring religious conversion has correspondences in 
records of the conversion of England. Gregory encouraged a policy of acculturation, replacing 
idols with relics but keeping the place of worship intact. See Gregory I, “Letter to Abbot 
Mellitus,” Epistola 76 in PL 77, ed. J.-P. Migne (Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1849), col. 1215-17 and 
Bede, The Eccesiastical History of the English Nation (and Lives of Saints and Bishops), ed. Vida 
D. Scudder (London: J.M. Dent, 1916). 
34 “The Idol in the Text” in Images, Idolatry, and Iconoclasm in Late Medieval England, eds. 
Jeremy Dimmick, James Simpson, and Nicolette Zeeman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2002), 45. Zeeman also suggests that “the figure of the idol… articulates the anxieties of a highly 
archival culture about its own textual inheritances, especially the non-Christian ones. Insofar as 
the idol has a communal and memorial status, it brings with it questions about the nature of 
institutions and relations with the past” (46).  
35 The Sowdane of Babylone, ln. 3180-6. 
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which could not be converted: a bodily fragment that is in itself a sign of the Sultan’s 
fallen empire and the collapse of his religion. This collapse has been foreshadowed by a 
willingness on the part of the Saracens – Laban/Balan/Balam in particular – to punish, 
fragment or otherwise disclaim the “mawmetrie” which at the end is the cause of his 
demise.  
This disowning of “mawmetrie” occurs in confrontation with material gods. After 
a defeat by the French in Firumbras, the sultan nearly disowns his religion. The physical 
intervention with the material gods marks this disavowal: 
‘Allas, Mahoun, and oure mametrye,  
theves and traytours that ȝe beth, sore ȝe schull abye!’ 
he toke a mase in hys hende & went to hem faste, 
And ȝede to the synagoge, the dore up he braste. 
‘ffy on the, traytour Mahoun, thou falce wycked theef!’ 
And smote hym on the heved that was hym nouȝt lef, dear 
he that hadde all paynym in kepyng, 
he set Appollyn on the heved, with-oute more dwellynge. 
Tyl syr Sokebrond by-gan for to crye, 
‘Syr,’ he sayde, ‘letteth be! ȝe doth gret folye! 
Ȝe wete well that Mahoun ys of grete poste  power 
to venge at hys wylle bothe the & me.’36 
 
The language of this scene is closely reminiscent of Tancred’s storming of the Dome of 
the Rock: here, with a “mase” in hand, Balam “ȝede to the synagoge, the dore up he 
braste;”  Tancred “struck [the gates], broke them, crushed them, and entered” the 
temple.37  Alarmed at his own audacity, Balam laments his actions after being chastened 
and rebuilds “Mahoun” with a significantly greater amount of gold. The crucial phrase 
                                                
36 Firumbras and Otuel and Roland, ln. 1385-96. “Synagoge” here implies a non-Christian place 
of worship, but there are interesting correspondences between the perception of Jews and 
Muslims in English romances of this period – see the romance Siege of Jerusalem for a potent 
example. The texts of the London Thornton manuscript, in general, show a willingness to perform 
this slippage. See Phillipa Hardman, “The Sege of Melayne: a fifteenth-century reading” in 
Tradition and Transformation in Medieval Romance, ed. Rosalind Field (Cambridge: D.S. 
Brewer, 1999), 72. 
37 RHC Occ. III, 696. The Gesta Tancredi of Ralph of Caen,144. 
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here is “he that hadde all paynym in kepyng;” the text implies that despite the gods’ 
essential emptiness, such an action has consequences for all of Islam because of its 
leader’s weak faith.38  The phrase itself, though, is ambiguous: does “he that hadde all 
paynym in kepyng” refer to Balam, or to the material representation of “Mahoun”?  If it 
does refer to the god, the usage implies a reversal of the usual manner in which relics are 
described. Floripas is later discussed in Firumbras as having the relics “in kepying;” thus, 
this passage would imply that with the destruction of “Mahoun,” in fact the broken bond 
is a literal one between Islam and its devotees. The reader knows, however, that 
“Mahoun’s” great “poste” seemingly has no consequences after the idol is actually 
fragmented. The cause of Balam’s downfall is double: not only does Balam fall because 
of his own willingness to take a weapon to his own gods, but because of his dedication to 
those gods in the first place. His faith is weak, but his gods are weaker, these episodes 
insist, if, as elsewhere in Firumbras, the conflation of material and spiritual is indeed 
implied.  
In the Sowdane, the sultan Laban attempts to destroy his gods not once, but three 
times;  these attempts include two burnings, and all of the episodes are occasioned by 
failed attempts to kill the French in the tower. “O ye goddes,” Laban cries in the first 
instance, “ye faile at nede,/ That I have honoured so longe./ I shalle you bren, so mote I 
spede,/ In a fayre fyre ful stronge./ Shalle I never more on you bileve/ But renaye you 
playnly alle.”39  A fire is prepared, and the “goddes” brought to be “caste therinne,” upon 
                                                
38 Intriguingly, there is a Christian counterpart episode in Sege of Melayne, involving curses 
rather than dismembering – Bishop Turpin, essentially the leader of the Christian world in the 
poem, blames Mary for mankind’s struggle, after a lost battle with the Saracens: “had thou 
noghte, Mary, yitt bene borne,/ Ne had noghte oure gud men thus ben lorne./ The wyte is all in 
the.” Sege of Melayne, ln. 553-5. 
39 The Sowdane of Babylone, ln. 2431-6. 
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which Laban’s “counsaile” urges him to “make offrynge” for his offense “with oyle, 
mylke and frankencense/ By your prestis ordynaunce.” After he does so, the “prestis 
assoyled him of that synne” of attempting to burn his gods.40   
With this description of perverted penance, and throughout the text of the 
Sowdane, scenes of the sultan’s court thrive on the energy of contrasts between Christian 
and Saracen, with the effect of emphasizing similarities (echoing those other problematic, 
material commonalities between Christian relic and Saracen god).  The sultan’s court and 
its religious practices are structured around perversions of Western ones.41  After his 
army is defeated once more, this time by Floripas throwing “silver and goolde vessel” out 
of the tower’s window to distract them, Laban attacks his gods again: “ ‘Ye do fayle me 
at my nede.’/ In ire he smote Mahounde/ That was of goolde fulle rede./ That he fille 
down to the grounde/ As he had bene dede./ Alle here bisshopes cryden oute/ And saide, 
‘Mahounde, thyn ore [mercy]!’.”42  After a third defeat, Laban “defyed Mahounde and 
Apolyne,/ Jubiter, Ascarot and Alcaron also./ He commaundede a fire to be dight/ With 
picche and brymston to bren,” into which he makes a vow to cast the gods.43  A particular 
“bisshope” of the sultan’s charges him in the name of “Sathanas” to not burn the gods, 
insisting that if he does so, it will bring a “malison” on Laban and he will be shunned in 
every city and town. Only threatened with the curse of cultural exclusion does Laban 
cease the vows to burn his gods; the triple episodes enforce an almost ludicrous sense of 
materiality to the Saracens’ religion. Because these episodes are couched in the language 
                                                
40 Ibid., ln. 2439-53. 
41 For example, scenes of devotion and adulation after Ferumbras has captured the cross, crown 
and nails from Saint Peter’s include burning frankincense to their gods, drinking “beestes bloode” 
and eating serpents fried in oil. The Sowdane of Babylone, ln. 679-690. 
42 Ibid., ln. 2506-12. 
43 Ibid., ln. 2761-66. “Alcaron” is a personified, material god version of the Qu’ran. 
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of Christian absolution and grace – Laban seeks “speciall grace” after the first episode, 
and fears “harde grace” after the final – they emphasize an even greater contrast with the 
jarring, literal materiality of the gods. But by the same turn, they question the place of 
materials in Christian devotion. 
 
2.2. The “Worschip” and “Preving” of Christian Relics 
As a vivid counterpart to the multiple destructive encounters with the Saracens’ 
gods, the recaptured Christian relics of Firumbras are put to the test themselves in 
additional acts of “worschip.”44 These episodes of testing Christian relics exhibit the 
heart of the conflict about material power in the romances. An object may be potent, but 
lack fidelity, or worse: it may not ultimately identify as a Christian object. These episodes 
have more in common with Balam’s attempted destruction of his own gods than might be 
apparent at first: does testing a crucifixion relic imply weak faith?  The relics are not 
tested for potency; this was proven in battle, when Floripas brings out the relics and asks 
that the knights “worschip” them (an episode which also appears in Sir Ferumbras). 
Rather, the relics are tested for authenticity. This might seem an odd succession, unless 
we consider that so many potent objects in the text, like Floripas’ girdle and Ferumbras’ 
healing balm, are objects owned and manipulated by the Saracens. Only the Sowdane 
narrative seems truly comfortable with the successful use of such powerful “foreign” 
objects, though Sir Ferumbras and Firumbras portray a simultaneous confidence in and 
discomfort with them. The very cosmopolitanism of the many, major powerful objects in 
the romances, brought into conflict with others, necessitates the type of authenticating 
                                                
44 The final testing episode, involving suspensions in space, is also detailed with slight differences 
in Fierabras (see note 63).  
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“worschip” seen in the relic testing. Two major episodes of relic testing occur in 
Firumbras, which confirm two halves of the expectation of relics’ activity: the first is in 
battle, and the second occurs before the relics are restored to France. In the first, Sir 
Naymes takes action against the Saracen attackers who are climbing into the tower in 
which the French are sequestered: 
Syr nemes stert forth with humilite 
And fette for the the Crowne & the naylys thre, 
And so he dyd the spere that was in goddys syde 
the voluper & the sudary45 nolde he nouȝt abyde. 
the sarysins that gonne clyme, in that ilke stounde,        at the same time 
ther-with weren blent & fyl to the grownd. 
‘Mowe, lorde,’ seyd neymes, ‘nowe y thonke the! 
nowe we be sykyr, the sothe may we se,   certain/truth 
that these beth the naylys of goddys passioun.’46 
 
The victory of the relics blinding the Saracens is seemingly a moment for exegesis – “the 
sothe may we se” is posited in clear contrast to the resulting blindness (“blent”) of the 
attacking Saracens, a Biblical parallel which the text referenced prior to this episode and 
will reference later. Recalling “Thay no mowe neyþer here ne se,” Roland’s earlier 
characterization of broken idols (a Biblical trope), the relics in battle enable a moment of 
Christian doctrinal clarity at the expense of Saracen obfuscation.47  But beyond the text’s 
own exegesis about blind idols and blind faith, this episode of testing in the context of 
others questions Christian material devotion. After the “sarysins” are blinded and 
forthwith dispatched, Naymes takes time to confirm with the Lord the potency and 
authenticity of the nails at hand – the knights can be “sykyr” that not only do they have a 
working, active powerful set of objects that advocates for Christian power, but also that 
                                                
45 Veronica’s veil, used to wipe Jesus’s face on his journey to Golgotha, and the cloth which was 
wrapped around Jesus upon his burial, respectively. 
46 Firumbras and Otuel and Roland, ln. 1413-21. 
47 Ibid., ln. 271-5. 
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the nails are likely an authentic relic.48  The authenticity of Eastern relics, post-Crusades, 
especially in the West, is a target of clerical anxiety; Guibert de Nogent broaches the 
problem of authenticating multiple body parts claimed for the same saint, and infinite 
fragments of the True Cross, in the eleventh century.49 For Guibert, devotional objects’ 
new cosmopolitanism compounds the original problem of material devotion – an anxiety 
still at work in Firumbras.  
At the very close of Firumbras, the recaptured relics are the subject of 
manipulated miracles. Such a “testing” or use of sacred objects in an ordeal  was 
forbidden by the church – twelfth-century English miracle books, such as St. Cuthbert’s, 
exhibit grand scenes of sacred cloth or relics repelling fire, as well as oaths sworn on 
associated things, but by the fourteenth century the adoption of relics for the purposes of 
testing a “truth” was banned.50  The testing of the nails, crown, spear, and assorted 
broken thorns takes place in an ecclesiastical setting; the “holy byschope” raises each to 
God: 
                                                
48 The assortment of relics mentioned here is intriguing – Naymes “would not wait at all” for the 
voluper and sudary, or the sacred veil and the cloth imprinted with Christ’s face. The crown, 
spear and nails are all mentioned in the second episode of testing. A possibility for the absence of 
the cloths may be that as brandea or secondary relics, they do not need authentication as official 
relics of the Passion like the nails and crown.  
49 Guibert de Nogent,  De Pignoribus Sanctorum (Treatise on Relics) in PL 156, ed. J.-P. Migne 
(Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1853), col. 625. For a discussion of the circulation of medieval relics as 
commodities, see Patrick Geary, “Sacred commodities: the circulation of medieval relics” in The 
Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective, ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986), 169-91. 
50 Reginald of Durham, Libellus de admirandus Beati Cuthberti (London: J.B. Nichols and Son, 
1835). Miracle 39 of the Libellus sees Cuthbert’s relics exhibited to save Durham from fire; a 
very large threatening fire is extinguished using the banner of Cuthbert and pyx with Eucharist. 
The fire threatens to engulf the entire town, but recedes in the face of the banner and pyx. Trial by 
ordeal was banned in the early thirteenth century, being replaced by trial by combat. 
“[Ordeal]…retained its appeal in the popular imagination long after the Fourth Lateran Council’s 
ban on clerical participation effectively put an end to it.” Richard Firth Green, A Crisis of Truth: 
Literature and Law in Ricardian England (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 
112. 
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the holy byschope preved in hys prechyng:  testified 
‘lorde, of hys grace sende us sum tythyng!  reward 
Ȝyf hyt be the Crowne of Goddys passioun 
hyt for to worschype, y have devocyoun.’ 
In the worschyp of god, he reysed yt on lofte, 
fful heye above hys heved, ful fayr & soft : 
he withdrowe hys hondys & let hys hondys go, 
they hynge stylle in the eyre that no man com hem to. 
‘lorde,’ sayd the boschop, ‘god omnipotent! 
the grace of hys myȝt he hathe nowe ous y-sent. 
Nowe we have prevyd, the sothe wete we mown,        pronounced/truth 
that thys ys the Crown of goddys passyoun, 
that was on hys heved there that the blode out ran.’51 
 
In this passage, the act of future “worschype” literally hangs upon the act of testing those 
items of potential worship. The procedure of testing is, in and of itself, however, also 
“worschyp.” The process of interaction with objects of uncertain power is once again 
interrogated through the ambiguous process of “worschyp.” The same method – raising 
“yt on lofte” and removing the hands, then waiting for mid-air suspension – transpires  
with the three nails and the spear which are then shut in a coffer of gold and iron. The 
emphasis that  “we have prevyd”  involves reliable testing, and proof, something which 
by the fourteenth or fifteenth century would have been a cleric’s dream in the relic trade, 
especially after the experience of the crusading armies with the problematic Holy 
Lance.52  The language of “the sothe” is identical to the previous scene of testing in the 
heat of battle – used in a vivid turn of phrase, “the sothe wete we mown” implies some 
                                                
51 Firumbras and Otuel and Roland, ln. 1785-97. 
52 The episode of the doubtful Holy Lance of Antioch, attested in several crusade chronicles, 
epitomizes the essential spiritual problems with the project of reclaiming relics in the Holy Land 
– especially in the context of pilgrimage. Ralph de Caen’s account in the Gesta Tancredi sees a 
poor pilgrim among the company, Peter Bartholomew, dream of Saint Andrew’s revelation to 
him of the location of the lance. Ralph is very skeptical of the entire affair (unlike Raymond 
d’Aguilers, who also recounts the episode) and in fact Peter Bartholomew later dies after a trial 
by fire. The lance comes to be discredited, as several Holy Lances of more certain provenance 
were currently in use elsewhere. See The Gesta Tancredi of Ralph of Caen,118-20; 126 and 
Raymond d’Aguilers, Historia Francorum Qui Ceperunt Iherusalem, trans. John Hugh Hill and 
Laurita L. Hill (Philadelphia: The American Philosophical Society, 1968). 
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fresh truth, that the objects have been reborn and redefined in their enforced miracle. The 
miracles continue with the thorns that have fallen off the crown: 
…the lyte smale thornys gedryd the kynge, 
that were broke with the remevyng. 
he putte hem in a glove with wel gode entent 
to lede with hym & bere it ther that he went… 
… he dude a-way hys hondys & let the glove be.53 
 
The king’s encapsulating of the individual thorns (which were “broke with the 
remevyng,” further fragmention by conflict) in the glove creates a makeshift reliquary. 
The thorns are, appropriately, enshrined in a Charlemagne-fitted accessory, bolstering the 
king’s central role as protector of Christianity, but the scene also demonstrates the 
strength and power of the levitation miracle.54  The miracle of the glove is a constitutive 
act, falling into what Seeta Chaganti calls a “performance object,” that which brings to 
bear the ceremonial and “spectacular” context of a reliquary.55  To speak of the glove-
reliquary as a “performance object” is to see it in the context of late medieval English 
spectacles involving relics.56  Beyond this, the glove-reliquary is a literary performance 
object in the sense that Durendal is, and prefigures its importance in the English versions 
of the Charlemagne romance. The glove, like the sword, is an object of ritual and 
chivalric significance in the chansons de geste. In La Chanson de Roland, as the Franks 
                                                
53 Firumbras and Otuel and Roland, ln. 1811-14; 1820. The concept of possessing a thorn from 
the crown held affective purchase in fourteenth-century England. The author of the English 
version of Mandeville’s Travels, written in French on the Continent, possibly at Liège and 
probably not by an Englishman, about 1357, claims “[a]nd I have on of tho precyouse thornes 
[from the crown of thorns] that semeth liche a white thorn, and that was youen to me for gret 
specyaltee.” John Mandeville, Mandeville’s Travels, ed. M. C. Seymour (Oxford: The Clarendon 
Press, 1967), ln. 24-6. 
54 The text calls this “that ilke fayre myracle for Charlys the kyng,” ln. 1824. 
55 The Medieval Poetics of the Reliquary: Enshrinement, Inscription, Performance (New York: 
Palgrave MacMillan, 2008), 20. 
56 This includes the Corpus Christi processions, in which the Eucharist was often seen through a 
reliquary-monstrance. 
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decide who to send to Saragossa, Turpin demands, “Let me, sire, have the gauntlet and 
the staff,/ and I’ll go to the Spanish Saracen” ([d]unez m’en, sire, le bastun e le guant/ E 
jo irai al Sarazin espan).57   When the soon-to-be traitor Ganelon is selected to go instead, 
he drops the emperor’s glove, which is perceived to be an evil omen: “The emperor holds 
out his right-hand glove;/ Count Ganelon, who’d rather not be there,/ on reaching to take 
it, lets it drop./ The Frenchmen say, ‘My God!  What does this mean?’ ” (Li empereurs li 
tent sun guant, le destre/ Mais li quens Guenes iloec ne volsist estre./ Quant le dut 
prendre, si li cait a tere./ Dient Franceis: ‘Deus!  que purrat ço estre?’).58  The “guant” 
also becomes an object of ritual exchange between Roland and God; when Roland dies, 
he “Repeatedly he goes through his confession,/ and for his sins he proffers God his 
glove” ([c]leimet sa culpe e menut e suvent,/ Pur ses pecchez Deu en puroffrid lo 
guant).59  A ritual such as the one in Firumbras is not only “constitutive” in the sense of 
creating a new reliquary (whose form marries Charlemagne’s garment to a crucifixion 
relic), but also in authenticating the thorns – repurposing them for devotional use. The 
beginning and ending of the object’s suspension in “divine” time is controlled by the two 
figures whose power is conjoined and confirmed in these miracles – the bishop and 
Charlemagne, leaders of a unified Christendom. As such, the suspension in space is both 
a quasi-liturgical act and one which conjoins the idea of a reliquary to a garment of 
chivalric importance, forging a new type of romance object through the interactions of 
“worschyp” and “preving.” More importantly, this new category of object – repurposed 
and re-authenticated – is set to challenge the potency of the varied, cosmopolitan, and not 
necessarily Christian objects in the romance. 
                                                
57 La Chanson de Roland, v. 268-9. Trans. Harrison. 
58 Ibid., v. 331-4.  
59 Ibid., v. 2364-5.  
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The symbolic reclamation of the relics in all three texts presents a romance 
fantasy of conversion (spiritual transformation of the Saracen other), but, more 
significantly, it creates an idealized picture of English “worschip” of relics and sacred 
objects over and against other types of powerful objects. It is no coincidence that the 
moment of the restoration of the relics in Sir Ferumbras is also one of conversion: 
Floripas, declaring her love for Guy at their betrothal and her intention to “my false fay 
for-sake,/ & eke my fader and al my kyn and cristendome to me take,” opens a door for 
the knights into a “pryue plas,” after which she finally reveals the sought-after objects, of 
which she has been the keeper: 
…sche tok out of a shryn araid of riche golde, 
þe relyqes preciouse & fyn þat y ȝow ere-of tolde. 
Furst sche tok out þe croune sterk þat crist on is heued let; 
& suþþe þe nailles þat were scherp þat percede him honde 
& fet; 
þan after sche tok a cloþ of gold þat was þer-for arayde 
& oppon þat cloþ ase heo wold þes reliqes fayre layde. 
“Be-holdeþ, lordes,” sayde sche þan, “& buþ now murie & 
glad; 
þis is þat tresour wher-for ȝe han trauayl & tene i-had; 
Which þat my fader let bere away…60 
 
Again, the “croune” and the “nailles” are the focus of the devotion, laid out on a rich 
“cloþ of gold þat was þer-for arayde.” Floripas, in her role as converted Saracen, fulfills a 
Christian fantasy of relic protection by a sympathetic Muslim other.61  But this is no mere 
                                                
60 Sir Ferumbras, ln. 2110-1; 2116-24. 
61 This idea has correspondents in crusade chronicles, here expanded to include romance tropes of 
Saracen princesses. The twelfth-century Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Ricardi offers 
a scene of devotional satisfaction in which an old abbot approaches the crusading armies with a 
hidden treasure – a piece of the True Cross, for which he was tortured by Saladin in pursuit of it. 
He had had it in keeping for generations, waiting for Christians to come and reclaim the Holy 
Land: “Hic dixit regi se quondam Sanctae Crucis particulam a multo tempore servasse 
occultatam, quosque, opitulante Deo, Terra Sancta vacuaretur a Turcis, et in pristinum statum 
restituerentur universa.”Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Ricardi, RS 38, ed. William 
Stubbs, Chronicles and Memorials of the Reign of Richard I: Vol. I (London: Longman, Green, 
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“tresour,” which designation would place them on the level of the gem-covered idols in 
her father’s “synagoge.”  Rather, the objects are a particular type of “tresour.” Of the 
knights’ following actions, the text reads: 
Adoun þay gunne falle knelyng on þe erthe stille. 
Þay worschepede hem [the relics] þanne with al hure miȝt 
& kussedem euerechone; 
& þan wente sheo þe burde brȝt & toke them vp anone. 
& laide hem in-to þe schryn aȝeyn & dude hure þar sche 
was.62 
 
The spectacle of the Christian knights kneeling before these objects, honoring them as if 
sentient (in fact, they “worschepede hem”), reverently kissing them, and carefully 
returning them to their shrine is present in Firumbras, but absent in the Sowdane. In that 
text, however, Charlemagne performs a similar homage to them after Laban has been 
captured; again, Floripas is keeper of the relics and presents them to Charles: “Kinge 
Charles kneled adown/ To kisse the relikes so goode/ And badde there an orysoun/ To 
that Lorde that deyde on Rode.”63 The combination of genuflection and physical contact 
with the object in the form of a kiss—both affective and intimate acts—constitutes an 
attempt to re-conjoin these physical remainders to Western bodies.64 Beyond this, the 
scene presents a fantasy of interactive “worschip” with richly decorated devotional 
materials, a practice beginning to come under attack in the late fourteenth century in 
                                                                                                                                            
Longman, Roberts and Green, 1864) V.LIV. For a further discussion, see Chapter 2 of this 
dissertation. 
62 Emphasis mine. Sir Ferumbras, ln. 2131-4. 
63 The Sowdane of Babylone, ln. 3143-6. 
64 Though its translation is missing in Sir Ferumbras, Fierabras has an interesting and lengthy 
scene similar to that extant in Firumbras in which the relics are not only presented to the barons, 
but carefully and thoroughly “tested” by the archbishop. The crown of thorns is suspended in the 
air and a delicious scent emanates from it; the nails are similarly tested and declared to be the true 
relics. In fact, Charles places fragments of the thorns in his glove, which itself remains suspended 
for over an hour—in effect, an object exerting power on the body of another object. Fierabras, v. 
6228-6312. I discuss the version of this scene as it is found in Firumbras, the Fillingham 
manuscript, on page 140 of this chapter. 
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England. This, along with the texts’ other interrogations of material power, negotiated in 
the context of conflict, has the effect of comparing the ambiguous devotional materials 
across these romances – whether Saracen or Christian. This multiplicity of cosmopolitan 
devotional objects, and the investigation of the nature of their power allowed through 
“worschip,” further complicates the ambiguous single, unmoored objects of “vertue” 
(power) that appear in the texts – Floripas’ girdle and Ferumbras’ balm. 
 
3. Ambiguous “Vertue”: The “Girdil” and “Balme” 
The complex dimensions of certain ambiguous healing objects in these later 
English romances challenge simple readings of cultural conflict; at the same time, their 
deployment blurs the line between relic and charm, thus questioning the true source of 
internal power, or “vertue,” in images and objects. These two particular objects, Floripas’ 
“girdil” and Ferumbras’ “balme,” are both ambiguous and transformative for the ways in 
which they manifest themselves across the romances. In looking at the manipulation of 
these objects, who uses them successfully is a crucial consideration, given the depicted 
conflict between Saracen and Christian. The real conflict may however lie in the 
problematic histories of the relic-like objects themselves. Floripas, Laban’s (or “Balan’s/ 
Balam’s”) daughter in the texts, performs a crucial function in siding with her father’s 
captured Christian knights. As a convertible Saracen female, she exhibits the (hoped-for) 
deep instabilities of the Saracen court and presents opportunities for the Christians to 
interact with seemingly “foreign” objects. Additionally, the ways in which her proffered 
magic is treated in Sir Ferumbras and the Sowdane demonstrate divergent possibilities 
for dealing with powerful foreign (and uncanny) magic in romances that make cultural 
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claims about religion. 65  In fact, Floripas, often discussed as one of a series of mediating 
Saracen princesses in romance, is unique in each depiction in the romance variations.66  
Her “girdil,” variously described as possessing “honour” or “vertue,” also inhabits unique 
roles in the romances – roles which interrogate the barrier in “vertue” between demonic 
power and saintly intervention. 
 
3.1. The “Vertue” of Floripas’ “Girdil” 
Floripas’ “girdil” presents a complex mystery of a relic-like object with 
ambiguous “vertue,” one which unfolds across the three iterations of the romances. The 
girdle is a powerful belt, either belonging to the Sultan or to his daughter (depending on 
the romance), that has the power to either erase hunger pangs and replace the strength 
gained by nourishment or to generate “mete and dranke” from thin air. In all of the texts, 
the sultan sends a thief to capture his daughter’s powerful belt, but in Sir Ferumbras, the 
scene of theft is also one of violent attempted rape—placing the pursuit of objects and the 
violation of bodies in conjunction with battle. In this text, the “Amyral” (Emir) refers to 
Floripas’ belt as “þe gurdel of honour”—in contrast to the Sowdane’s reference to it as 
“vertue so stronge”—which, according to its literal language, seems to align Floripas’ 
effective power with the “honour” of her virginity rather than purely strength or power. 
                                                
65Suzanne Conklin Akbari has theorized Floripas as an object herself, as depicted in the French 
model, Fierabras. She argues that “the depiction of Floripas’s body closely parallels the depiction 
of the relics stolen by the pagans and eagerly sought by Charlemagne.” Akbari’s thesis supports 
my overall argument about the relationship of objects to bodies in these romances: that their 
inherent interdependence is modeled in their deployment. “Woman as Mediator in Medieval 
Depictions of Muslims: The Case of Floripas” in Medieval Constructions of Gender and Identity: 
Essays in Honor of Joan M. Ferrante, ed. Teodolinda Barolini (Tempe, Arizona: Arizona Center 
for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2005), 154.  
66 Additionally, akin to my argument about romance objects, the way she is gendered often points 
to the narrative identity of the romance. See Suzanne Conklin Akbari, “Woman as Mediator,” for 
a further discussion of this. 
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In Sir Ferumbras, the belt has a presence that is essentially an absence; it is occluded and 
lost almost as soon as it is introduced. In this text, a strange excess of negative magic 
marks the thief Maubyn’s covert entrance into the chamber:  
 
þe chambris dore  þat was y-schyt sone he haueþ oundo. 
Wyþ a charme oundude he hit and in he wente þo. 
And fyndeþ þe barons in bedde ibroȝt & hymen he charmeþ 
so, 
Þat hy ne myȝte a-wake noȝt for wele ne for wo. 
Wyþ a charme he makeþ fyr & a candlee he attendeþ...67 
 
After inducing this barrage of “charmes” in the pursuit of Floripas’ magical object (and 
more), he finds the “gurdel” at the sleeping Floripas’s head, then puts it on—but “mo 
maystries wold he fonde.” The text relates: “by þat had he hur legges oundo & saide, ‘so 
Mahoun me saue,/ Wheþer þou wile now ouþer no þy maidenhead schal y haue.’ ”68  The 
oath to Mahoun is clearly also an attempt to show the perversion of Christian values. In 
the nick of time, Floripas’ betrothed, Guy, comes to rescue her and strikes Maubyn down. 
To his companions, though, why and how the thief entered the chamber remains a 
mystery, and Floripas fails to enlighten them – the text reads: “...Þan wondrede þai 
myche þer/ How he miȝte come oun þe wal & into her chambre,/ Ac [sikernesse] nad þey 
non his coming whi yt was.”69  The belt’s powers are never introduced or used on the 
Christians; therefore, when Roland tosses Maubyn’s body wholesale into the sea, the text 
mourns: “for þo was þe gurdel þat he come fore y-lost for euere-mo.”70  The entire 
episode is characterized as the work of the devil, both by Roland and by the narrator; in 
contrast to Floripas, “as whit as wales bon” (complicating racial identification), 
                                                
67 Sir Ferumbras, ln. 2409-13. 
68Ibid., ln. 2439-40. 
69Ibid., ln. 2457-9. 
70Ibid., ln. 2466. 
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Maubyn’s “fas” was “so blac so cole,” frightening Floripas’ waiting-women with the 
thought that “deuel he wore.” In ridding the chamber of the attacker’s body, Roland 
states, “þes ys... þe deuel ilych delyuery we ous of þe schrewe”—thus, the casting of the 
body into the sea is an exorcism of sorts.71  The belt is jettisoned along with all Maubyn’s 
devilish “charmes”—occluded magic whose power is discarded by the text and from 
which the Christians are protected. Sir Ferumbras here elides the uncanny echoes of 
“vertue” anathema to the faithful—charms and conjuring—with the devil, preserving the 
true magical work of the text for a Christian relic. As in the scenes of idol-smashing, the 
source of the girdle’s “vertue,” and its fidelity, is at issue across the romances, especially 
since it is a Saracen object used to assist the Christians. 
 In the Sowdane of Babylone, the use and demise of the belt occurs in a markedly 
different way—though with the same ultimate fate. In contrast to its use in Sir 
Ferumbras, the belt is allowed to work and alter the bodies of the Christian knights in the 
Sowdane. When the Christians begin starving in earnest in the tower, thanks to her father 
the Sultan, Floripas makes a performance of bringing out the belt, announcing its magic 
properties aloud; its uses are never in doubt, and to prove this, the knights actively test 
her magic: 
 I have a girdil in my forcere,                  chest 
Whoso girde hem therwith aboute, 
Hunger ne thirste shal him never dere  injure 
Though he were sefen yere withoute.” 
...Thai proved alle the vertue     tested/power 
And diden it aboute hem everychon. 
It comforted alle both moo and fewe, 
As thai hade bene at a feste.72 
 
                                                
71Ibid., ln. 2462. 
72 The Sowdane of Babylone, ln. 2303-6; 2312-5. 
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By proving “alle the vertue” when fastening it “aboute hem everychon,” the knights 
perform the sort of miracle testing seen earlier in the suspension trials of the relics. It 
provides an illusory feeling of fullness, “as thai hade bene at a feste.” Here, the “girdil” is 
allowed to function more problematically as a Saracen object —an unexplainable one, 
one without a spiritual force, and the true source of whose “vertue” is questionable—
which nevertheless assists the Christian knights. The very success of this healing object 
challenges the “vertue” of Christian relics in the text, temporarily, in a way in which Sir 
Ferumbras’ deployment of it has not.73 But the “girdil” again meets its end through 
“Mapyne,” the thief, who (this time lacking charms, and without narrative description of 
his blackness or devilry) steals into Floripas’ chamber, girds the belt around himself, and 
is forthwith beheaded and defenestrated by Roland. Of Roland the text reads:  
Of the gyrdille he was not ware; 
But whan he wist the girdel hade he, 
Tho hadde he sorowe and care. 
Floripe to the cheste wente 
And aspyed hire gyrdel was goon.  
“Alas,” she saide, “alle it is shente!              destroyed 
Sir, what have ye done?”74 
 
Here, Roland mourns the belt openly, and Floripas chastises him for ruining it (“it is 
shente!”). The question of why the object has been allowed to work—and to be 
acknowledged—in this variant of the story is a complicated one, but it remains clear that 
in both Sir Ferumbras and the Sowdane, the “girdil” is an unstable object, of uncertain 
                                                
73 In that text, not only is the girdil lost, but the next scene “corrects” the magic of the previous 
scene. Floripas claims to the knights that “ful litel ys ȝoure god of myȝt; þat vytailes ne sent ȝow 
none,” providing an occasion for the knights to demonstrate the literal weakness of her material 
gods by smashing them (ln. 2526). Seeing the destruction of her gods, Floripas converts, but 
immediately following her declaration of belief in Christ, she faints of hunger. The scene seems 
to invest any power of “vytailes” or fullness in the absent belt, since neither Floripas’ idols nor 
Christian prayer will provide food. But appropriately, the belt, a non-devotional object that has no 
real spiritual presence, has been jettisoned on the body of the thief.  
74 The Sowdane of Babylone, ln. 2368-74. 
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“vertue” (and without spiritual force), that eventually must be jettisoned by means of an 
exorcised or fragmented Saracen body. Because of the contested interplay of devotional 
and secular modes in these romances, the appearance and disappearance of this particular 
item, and the way that these occur in each text, points to the dominant mode of the 
romance itself. For Sir Ferumbras, a more clerically-focused and devotional romance 
overall, the belt is shunned in favor of a scene of Floripas’ conversion. In the Sowdane, 
which plays with romance objects in a more secular way, the belt also disappears, but the 
aftermath is much less exegetical.  
The complexity and ambiguity of  this particular object is augmented by the 
English history of powerful Christian girdles or belts in miracle books and other 
hagiographical texts. Saint Cuthbert’s linen girdle was thought to have restored Whitby’s 
Abbess Aelfleda to health, and Saint Guthlac’s belt restored speech to the warrior Ecga.75 
But even Cuthbert’s girdle, couched as it is in certain provenance and attachment to an 
English saint, is not unproblematic. With a strange similarity to the fate of the Sowdane’s 
girdle, Cuthbert’s girdle also disappears. A post-mortem miracle of Cuthbert’s (according 
to Bede’s carefully exegetical life) describes an illness of the abbess Aelfflaed incurable 
by physicians. After longing for something material belonging to Cuthbert, she is sent a 
linen girdle (zonam lineam) which she binds about herself and is forthwith cured; she 
uses it to cure another virgin of the monastery, but it disappears from its box after a few 
days. Bede explains,  
for if that girdle had always been there, sick people would 
have always wished to flock to it; and when perhaps one of 
them did not deserve to be healed of his infirmity, he would 
                                                
75 Two Lives of Saint Cuthbert: a life by an Anonymous monk of Lindisfarne and Bede’s prose 
life, ed. trans. Bertram Colgrave (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 231.  
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disparage its power, because it did not heal him, when 
really he was not worthy of being healed. 
 
(si enim eadem zona semper adesset, semper ad hanc 
concurrere voluissent egroti, et dum forte aliquis ex his non 
mereretur a sua infirmitate curari, derogaret impotentiae 
non saluantis, cum ipse potius esset salutis indignus.)76 
 
Bede anticipates the problems of a populus enchanted with a healing object associated 
with a saint, and sees the girdle removed even from the hands of Aelfflaed. Bede’s 
concern points to one of the older, but continuing, anxieties in dealing with 
transformative, powerful objects: that the correct meaning of the object (in this case, an 
affective memorial to Cuthbert) would be forgotten in favor of its continuing beneficial 
activity. Not only this – there is a fear that devotees have the power to discard what they 
might see as an ineffective contact relic, leaving space for a less “certified” powerful 
object to take its place. The disappearance is a fortuitous act of God, or wrought by the 
“providential dispensation of heavenly grace” (dispensatione supernae pietatis), aimed 
towards preventing misuse of a contact relic already laden with sacred identity, but also 
at forbidding a reliance on suspiciously active transformative objects in general.77  While 
the ambiguity about Cuthbert’s girdle in Bede and about Floripas’ belt in the fourteenth-
century Charlemagne romances here diverges in the fact that the romance belt is of 
unknown provenance, and thus has no explicit memorial features, both point to a 
continuing anxiety born from use and misuse of devotional objects. The belt necessarily 
disappears in both Sir Ferumbras and the Sowdane in order to make room for the work of 
actual relics. In the Sowdane, however, the belt is associated with both the success of and 
discomfort with earlier healing relics. This reflects an ambiguity about powerful objects 
                                                
76 Ibid., 233. 
77 Ibid., 235. 
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that is expressed in a new context of post-Crusades religious conflict.78  Beyond this, the 
problematic active nature of Cuthbert’s belt, and Floripas’, questions the real difference 
between sacred healing items and those of unknown provenance. A further examination 
of the girdle episode across the romances will reveal an even stronger attempt to associate 
the belt with forbidden magic than that found in Sir Ferumbras. 
 Firumbras, the late fourteenth-century adaptation of Fierabras, engages in an 
even more polemical association of powerful objects to forbidden magic than Sir 
Ferumbras. The thief “Manby/Mambyn” is actually named as the sultan’s 
“nygramancer,” or expert in malevolent magic; the text reads, “Balam had a Maystyr, for-
sothe as y telle the, / the queyntest nygramancer that ever myght be.”79  The use of 
“queyntest” in addition to the clearly evocative “nygramancer” implies an especially 
cunning and deceptive character to his magic. The sultan is revealed to be the original 
owner of the girdle – he calls it “my gyrdyll that my doughtyr hadde to kepe” and 
explains that with the girdle in their possession, the knights will not only not feel hunger 
as in the other two romances, but also “whyles that they hyt haben schull they not 
spylle… for wyle they have the gyrdyll syker,  y tel the, / Mete & drinke schul they have 
grete plente, / Coraious and hardy batayl to make.”80  Here, the girdle has the potential to 
actually provide consumables, or “mete & drinke,” in contrast to simply allowing a state 
of fullness. This is a quality which allows it a greater and more generative power than the 
belt that was put to use in the Sowdane. This exposition makes clear what the “thef” is up 
to, and how it is accomplished: the word “wycchecraft” is repeated three times in quick 
                                                
78 For an argument supporting this, see Valerie Flint, The Rise of Magic in Early Medieval 
Europe (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1991), 308. 
79 Firumbras and Otuel and Roland, ln. 102-3. 
80 Ibid., ln. 105; 107; 110-11. 
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succession over six lines, and “Manby” says a “charme” aloud in order to lull the knights 
into a deep sleep. The “nygramancer,” despite being in the sultan’s employ, also attempts 
to rape Floripas. Guy comes to Floripas’ defense instead of Roland.81  An additional 
detail adds yet another magical aspect to the drama: Guy “þan quenched the candel & he 
fyl doun to grounde. / Thus was þe theves craft & hys charmyng/ Whenne the Candel was 
oute nouȝt worth a ferthyng.”82  Thus, despite the uselessness of the girdle prior to its 
expulsion on the sorcerer’s body, which is thrown into the sea, the text indulges in careful 
description of the methods by which the magical girdle is captured. Here, Firumbras 
incorporates yet another magical object, one which actually dictates the workings of the 
belt’s capture. The different versions of the belt’s demise reveal a continuing discomfort 
with its ambiguously-sourced “vertue.” The progression seen across the romances – from 
the Sowdane’s simple affirmation of the object’s power, to Sir Ferumbras’ distrust and 
jettisoning of it, to Firumbras’ easy alignment of the girdle’s action with “wycchecraft” – 
shows a range of negotiations with the material that complements and complicates 
interactions with actual relics in the texts. As with the “worschip” of gods and relics, this 
negotiation with the material – in this case, Floripas’ belt – points to the individual text’s 
position on cosmopolitan objects of slippery “vertue.” 
 
3.2. The “Vertue” of Ferumbras’ “Bame Cler” 
 Another problematic magical object of uncertain “vertue” is one found only in use 
in Sir Ferumbras, in an episode translated from its French source Fierabras—Ferumbras’ 
“bame cler þat precious ys & fre,” the balm that supposedly anointed Jesus after his 
                                                
81 In fact, Roland, in contrast to the previous two versions of the romance, is absent from the 
scene. 
82 Firumbras and Otuel and Roland, ln. 160-2. 
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descent from the cross.83  The central question raised by the “bame cler” is whether it 
possessed such healing properties before it anointed Jesus, or whether it acquired them 
afterwards. Sir Ferumbras’ treatment of it allows for both possibilities, presenting its 
ambiguity as both dangerous and potentially useful. This particular substance is supposed 
to work on bodies in a powerful way; it, too, is allegedly a healer — in particular, a 
“resurrection balm.” In the realm of the romances, however, it suffers a strange fate. In 
the duel between Oliver and Ferumbras, Oliver is wounded in his side, but refuses to 
acknowledge that the blood comes from a source other than his steed; Ferumbras doesn’t 
believe his lie, and proposes to Oliver: 
Ac by myddel þer hangeþ her a costrel as þou miȝt se,  wooden bottle 
hwych ys ful of þat bame cler þat precious ys & fre,                    generous 
þat ȝoure god was wiþ anoynt wan he was ded & graued,   buried 
y wan hym wyþ my swerdes poynt, many men haþ he saued. 
For hwych man þat haueþ any wounde & beo þer-wiþ enoynt, 
it wil don him be hol & sounde & maky him in god poynt:         safe & unharmed 
& if he þer of drynke may, beo þe deþ him noȝt so neere, 
Sone he schel be on god aray & beo al hol & feere.84         healthy & strong 
 
These are tall claims for any magical fluid. To bring a man back from near death, and 
make him “hol & feere,” denotes a healing power superior to even the most potent of 
relics.85  But the “bame” is especially powerful, being (according to Ferumbras) the very 
balm that anointed a “ded & graved” Jesus, or “þat bame cler þat precious ys & fre, /þat 
ȝoure god was wiþ anonyt.” Ferumbras’ description of the balm as having anointed Jesus’ 
                                                
83 For a discussion of the secular and sacred forms of the resurrection balm across medieval 
literature, and its connection to the Grail legends, see R. H. Griffith, “The Magic Balm of Gerbert 
and Fierabras, and a Query” in Modern Language Notes 25.4 (Apr. 1910): 102-104.  
84 Sir Ferumbras, ln. 510-7. 
85 The concept of a “resurrection balm” is not uncommon in medieval romance, but here, as with 
other powerful objects that traverse the sacred and secular in the English Charlemagne romances, 
its association with Christ’s resurrection is unique. Griffith suggests that the composer of 
Fierabras drew on “Celtic sources” or folktales for his conception of the balm, adding its 
association with Christ’s resurrection. “The Magic Balm,” 103. 
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dead body, while ignoring the resurrection, points to the ambiguous nature of such a 
fluid. Additionally, the strong implication that this “bame” triggered a false resurrection – 
thus negating the basic theological event upon which Christian beliefs are based – lends it 
a particular air of forbidden danger. The “bame” in the “costrel” predates the crucifixion, 
and in fact possesses an extra-Christian power, making any possible status as a stolen 
Christian relic suspect. Bizarrely, its mention in a text filled with crucifixion relics only 
serves to set it apart – though Ferumbras “wan hym wyþ my swerdes poynt,” there is no 
mention of its original owner. In fact, the “bame” constitutes a new and problematic 
category of false and non-Christian, yet powerful relics. In the hands of a worthy Saracen 
adversary, Ferumbras’ offer is at best an gesture of healing that could unite the 
adversaries, with problematic theological consequences. At worst, the balm could have 
the opposite effect on Oliver’s body, due to its dubious associations with the resurrection. 
Though Ferumbras tempts him, chivalrously, with improved military prowess— “þe 
better þan miȝt þou fiȝte”—Oliver says stoutly, “y wil noȝt by þis liȝte.”86  Is his refusal 
more than mere boasting?  Does it rather imply a studied refusal to engage with this 
uncertain, but powerful, fluid of extra-Christian provenance?  The fate of the “bame cler” 
in the text reflects its dubious origins and Oliver’s odd refusal: it is either completely 
destroyed, or completely ubiquitous. 
The “bame cler” is the first and only casualty in the battle between Ferumbras and 
Oliver – its destruction occurs simultaneously with Oliver’s near-fatal wounding of his 
opponent, pointing to the central position of ambiguously powerful materials in Sir 
Ferumbras’ conflict. The text describes Oliver’s blow to Ferumbras in detail, 
emphasizing first the shattering of the “costrel,” or wooden bottle: “Under ys brest þe 
                                                
86 Sir Ferumbras, ln. 520; 521. 
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dent him com ac ys costrel fferst him mette;/ þe costrel þat was with yre y-bounde þer-
with a-two he carf,/ & pat lykour þer-on schad on þe grounde & þat swerd on ys syde 
swarf.”87  Oliver’s sword continues to “carf” Ferumbras’ armor and eventually his body, 
continuing the original blow that destroyed the “costrel.” The iron-bound wooden bottle 
is split in half, and its “lykour” is “schad on þe grounde,” thus foreclosing any possibility 
of the balm’s action. When Ferumbras himself is severely wounded—Oliver slices open 
his stomach—he goes so far as to claim he will convert and evangelize all Saracens if 
only the Christians will heal his wound: “y pray þe, sle me noȝt;/ Hit is my wile cristned 
to bee,” he pleads, adding “y schal scaþye hem niȝt and day þat bileveþ on Mahounde;/ 
Cristendom by me schal encressed be.”88  The “bame” has been utterly destroyed, leaving 
Ferumbras with no narrative choice other than to fall on the mercy of his opponent. 
Ferumbras is converted, and takes the Christian name “Florens,” before Charlemagne 
will agree to let his own physicians (“leches”) heal his wounds. The “leches” “soft gunne 
taste is wounde,/ His lyure, ys lunge & is guttes al-so & found hem hol & sounde/ þan 
saide þay to Charlemayn þay would him undertake/ þay wolde with-inne monþes twayn 
hol & sound him make,” thus contrasting the destroyed “bame cler’s” quick action with 
the work of the Charlemagne-approved “leches.”89  The intended exegesis of this episode 
is seen in the repetition of “hol & sounde,” which implies that Ferumbras’ post-
conversion interior – though exposed – is intact, but still requires further time with 
Christian healers. The language however very specifically recalls the healing action that 
the “bame” was to have had in making the wounded “hol & feere.” This, beyond the 
                                                
87 Emphasis mine. Ibid., ln. 742-44. 
88 Ibid., ln. 754-55; 759-60. 
89 Emphasis mine. Ibid., ln. 1093-7.  
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intended exegesis, points to the narrative’s necessary replacement of such an unwieldy 
and untrustworthy substance of power. 
Later, the healing potion makes a possible, significant reappearance. If it is not 
one and the same liquid substance, then the action of Floripas’ own potion presents 
problems of its own. Oliver appears to Floripas after battle, wounded, and she stares at 
him: “Sche case hure eȝe on Olyuer & saw him al be-bled;/ þat mayde þan hym neȝed ner 
& askede war he hed/ On his body any wounde & Olyuer sayde, ‘Ȝee!/ Wyþ swerdes and 
speres scharp igrounde y haue take three.’ ”90 Oliver’s trinity of wounds clearly emulates 
those of Jesus. Yet the very performance of allowing Floripas to see and know what 
Ferumbras could not allows him to be healed by her balm, however questionable its 
“vertue,” rather than his former adversary’s: 
Sche fet him a drench þat noble was & mad him drynk it warm,  effective 
& O[lyuer] wax hol sone þas and felede no maner harm.  uninjured 
Muche him wondred of þat cas & þan gropede he every wounde, 
And founde hem þanne in euery plas ouer al hol & sounde.91   alive & unwounded 
 
Though he “wondred,” it is curious here that Oliver forgets the possibility that this is 
more of Ferumbras’ “bame cler.” This balm, which was to have been administered by a 
now-converted Saracen, is now successfully administered by a not-yet-converted 
Saracen. Once again, the repetitive use of the phrase “hol & sounde” points to the 
particularly miraculous qualities of the potion, but also to the text’s attempted exegesis.92 
While Oliver is allowed to be healed immediately by the “noble drench,” the “bame cler” 
had to be destroyed at the same moment that the pre-conversion Ferumbras was nearly 
                                                
90 Ibid., ln. 1380-3. 
91 Ibid., ln. 1386-9. 
92 Meanings of “hol” include intact, full, complete, healthy, whole, full, sincere, safe, chaste, and 
sound. The word is similar to “vertue” in that it is repeated often across the texts, and that it is 
variable in meaning. MED s.v. hol(e) (adj.(2)) 1a. a. b. 1b. a. 3. a. b. 
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killed.  The problems of an unconverted Saracen healing a Christian’s body using the 
balm that anointed Jesus’ body could be many. Not least that the “bame cler” constitutes 
a new, dangerously powerful, possibly pre-crucifixion substance. But if the “bame cler” 
is problematic, then the “noble drench” is even more so, because it is allowed to work.93 
Helen Cooper’s formulation of textual non-working magic informs this passage in that it 
suggests a narrative impetus for the contrast between the substances’ action:   
the magic that does not work... has nothing to do with the 
inherited storyline and everything to do with the courtly 
development of inner meaning. The plot stands still while 
the episode is acted out, but the pause in action allows 
space for a wonder that has nothing to do with the 
marvellousness of the magic.94 
 
In many ways this description of romance holds true for this text. Through its use of 
objects, and most vividly with the contrast between the action of the “bame cler” and the 
“noble drench,” Sir Ferumbras is attempting to demonstrate both Floripas’ and Oliver’s 
inner piety in contrast to the pre-conversion Ferumbras. But in light of the special roles 
accorded to relics in this romance and in this family of romances, the magic “bame” is a 
new composite. It is a healing object, like a Christian relic, that is not simply symbolic or 
a mnemonic, a fragment or memorial of what was, but something that actively and 
continuously works as an agent of healing. It does so, though, in the hands of Saracens, 
and as a substance potentially both older and newer than Christianity itself.  
Relics were widely used as healing objects in early medieval England and were 
even encouraged by Aelfric to be used as substitutes for Anglo-Saxon healing charms.95 
                                                
93 The text’s use of “noble” is significant in that within the context, it implies a positive 
effectiveness. MED s.v. noble (adj.) 5. a. 
94 The English Romance in Time: Transforming Motifs from Geoffrey of Monmouth to the Death 
of Shakespeare (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 157. 
95 Flint, 309. 
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By the later Middle Ages, however, the use of relics for healing had fallen out of favor as 
a clerical recommendation, in part due to the influx of Arabic scientific knowledge, and 
the loss of the True Cross fragment along with multiple failures of holy relics in battle 
added a new and complex dimension to a pervasive sense of fragmented Christian 
identity. Thus Sir Ferumbas presents a substance – the “bame cler” –that encapsulates 
both the desire for the success of relics and the fear of incredibly powerful extra-Christian 
materials. The idea of Saracen healing a Christian’s body using the balm that anointed 
Jesus’ own body is problematic in the world of Sir Ferumbras, but not for the expected 
reasons. The “bame cler” has not necessarily been won at swordpoint in the Holy Land, 
or even from Christians; its power may be utterly disengaged from Christian miracles. 
The “noble drench” perhaps affirms what the “bame cler” was not allowed to. Floripas’ 
“noble drench” admits a “vertue” external to Christian relics, made possible by the 
romance narrative. Such a scene of Saracen healing a Christian would seem to offer a 
possibility of reconciliation in the religious conflict at hand. This reconciliation takes the 
form of making bodies “hol & feere,” spiritually and physically; however, the benefits of 
the “noble drench” are all for a “hol” Christendom in the text. Thus, the variation 
between episodes concerning the healing “girdil” and “bame” across the romances, 
despite their reliance on interaction between Saracen object and Christian bodies, portray 
more of a Christian anxiety about the provenance of devotional objects – and their 
fidelity – than an attempt to reconcile. The attempted, sometimes successful, destruction 
of the belt and the balm, made clearer in comparing these episodes across the three 
romances, reinforces the ambiguity with which their “vertue” is viewed.  
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4. Conclusions: Contested “Worschip,” Troubled “Vertue”  
While a study of the work of powerful objects in the Charlemagne romances 
might seem straightforward– since these romances are clearly bounded by episodes of 
relic loss and recapture – the use of romance objects, devotional materials, and all their 
permutations are anything but direct. Attendant language in the texts, indicating new 
types of human interaction with objects, frequently plays up this instability of ideas about 
material devotion. The use of this language in episodes about powerful objects points to a 
concern about the fidelity and materiality of such mobile, cosmopolitan objects (like 
Roland’s Durendal) in the context of religious conflict. Across these three late Middle 
English romances, interaction with, or “worschip” of  objects of ambiguous power, or 
“vertue,” occasions a rethinking of the nature of relics in general. The anxiety 
surrounding a powerful, mobile object like Durendal, one which participates in 
international Christian struggles, raises the question of whether sacred, powerful objects 
can be put into the service of non-Christians. The English texts’ language when 
questioning the power of such objects points to the general goals of each text. A primary 
case is Firumbras’ reliance on language related to “wycchecraft” and references to the 
“devyl” when powerful objects surface, which suggests a clerical bent – a thesis borne 
out by the offer of one hundred days’ pardon at the poem’s close.96  The romance’s 
closing words promise: “God for the Rode love ȝeve hem hys benysoun,/ that haven herd 
thys gest with gode devocyoun/ of the spere & the naylys and of the croun!/ Schullen 
[thay] have an .C. days unto pardoun!”97  The statement names the “gest” as literally “of 
                                                
96 Firumbras and Otuel and Roland, ln. 1835-8. 
97 Ibid. The extant closing lines in Fierabras read: “A Dieu vous comman je, ma canchons est 
finee./ De cest roumant est boine et la in et l’entree,/ Et enmi et partout, qui bien l’a escoutee;/ Ki 
cest roumant escrist il ait boine duree.” Fierabras, v. 6405- 8. 
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the spere & the naylys and of the croun” – the sought-after relics are not merely players, 
but rather necessitate the telling. Not only this, but the text makes the process of hearing 
the story a devotional act – the hearer who has listened “with gode devocyoun” receives 
actual spiritual rewards. Thus are the crucifixion relics embedded in a “gest” reprocessing 
their historical movements, of which the text reinforces the truth by offering a period of 
pardon. Firumbras aligns itself viscerally with the experience of devotion to the 
crucifixion relics. It involves its reader in the experience of viewing these objects as they 
are recaptured and restored to Christian hands, while transforming the reader – thus 
granting him a “benysoun.” But while Firumbras utilizes imagery of seemingly 
straightforward, affective relics to directly engage its listeners, the multiplicity of 
complicated objects in this romance and in the others I discuss here challenges a simple 
reading of the material and spiritual in English Saracen romances of the fourteenth 
century. The texts present a plethora of options for the newly untethered objects of the 
fourteenth century – sacred, extra-Christian, representative, and active. If the text that 
remembers or re-imagines conflict both defines and is defined by the material traces it 
represents, then the English Charlemagne romances’ objects comprise a broad world of 
cosmopolitan transformative things that are interrogated according to both the sources of 
their own “vertue” and the nature of their interaction with humans: “worschip.” 
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Chapter 4 
 
Lily, Pebble, “Greyn,” and Gem: 
Objects and Ritual Murder in Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale and Three of its Analogues 
 
1. Things of Excision and Incorporation 
In a fifteenth-century Latin analogue of Geoffrey Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale, the 
Virgin Mary appears to a murdered boy in order to place a pebble in his mouth: “when 
the pebble had been put in place, the boy’s heart and throat opened up; his voice and 
power of speech returned, and he began to sing the Alma redemptoris mater” (lapillo 
imposito cor et guttur mortui reserant, redit vox cum organo et decantat puer mortuus 
Alma redemptoris mater).1 The pebble, having enabled the boy’s organs to sing (and feel) 
the hymn, later rests on the altar of a new church in Toledo built by a converted “infidel” 
(gentilis) as a memorial to the miracle.2 Mary’s “mercy” (misericordia), remarked upon 
throughout the story, extends to Toledo’s political authorities; the Jew who confesses to 
the boy’s murder “was more sure of his punishment than hopeful for mercy” (plus venia 
desperans quam vindicta), but he is nevertheless offered conversion and his crime is 
pardoned.3 In stark contrast, the Jews of Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale – blamed for a similar 
Virgin-directed child martyrdom and miracle involving a mysterious, generative object 
called a “greyn” – are drawn by wild horses and hung.4 Transformative objects such as 
the pebble and Chaucer’s “greyn,” central to religious conflicts and to the process of 
                                                
1 “XVI. The Story of the Alma Redemptoris Mater (De cantu Alma Redemptoris Mater)” trans. 
A.S. Rigg in Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales: Nine Tales and the General Prologue, ed. 
V.A. Kolve and Glending Olson (New York: Norton, 1989), ln. 65-6. 
2 Ibid., ln. 150-2.  
3 Ibid., ln. 63; ln. 162-3. 
4 Here and throughout, I cite The Prioress’s Tale [hereafter PT] in The Riverside Chaucer, gen. 
ed. Larry D. Benson, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), ln. 633-4. 
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remembering them, lend their materiality to the texts they inhabit in visceral and 
unexpected ways. In the case of the mid- to late-medieval phenomenon of the ritual 
murder myth – in which Jewish communities were accused of conspiring to kill Christian 
children – such objects, when they surface, point to two distinct visions of how a “whole” 
community, in which the presence of Christians and non-Christians figure, might be 
achieved post-accusation: by either incorporation or excision of its accused “others.”   
In my first chapter, I proposed that the special, metaphorical value of wax in The 
Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, as well as wax’s unique materiality, enabled the 
transformation of devotees’ bodies, their larger community and the narrative. I followed 
by proposing that defiled objects in texts about religious conflict – particularly defiled 
crosses in the context of the loss of the True Cross at the close of the Second Crusade – 
increase the pathos of persecution in texts about religious conflict, and that episodes of 
defilement cohere Christian identity by excising its “others.” By looking at particular 
powerful, mobile objects of fourteenth-century English crusade romances in my third 
chapter, I explored the problem of the fidelity of objects and attendant Christian anxiety 
about the ownership of precious relics. In this chapter, I look at relic-like objects in four 
versions of a Marian miracle featuring an endangered Christian child, a common tale 
from the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries in England and elsewhere in Europe. The four 
versions of the miracle are: Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale; the late fourteenth-century Vernon 
manuscript’s poem “Hou þe Jewes, in Despit of Ure Lady, þrewe a Chyld in a Gonge;” 
the “De cantu Alma Redemptoris Mater” from Trinity College Cambridge MS O.9.38, 
which was compiled about 1450; and Alphonsus a Spina’s late fifteenth-century “De 
expulsione Judeorum de regno Anglorum,” which links a fictional account of ritual 
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murder directly to the expulsion of the Jews from England.5 These stories center around 
objects that act like, but are not, relics, and further detach such powerful objects from 
their original devotional contexts (as in the English Charlemagne romances of the 
fourteenth century).  
By examining the varied transformative objects in this group of related stories – a 
lily, a “greyn”, a pebble, and a precious gem – I show that the Prioress’s Tale offers an 
abstracted, didactic picture of an exclusively Christian community gained by excision (as 
opposed to incorporation – as occurs in two of the analogues), a fantasy of a historical 
reality originally fed by a myth.6 Chaucer’s “greyn,” emblematic both in content and in 
performance of iterative devotion, departs from its object-analogues by referencing the 
Eucharist. Because the central transformative object in each of these tales activates a 
Marian miracle which then spurs a community response, a comparative analysis of these 
objects will demonstrate how these seemingly similar narratives are actually quite 
different – and that these differences inhere in the materiality of their relic-like objects. 
That is to say, for these narratives, the thing itself matters, and the nature of the material 
transforms the nature of the story. Finally, the iterations of this tale – and particularly 
Chaucer’s refashioning of it – demonstrate the visceral danger of this type of mutuality 
between materials and narratives.  
                                                
5 For a discussion of ethical considerations for literature dealing with representations of unsavory 
historical events, see Michael Calabrese, “Performing the Prioress: ‘Conscience’ and 
Responsibility in Studies of Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale,” Texas Studies in Literature and 
Language 44.1 (2002): 66-91. 
6 The four tales I discuss here were identified by Carleton F. Brown as the “magical objects” 
subgroup of the Marian miracles in which a Christian child, singing the Alma redemptoris mater, 
is thrown into a privy (Group C). See Brown, “The Prioress’s Tale,” in Sources and Analogues of 
Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, William F. Bryan and G. Dempster, eds. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1941), 447-85. See also Brown, A Study of the Miracle of Our Lady Told by 
Chaucer’s Prioress (London: The Chaucer Society, 1910), 1-50. 
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Within my discussion of these four miracle stories, I also look back to the twelfth-
century events recounted in The Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, as it provides a 
fruitful comparison to Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale. As in William of Norwich’s miracle 
book, the boy martyr’s body in Chaucer’s Tale becomes an occasion for re-alignment of 
the smaller social order (within the text, intertwined religious communities in an 
anonymous “citee”). Geoffrey Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale is a reworked Marian miracle 
which focuses on a Christian boy murdered by Jews offended at his singing the Alma 
redemptoris mater in their quarter. The Virgin Mary visits him in death and places a 
mysterious “greyn” on his tongue, enabling him to continue to sing post-mortem. As with 
William’s miracle book, the central, most useful objects in the narrative – multivalent 
material traces which act as both  memory objects and as active agents – channel, 
performatively, the identity the text desires to create for itself.  
If William’s miracle book depended on the metaphorical, memorial aspects of 
wax cult objects to define the new “wholeness” of a fragmented community, then the 
Prioress’s Tale depends on a smaller set of culturally referential traces to explore the 
problems of mimetic memory and ritual. The narrative focuses the generative, mysterious 
properties of the late medieval Eucharist in the “greyn,” upon which the miraculous 
action turns. In the Tale, the “clergeon’s” body functions in tandem with the “greyn” as a 
sacred performative object and as a literalized “singing reliquary” of the type valued in 
Eucharistic performance. Though this designation may seem simply metaphorical, I will 
show how the “clergeon”-as-reliquary works to cohere community, strengthen ritual, and 
ultimately protect its activator the “greyn,” in essence the “soul” of its fleshly container. 
In particular, the “clergeon’s” body works in the text as a sort of monstrance, a fairly new 
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type of liturgical instrument in fourteenth-century England, and one which emphasized 
the communal, visual and ritualized nature of such instruments.7 The importance of 
memory in fictional devotion plays out as a familiar repetitiveness. Rather than the 
objects in the narrative themselves being offered as objects of devotion, even to their 
immediate audience – the boy’s liminal body, the “greyn,” the tomb – the generative 
nature of the “greyn” itself duplicates the commemorative function of the Eucharist. As 
Paul Strohm has written on late medieval commemoration, “the power of the sacrament is 
bound up in its iterability, its susceptibility to repetition.”8 In such a way, the “greyn” is 
an eminently suitable object for pairing with the iterative ritual murder myth: while 
William’s book concerns itself with the creation of memorials to miraculous events, the 
Prioress’s Tale offers the performance of continuous memorialization, generating song 
again and again. Spatiality and temporality in the Tale are fictively fluid, harboring a 
mythic space suited to ritual murder, and the Tale’s language and setting point to this 
flexibility. 
 
2. William of Norwich and The Continuity of the Ritual Murder Myth in the 
Fourteenth Century 
 
What effect might the William of Norwich ritual murder accusations have had on 
later iterations of the ritual murder myth, like that of Chaucer? The events that occurred 
in mid-twelfth century in Norwich did not, by most scholars’ estimations, set off a flood 
                                                
7 Seeta Chaganti focuses on the “connection between the representational practices of objects and 
those of poetic texts;” in an analysis of Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess, she demonstrates the 
ways in which Chaucer defines the text’s poetic form through “the culture of enshrining objects.” 
The Medieval Poetics of the Reliquary: Enshrinement, Inscription, Performance (New York: 
Palgrave MacMillan 2008), 16-17. 
8 “The Croxton Play of the Sacrament: Commemoration and Repetition in Late Medieval 
Culture” in Performances of the Sacred in Late Medieval and Early Modern England, eds. 
Susanne Rupp and Tobias Doring (New York and Amsterdam: Editions Rodopi, 2005), 35. 
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of ritual murder accusations or occurrences; if anything, the textual evidence shows little 
more than a trickle of repercussions.9 John McCulloh’s investigation of the miracle 
book’s role in spreading the ritual murder myth examines sources that indicate the 
calumny had spread to southern Germany prior to the actual writing of the text.10 One of 
the more surprising conclusions McCulloh draws from his evidence is that Thomas of 
Monmouth, the book’s purported writer, “had no identifiable literary models for a ritual 
murder narrative,” thus the surprisingly polished narrative must have “represented views 
that circulated in the communities where putative ritual murders took place and that these 
views were themselves based on a widespread popular belief that Jews sacrificed 
Christian children.”11 If this is true, then Thomas’s account would have provided local, 
written evidence of a narrative held widely in oral memory, and would not have needed a 
wide dissemination of Thomas’s text. As McCulloh demonstrates, the ritual murder myth 
in Europe eventually became persistent and widespread. Despite the text’s relative 
fixedness of locale, its narrative had a life outside of it. 
How might such a narrative – or more accurately, a “myth,” that which falls into 
and fills the gap of memory by “producing a metanarrative of a meaningful, useful past” 
                                                
9 Given the tension between local and universal in the veneration of saints in England (to clerics), 
it is perhaps ironic that the most widespread and “universal” aspect of this account from Norwich 
was its persecuting impulse. Guibert de Nogent particularly warned against venerating local 
saints’ miracles and relics too quickly. See De Pignoribus Sanctorum (Treatise on Relics) in PL 
156 (Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1853), col. 625.  
10 “Jewish Ritual Murder: William of Norwich, Thomas of Monmouth, and the Early 
Dissemination of the Myth,” Speculum 72.3 (July 1997): 701. 
11 McCulloh, 739. Also of note is Joe Hillaby’s analysis of the political dimensions of ritual 
murder accusations: most of the these, he claims, were motivated by the need to create a patron 
saint for a Benedictine foundation that did not already have one – and many coincided with 
monastic building projects. Like the William of Norwich cult, which was never financially 
lucrative in the way that, for example, Thomas à Becket’s shrine was, few were successful unless 
the cult center had royal patronage – as in the Robert of Bury case in 1181. “The Ritual-Child-
Murder Accusation: Its Dissemination and Harold of Gloucester,” Transactions of the Jewish 
Historical Society of England 34 (1994-96): 69-109. 
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– be perpetuated and sustained over gaps of time and space?12 Miri Rubin’s study of the 
persistence of host desecration myths from the thirteenth century onward in Europe 
demonstrates the ways in which such a narrative is reproduced and even celebrated over 
space and time. She recognizes, too, the crucial nature of the narrative and its 
concentration in affective materials to memorialization: “For Christians,” she writes, “the 
memory of the violent and the sacred was… transformed into emblematic tokens, 
redolent of authenticity, which provided occasions for experiencing power and pleasure, 
and which, as they did so, could lead to further violence, further pleasure.”13 The iterative 
nature of the desecration narrative exposes the complex interplay between symbol and 
image, affective joy and recuperation, and the perpetuation of division and violence seen 
at work in the book of William of Norwich.14 Ambiguity surrounded the traditional 
treatment of European Jewish communities; setting these communities apart afforded a 
measure of protection to their religious and cultural identity at the cost of exposing them 
to violence.  
Between the advent of the written ritual murder myth in the twelfth century and 
Chaucer’s adaptation of it in the fourteenth, the early thirteenth century was marked by 
new restrictions on religious communities’ spaces and their members’ appearance. The 
Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 marked a new type of organized attempt to codify the 
                                                
12 Elizabeth Castelli, Martyrdom and Memory: Early Christian Culture-Making (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2004), 29. 
13 Gentile Tales: The Narrative Assault on Late Medieval Jews (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1999), 189. 
14 In reference to earlier medieval tales regarding Jews, Rubin writes, “[they] reflected the official 
Christian position on the historic role of Jews. Having rejected Christ, Jews were condemned to a 
life as ever-present reminders of the inception of Christianity, and of the error and evil of their 
ways. Their state of servitude and general abjection in the world was useful testimony to the truth 
of the Gospel narrative. Contemporary Jews were always present, in flesh or in image, bearing 
witness.” Gentile Tales, 7. 
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behavior of lay Christians and provided a working definition of the Christian 
community.15 It gradually reshaped the institutional and spiritual frameworks of 
European society, especially by restricting spaces, movement, and relationships of Jews 
and Christians. Anthony Bale notes, “this legislation subjected Jews to a collective 
alterity [while] articulating religious difference with a physical marker” in the form of a 
badge.16 The result in the cultural imagination, at least, was a common definition of 
Christian and European identity against those restricted, separate spaces. The worst of the 
violence against Jewish communities – both prior to and post-1215 –was associated with 
the Crusades. Massacres occurred in Rhine cities and other points along the route to the 
Holy Land in the First Crusade.17 According to Guibert de Nogent, Rouen was also a site 
of massacre; at Worms, eight hundred Jews died to avoid conversion.18 The preaching 
and preparation for later crusades, and the religious fervor and unrest associated with 
them, continued to represent danger for Jews. Persecution was especially strong in East 
Anglia (including Norwich) after the commencement of the Third Crusade, but not all of 
the massacres were associated with crusading fervor. By 1179, casual anti-Semitism was 
commonplace in English chronicles, according to historian R. I. Moore, who estimates 
                                                
15 Canon 67 compelled Jews to make satisfaction for the tithes and offerings to churches; Canon 
68 required Muslims and Jews to dress in a distinct manner from Christians, and forbade them 
from being in public on Passion Sunday and the last three days of the Holy Week; Canon 69 
forbade Jews from holding public office and threatened punishment of officials who would 
violate this rule; Canon 70 ordered that Jews who had undergone baptism should be restrained by 
the prelates from returning to Jewish custom and rites. 
16 The Jew in the Medieval Book, 15. 
17 These massacres themselves generated a relevant cultural and textual aftermath. Entire 
communities of Jews in the Rhineland cities martyred first their children and then themselves to 
prevent their families being raised outside of the faith and forced conversions. The cultural effect 
of these martyrdoms on the ritual murder myth, was, ironically enough, that Jews, willing to kill 
their own children, would not hesitate to kill Christian ones. Several of these martyrdom 
narratives are published in The Jews and the Crusaders: The Hebrew Chronicles of the First and 
Second Crusades, ed. trans. S. Eidelberg (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1977). 
18 R. I. Moore, The Formation of a Persecuting Society: Power and Deviance in Western Europe, 
950-1250 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1987), 99. 
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that approximately one hundred and fifty trials for child murder were conducted in the 
High Middle Ages. By the mid-thirteenth century, the fantasy of Jewish ritual murder 
was widespread, despite papal disavowals.19 As recounted by the thirteenth-century 
chronicler Matthew Paris, the boy saint Hugh of Lincoln (to whom Chaucer’s Prioress 
refers in the Prioress’s Tale), killed in 1255, was discovered dead in a well. Nineteen 
Jews were eventually hanged for the murder—a punishment the Norwich Jews managed 
to escape.20  
Among the narratives of punishment for ritual murder we again find strongly 
affective references to Jews’ supposed defilement of Christian images and objects. In the 
mid-twelfth century, the Cluny abbot Peter the Venerable (who also wrote tracts on the 
origin of Islam) warned King Louis VII that Jews would subject sacred vessels to 
“disgusting indignities.”21 Matthew Paris produced a tale that Abraham of Beckhamstead, 
a Jew, used his privy as a place of storage for a picture of the Virgin Mary. In England at 
least, the protection of Jews under the King, a phenomenon the writer of William of 
Norwich’s miracle book clearly laments, meant that any privileges for the Jewish 
community were also a means of institutional control and oppression. The formation of 
the Exchequer of the Jews in 1194 meant that Jewish money now came under royal 
control.22 The expulsion of the Jews from England followed a century later in 1291. This 
royal decree was motivated by politics and avarice, as Edward I was under no pressure 
from his subjects to take such an action but did gain financially from it. Moore argues 
that “Judaism’s formidable social and intellectual coherence” challenged the imposition 
                                                
19 Ibid., 101. 
20 Matthew Paris, Chronica Majora, RS 57, ed. Henry Richards Luard (London: Longman & Co., 
Trübner & Co., 1880), Vol. 5, 516-19. 
21 Moore, 104. 
22 Ibid., 107. 
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of a Christian high culture, which sought to define, unite and perpetuate a dominant elite 
across the breadth of Latin Christendom by the high Middle Ages. His argument is 
essentially that “the development of persecution was part of the extension of power and 
influence of the literate in the twelfth-century Renaissance.”23 The myths resulting from 
that development, however, lasted well beyond the twelfth century; most surprisingly in 
England, they proliferated long after Jews as a group had been officially expelled in 
1291.24 I suggest that these narratives played a cohering role for Christian communities in 
England even after the Crown formally expelled all Jews. 
 
3. The Lily and the “Greyn” 
One type of late English ritual murder narrative – which I suggest played a 
cohering role for Christian communities – is the Marian miracle. (An example of a 
Marian miracle is the familiar story of the Christian boy thrown in a privy.) The 
transformative objects of these closely related Marian miracle stories differ in subtle but 
significant ways, especially when placed in the context of Chaucer’s reinvention. As a 
genre, Marian miracles frequently involve Jewish antagonists, and, even post-expulsion, 
as Strohm has argued, “the Jew is fantastically recruited, not simply as the adversary, but 
as a paradoxical ally.”25 A poem of the Vernon manuscript, possibly contemporary to 
Chaucer, is the “closest” analogue of the Prioress’s Tale – but its central transformative 
object, the lily, is significantly different from Chaucer’s “greyn.” The short, late-
                                                
23 Ibid., 121. 
24 As Elisa Narin von Court has demonstrated in her studies of later Middle English poems such 
as The Siege of Jerusalem, literary interest in Jews, Judaism and its relationship with Christianity 
was still strong in the late fourteenth century. See “ ‘The Siege of Jerusalem’ and Augustinian 
Historical Writing about Jews in Fourteenth-Century England,” Chaucer Review 29 (1994-95): 
222. 
25 “The Croxton Play of the Sacrament,” 44. 
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fourteenth-century poem, “Hou þe Jewes, in Despit of Ure Lady, þrewe a Chyld in a 
Gonge,” found in the Vernon manuscript, describes a beggar boy who wanders “from 
hous to hous” singing the Alma redemptoris mater in honor of “ure lady.”26 On a 
particular Saturday, while singing, he wanders through the Jewish quarter, unaware that 
his song puts him in danger: “þe Childes wey þorw þe Jewerie lay:/ þe Jewes hedden þat 
song in hayn, /þerfore þei schope þe child be slayn.”27 The Jews kill the child by cutting 
his throat, and throw him in a “gonge-put.” The boy continues singing, however, by 
unknown means, and his mother begins to look for him. She summons the “Meir” and 
“Baylyfs,” and “heo pleyneþ þe Jeuh haþ done hir wrong,” as William’s mother does 
unsuccessfully in the William of Norwich miracle book.28 In the Vernon manuscript 
poem’s version, the “Meir” summons the townspeople, and with them demands to see the 
child. Once the crowd recovers the singing body from the dung-filled pit and sees that the 
child has had his throat cut, “þe Jeuh was Jugget for þat Morþere.”29 In what follows, the 
religious authority represented by the bishop and the townspeople discover the source of 
the singing: 
þe Bisschop serchede wiþ his hond:   
Wiþinne be childes þrote he fond 
A Lilie flour, so briht and cler, 
So feir a Lylie nas nevere seȝen er, 
Wiþ gulden lettres everiwher: 
Alma redemptoris mater. 
Anon þat lilie out was taken, 
þe childes song be-gon to slaken...30 
 
                                                
26 “Hou þe Jewes, in Despit of Ure Lady, þrewe a Chyld in a Gonge” in Minor Poems of the 
Vernon MS, EETS OS 98 [1892],141-5, ln. 20; 28.  
27 Ibid., ln. 32-4. 
28 Ibid., ln. 82-3. 
29 Ibid., ln. 114. 
30 Ibid., ln. 119-26. 
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Here, the object that activates the singing miracle is a lily, miraculously grown in the 
child’s cut throat. Not only is the lily’s presence the substance of miracle, but it is 
engraved with “gulden lettres” announcing the name of the child’s song. The lily is a 
common motif in Marian miracles, one that harbors a didactic force for hearers and 
devotees of the Virgin, as it signifies the Incarnation. Chaucer’s Prioress herself speaks of 
Mary obliquely as a “white lylye flour,” equating the Virgin with her motif.31 Many other 
Marian miracles of this type involve a monk who dedicates himself to Mary, dies, is 
buried, and whose throat is rooted with a lily flower.32 This kind of story recalls that 
larger group of lily miracles associated with Mary while at the same time bringing the 
force of the ritual murder myth together with the Incarnational importance of its powerful 
object, the lily. It thus combines two older elements of Marian miracles: the Virgin as 
defense against or punisher of Jewish communities, and the lily as a representation of 
Christ’s flowering inside Mary – the Incarnation. The unique element of the Vernon 
manuscript poem’s version is its relationship to written language: the lily is engraved 
with the very words of the song it activates. The tale does not rely on the image of the lily 
alone, even though that image in and of itself would be quite a familiar one, 
interchangeable with Mary and the Incarnation. Rather, this is a speaking object, and one 
which indicates its own significance and its action. It could not be more different than 
Chaucer’s “greyn,” whose operation is nowhere near as clearly marked, nor whose 
significance is so clearly explained. At the boy’s funeral in “Hou þe Jewes, in Despit of 
                                                
31 Here and throughout, I cite The Prologue of the Prioress’s Tale [hereafter PPT] in The 
Riverside Chaucer, gen. ed. Larry D. Benson, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), ln. 
461. 
32 Laurel Broughton, “The Prioress’s Prologue and Tale” in Sources and Analogues of the 
Canterbury Tales Vol. II, eds. Robert M. Correale and Mary Hamel (Cambridge; Rochester, NY: 
D.S. Brewer, 2005), 593. See also Broughton, “Ave Maria: The Incarnational Aesthetic and Mary 
Miracle Collections,” Studia Mystica 20 (1999): 1-14. 
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Ure Lady, þrewe a Chyld in a Gonge,” the boy, without the lily in his throat, appears 
dead. When the Requiem Mass begins to be sung, however, “þe Cors a-Ros in heore 
presens,/ Bi-gon þen Salve sancta parens.”33 Thus the boy is reincarnated, and unlike its 
two Latin analogues, the mysterious object, having enabled the singing, disappears from 
the narrative. Further, there is no mention of punishment for the Jews. Its author simply 
ends with an admonition that “everi mon/ Serve þat ladi wel as he con,/ And love hire in 
his beste wyse:/ Heo wol wel quite him his servise.”34 As in the framing Prologe to the 
Prioress’s Tale, in which the Prioress first asks the “mayde Mooder free” for guidance 
and then urges the pilgrims to pray for Hugh of Lincoln, this too calls for affective 
devotion, in asking listeners to serve the Virgin.35 Chaucer’s Tale ends quite differently, 
with a reference to a real accusation of ritual murder (Hugh of Lincoln’s), yet both 
engage directly with readers or hearers in a call for devotion. The lily, speaking in golden 
letters, however, is a suitably communicative object for the Vernon manuscript’s 
straightforward version of the story. “Hou þe Jewes...” offers a traditional Marian miracle 
with a clear Incarnational symbol – the lily – that “speaks” its own action, and like its 
transformative object, concludes with a direct call for listeners to serve the Virgin. 
 
3.1. Chaucer’s “Greet Citee” and Norwich 
By contrast, in the Prioress’s Tale, Chaucer refashions such a Marian miracle and 
the mythic phenomenon of ritual murder into a tale that seems familiar but departs 
                                                
33 “Hou þe Jewes...” ln. 141-2. This hymn (“hail, holy Parent”) is often associated with children 
and appears in other versions of the miracle story. 
34 Ibid., ln. 147-50. 
35 PPT, ln. 467. 
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significantly from its known predecessors and analogues.36 Significantly, the lily, a clear 
symbol of both divine intervention and Mary’s favor, disappears in favor of the enigmatic 
and unique “greyn.” The tale also stands out from other Marian miracles by depicting the 
Jews’ severe punishment—a central feature of the tale not found in immediate analogues 
like the Vernon manuscript poem.37 On its surface, the Tale’s blend of Marian miracle, 
ritual murder in an Asian setting, and depiction of legal punishment creates an affective 
and simple call to devotion for an English child martyr. The Tale seems to present itself 
as a fictionalized version of the hagiographical narrative in William’s book. Among the 
pilgrims in the tavern, we witness a rare agreement in their response to the tale – perhaps 
conditioned by the prevalence of such stories. Rather than bickering about its meaning, 
they ponder it soberly: “…every man/ As sober was that wonder was to se.”38 While the 
pilgrims seem to react seriously to the story, they are unlikely to have known Jews 
outside of such narratives.39 By the time of the writing of the Tale, Jews had been 
officially expelled from England for a hundred years.  
Sylvia Tomasch has termed the Jews in Chaucer’s canon “virtual Jews,” historical 
others that, she argues, continued to be important in the construction of Englishness 
                                                
36 The Jew in the Medieval Book, 87. Bale notes that here, “Chaucer extends the contradictory and 
unstable elements in the story, using the miracle template to explore the problems of genre, 
orthodoxy and authority.” If Chaucer had a direct source, it is not extant. 
37 While many Marian miracle stories involve intense antagonism against Jews, most of the 
analogues for the Prioress’s Tale do not depict the Jews of the story being punished. One 
significant exception is “De expulsione Judeorum de regno Anglorum,” found in the anonymous 
fifteenth century work Fortalicium fidei (attributed to Alphonsus a Spina, and discussed below) 
which couches the historical event of the expulsion of Jews from England in a retelling of this 
Marian miracle. However, other Latin retellings, like the fifteenth-century “De cantu Alma 
redemptoris mater,” offer a vision of unification and healing through conversion. Chaucer’s 
version depicts a violent revenge. 
38 PT, ln. 691-2.  
39 This does, of course, depend on when Chaucer’s pilgrimage is meant to be “set.” 
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itself.40 The fiction of ritual murder in hagiography and cult literature served to unify and 
even enrich certain Christian community identities from the twelfth century.41 The 
aspects of the story that tend to persist across versions include the theme of trespassing 
into Jewish space, a child’s mock crucifixion, the persistence of postmortem effluvia and 
a child’s body being cast into a secret or undesirable spot. The Prioress’s Tale 
reconfigures the plot points of conspiracy and the self-revealing corpse from both of 
these, as well as Marian miracles, which are frequent companions to stories of Jewish 
conversion or punishment (as in the Vernon manuscript poem, above). The narrator 
warns the murderers, “Mordre wil out, it wol not faille,/ And namely ther th’onour of 
God shal sprede;/ The blood out crieth on youre cursed dede,” investing bodily effluvium 
with the power of testimony – a scriptural warning referencing Genesis: “Your brother’s 
blood cries out to me from the ground.”42 The most widely known Marian miracles 
involving Jews are, however, usually about the protection of children; one example is the 
old story, retold by the twelfth-century historian William of Malmesbury, of the Jewish 
boy who sees a baby in the Host. The Prioress’s Tale’s particular feature, among others, 
is to meld the concepts of ritual murder and Marian protection into a narrative of 
                                                
40 “Postcolonial Chaucer and the Virtual Jew” in The Postcolonial Middle Ages, ed. Jeffrey 
Jerome Cohen (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 243-60. 
41 See McCulloh, “Jewish Ritual Murder.” William of Norwich’s miracle book contains many 
striking parallels to the Hugh of Lincoln narrative as told by Matthew Paris in the thirteenth 
century. Both involve suspicions of Jewish annual conspiracy to murder—the former 
international, with a meeting in France, the latter national, as the Jews involved confess to an 
England-wide commitment to murder a Christian boy. William of Norwich’s case, thought to be 
the first instance or dispersed narrative of ritual murder, sees both the child’s body refusing to 
remain hidden and an unsuccessful trial against Norwich’s Jews, who were under protection of 
the king. Matthew Paris’s Hugh of Lincoln story, more intensely, sees the ground continually 
vomiting up the dead child, and details of the murder conspiracy bolster a treason case against the 
Jews. Matthew Paris, Chronica Majora, RS 57, Vol. 5, 516-19. 
42 PT, ln. 576-8. Genesis 4:10. 
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condemnation and punishment of Jews, not into a narrative of their conversion.43 The 
“virtual Jews” here (in the Chaucerian context) are not useful as potential Christians, but 
as necessary sacrifices in a martyrdom bearing national significance. Cultural clashes 
which end in conversion or shared space in the Tale’s analogues end in the Prioress’s 
Tale with a fragmented community placated by the elimination of its others. As René 
Girard theorized, this kind of violence has a cathartic function for “the operations of 
violence and the sacred are ultimately the same process,” and that “the sacred cannot 
function without surrogate victims.”44 If Norwich can be thought of as postcolonial – that 
is, assuming a tension between colonized groups and a colonizer, which explodes in 
violence – then Chaucer’s great city in Asia both exoticizes the postcolonial with a 
distant setting and makes it unmistakably familiar through use of English cultural myths 
in a strange land. 
 Given that Chaucer stretches the genre of the Marian miracle, does this 
fourteenth-century narrative, which is heavily dependent on manipulations of the body, 
rely on the intervention of sacred objects as the William of Norwich miracle book does? 
Chaucer’s use of liturgical references gives the physical objects in the Tale a 
recognizable link between the material and aural, as objects used in the liturgy are 
accompanied by speech and music.45 The Tale thus plays with the relationship of ritual 
                                                
43 “Among the oldest miracles of the Virgin are legends in which Mary successfully opposes a 
Jew or a community of Jews, resulting in their punishment or conversion.” Broughton, “The 
Prioress’s Prologue and Tale,” 593. 
44 Violence and the Sacred, trans. Patrick Gregory (London: Continuum, 1977), 273. Nowhere is 
this more evident than in settings Jeffrey Cohen would term “postcolonial” and in the work that 
hagiography does with the ritual murder myth.   
45 Andrew Albin has written of soundscapes and their relationship to boundaries via the 
clergeon’s body; he writes that the boy’s song casts “a protective sonic shell that maintains 
community identifications within the alien Jewerye until the more concrete stone boundary of the 
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objects and bodies to liturgical song, inhering in the “greyn,” the dead boy’s body, and 
the object they together create.46 Besides their immediate uses within the Tale, devotional 
tokens and sacred images were essential to the larger project of pilgrimage; the 
pilgrimage to Canterbury itself would have been peppered with varied memorable images 
and affective tokens. David Freedberg’s definition of the importance of pilgrimage within 
his larger study of images explains: “At every stage [of the pilgrimage journey],...the 
image is indispensible… there is the venerated image at the shrine… along the way are 
the simpler images attached to poles and trees; then come the votive images by which 
thanks are registered; and finally the souvenirs we buy and take away with us.”47 The 
Canterbury Tales’ and the individual text of the Prioress’s Tale’s uses of memory-
images and objects within the narratives themselves work in parallel fashion. Some of the 
Tale’s inter-narrative power for the textually represented Canterbury pilgrims relies on 
the uses of memory objects and other affective “tokens” in its telling. The Tale is short, 
but dense with references to time, space and powerful objects. As Monika Otter has 
suggested in her study of twelfth-century inventiones, “the treatment of space, as well as 
time, is always a useful indicator of the way a narrative situates itself with respect to the 
                                                                                                                                            
abbey can take its place.” “The Prioress’s Tale: Sonorous and Silent,” The Chaucer Review 48.1 
(2013): 106. 
46 The telling of the Canterbury Tales takes place en route to Thomas Becket’s shrine at 
Canterbury. In fact, in the final miracle of St. William’s book, partially a vision, “Thomas of 
Canterbury” (recently martyred) appears alongside St. Edmund in urging a pilgrim to seek 
William at Norwich. The Life and Miracles of St. William of Norwich, 292-4. Thomas of 
Monmouth is a writer acutely aware of the Norwich cult’s national place among other martyr 
cults, and the appearance of the newly martyred and already popular Thomas in his last account 
shows an attempt to cement William among great English national martyrs new and old. 
47 The Power of Images: Studies in the History and Theory of Response (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1989), 100. Further, Freedberg notes the interaction among travel, interaction and 
mediation, and memory: “We travel to the painting or sculpture; we stop at them on the way; we 
erect new ones; and we take copies and souvenirs away with us. These images work miracles and 
record them; they mediate between ourselves and the supernatural; and they fix in our minds the 
recollection of experience.” 
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reality it tries to represent.”48 Under this measure, Chaucer’s new narrative of ritual 
murder seeks to embody and re-present the very project of a myth, aiding the work of 
memory by producing a meaningful, useful past mediated by objects and narrative. The 
Prioress’s Tale, as distinct as it is from Thomas of Monmouth’s account of ritual murder, 
also works to manifest how text and objects work together affectively in the expansion of 
a commonly known plot in the fourteenth century. Since it also further detaches the 
William of Norwich/Hugh of Lincoln narratives from their locales, the Tale makes an 
attempt to universalize in the text what was already a universal narrative. In such a way, 
the Tale opens up the limits of space and time in order to play with the nature, objects 
and rituals of the liturgy. Chaucer’s “greyn,” while relying on perceptions of cult objects 
stemming from hagiography like William’s, makes the idea of community excision 
literal. 
As in William’s miracle book, in which ideas about religious identity-making 
inhere in its wax objects, the community in the Prioress’s Tale is in a similar political 
situation as that of twelfth-century Norwich – with implied conflict between the secular 
authorities and Christians. In the Tale, the language of “free” (meaning open, wide open, 
or generous, in the case of Mary)49 sets a cautionary atmosphere from the very beginning. 
The setting of the Tale encloses a smaller, more familiar problematic geography: 
Ther was in Asye, in a greet citee, 
Amonges Cristene folk a Jewerye, 
Sustened by a lord of that contree 
For foule usure and lucre of vileynye, 
Hateful to Crist and to his compaignye; 
And thurgh the street men myghte ride or wende, 
                                                
48 Inventiones: Fiction and Referentiality in Twelfth-Century English Historical Writing (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 3. 
49 MED s.v. “fre” (adj.) 1c. a. 1d. a. c. 2b. a. 
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For it was free and open at either ende.50 
 
The space of the street is ludicrously “free and open.” As in Norwich, there is “amonges 
Cristene folk a Jewerye,” one “sustened by a lord of that contree”- a lord who has the 
possibility of being neither Jewish nor Christian. As seen in the Norwich miracle book, 
however, the lord’s religion may not matter – only his status as a secular authority whose 
business with the Jews amounts to “vilenye.”51 In William’s miracle book, when the Jews 
are first accused of murder by the Christian community,  
The Jews were greatly disturbed and ran to the Sheriff John 
as their only refuge, seeking help and counsel in so difficult 
a cause, inasmuch as by trusting to his patronage they had 
often escaped many dangers.  
 
(Turbantur iudei, et ad uicecomitem Iohannem tanquam ad 
singulare asylum opem et consilium in tam difficili causa 
quesituri unanimiter recurrent: cuius freti patroniciniis 
multa multociens pericula euaserunt.)52  
 
This passage, and its surrounding account of Norwich politics, demonstrates textually 
that which has been attested elsewhere in historical sources: Jewish communities, 
particularly in England, depended heavily on secular authorities for their physical 
security.53 Sheriff John subsequently advises the Jews to deny the charges, in the absence 
                                                
50 PT, ln. 488-94. 
51 Sarah Stanbury has argued that “Chaucer… uses liturgical spectacle in this tale as a 
performance that masks collusive practices of power, the central metaphor for which is usury.” 
Though Stanbury is making a claim about vernacular speech, I agree that the exposition of the 
community in PT has a political dimension, and one not dissimilar to the crown-church conflict 
often seen in twelfth-century hagiographical texts, culminating in the Thomas à Becket 
martyrdom. The Visual Object of Desire in Late Medieval England (Philadelphia, PA: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2008), 171. 
52 The Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, 46. 
53 Moneylending was tied with the control by secular authorities as well. Robert Chazan writes: 
“As a result of this new economic specialization [moneylending, practiced most by Jews who 
immigrated as businesspeople to northern France and England], the links that bound the Jews to 
their baronial and royal protectors were intensified. The Jews now turned to these rulers for 
physical security and for business assistance without which their flourishing money trade would 
have collapsed.” “The deteriorating image of the Jews – twelfth and thirteenth centuries” in 
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of the king who was sworn to protect them. The “virtual Jews” in the Prioress’s Tale are 
not so lucky; in fact, the protection of the absent lord falls apart in the hands of his 
magistrate: “This provost dooth thise Jewes for to sterve/ That of this mordre wiste, and 
that anon.”54 Though this leaves the number of Jews punished unclear, the Tale 
ultimately fragments its community in pursuit of an elusive Christian whole. Unlike 
many Marian miracle stories, which emphasize conversion, and the realization of the 
“true faith,” the Tale chooses excision over incorporation. Some scholars have pointed 
out that in the Tale, rather than the Jewry being a separate space into which Christians 
might trespass accidentally (as in the geographical and hagiographical records at 
Norwich), some Christians in the tale actually constitute a tiny community within the 
larger Jewry. The cultural geography that the text attempts to represent, however, is more 
complex: 
A litel scole of Cristen folk ther stood 
Doun at the ferther ende, in which ther were 
Children an heep, ycomen of Cristen blood, 
That lerned in that scole yeer by yere…55 
 
This vivid geographical description accomplishes what Thomas of Monmouth attempted 
to convey in his description of William’s wanderings into the Jewish quarter – a sense of 
boundary violation and entrapment, of improperly miscegenated communities. The 
description portrays a series of concentric circles: first, the secular structure that enables 
moneylending, which supports the innermost circle of the Jewish community, which is 
surrounded by a middle ring of Christians – who are in the Tale victims of both a secular 
                                                                                                                                            
Christendom and its Discontents, ed. Peter D. Diehl and Scott L. Waugh (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996), 221. 
54 PT, ln. 628-9. See note 89 for a discussion of the Jews’ punishment and its relationship to that 
handed down in the Hugh of Lincoln trial. 
55 Ibid., ln. 495-8. 
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authority and its protected Jews. Ultimately, the secular lord is responsible for both 
communities, but enables the livelihood of the Jewish one by means of a practice hateful 
to the Christian one. The Christians are contained by the lord’s power, and they in turn 
surround the “Jewerye” – however, Christian students and children must proceed through 
the Jewry to study. Hence, their community is ultimately in control of the larger 
geography, but minoritized and victimized while in a foreign enclosure inside of that 
larger space. Geographic space becomes a symbol for an inverse threat: by positing the 
threat outside, what constitutes an internal threat to communal identity is translated into 
physical suffocation.  
 
3.2. The “Greyn” and the Eucharist 
Besides the Tale’s political setting – which not only clearly depicts one religious 
community in conflict with another, but also with its secular authority – the Prioress’s 
Tale, and its Prologue, also turn on resonant liturgical tropes and materials.56 If the 
William of Norwich book projects a vision of Christian wholeness through devotional 
exchanges organized around sacred objects, then the Prioress’s Tale likewise utilizes 
properties of a more universal, but generative, single object – the Eucharist. In Chaucer’s 
version, major “sacred materials” or “transformative objects” gird the Tale: the 
“clergeon’s” own body, the “greyn,” and the object they together create. The “clergeon” 
himself reveals the “greyn,” a much-discussed mysterious object in the Tale, to be the 
reason for his post-mortem singing at the end of the Tale: “me thoughte she [Crist’s 
                                                
56 The Tale has been analyzed along liturgical lines because of its principal song. See, for 
example, Audrey Davidson, “Alma redemptoris mater: The Little Clergeon’s Song” in Substance 
and Manner: Studies in Music and the Other Arts (Saint Paul, MN: Hiawatha Press, 1977). 
Davidson argues that this particular antiphon is suitable for the Tale because it emphasizes 
Mary’s maternal nature. 
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mooder sweete] leyde a ‘greyn’ upon my tonge.”57 The object, given in a Marian miracle, 
acts as the facilitator of a further miracle – the boy’s post-mortem singing.58 The clergeon 
“synge moot certeyn,/ In honour of that blissful Mayden free/ til fro my tongue of taken 
is the greyn…”59  The “greyn,” represented in close analogues by a gem, a lily and a 
pebble, has enabled the “clergeon” to extend Christian influence over the Jewry and the 
greater city even after death; the “soundscape” of the Alma redemptoris mater that so 
frustrated and angered the Jews miraculously continues despite the boy’s murder. The 
“greyn” enables an aural ownership of the space of the community - a fantasy of 
liturgical influence.60  
Sacred, transformative objects, like the “greyn” and like those that appear in The 
Life and Miracles of William of Norwich, require activation by interactions with devotees 
and celebrants in the form of ritual. Ritual is a broad performative category which 
encompasses liturgical rites – and as C. Clifford Flanigan, Kathleen Ashley and Pamela 
Sheingorn have argued, “we need to begin viewing [medieval liturgy] as the cultural site 
for the most inclusive social and political as well as religious performance.”61 Though 
Bruce Holsinger, a proponent of the often-surprising inclusive nature of liturgical texts, 
has proclaimed Chaucer to be one of the “least liturgical” English poets, in the Prioress’s 
                                                
57 PT, ln. 662. On the “greyn,” also see Sr. Nicholas Maltman, O.P., “The Divine Granary or the 
End of the Prioress’s ‘Greyn’,” Chaucer Review 17 (1982): 163-70. For much more, see the note 
to line 662 in The Riverside Chaucer, gen. ed. Larry D. Benson, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1988), 916. 
58 Given that the Prioress’s Tale is essentially still a Marian miracle, the choice of the “greyn” 
over the lily seems significant indeed. The lily is strongly associated with Mary and with the 
genre as a whole, so it seems that Chaucer fashions an outward appearance of didacticism while 
doing something really quite different. 
59 PT, ln. 663-5. 
60 Like the refusal of William’s body to stay buried, or the ground which vomits up Hugh of 
Lincoln, the martyrdom ultimately “owns” the community space in this way. 
61 C. Clifford Flanigan, Kathleen Ashley, and Pamela Sheingorn, “Liturgy as Social Performance: 
Expanding the Definitions” in The Liturgy of the Medieval Church, eds. Thomas Heffernan and 
Ann Matter (Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval Institute Publications, 2001), 714. 
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Tale, the metaphorical value of liturgical and ritual imagery is clearly not lost on its 
author.62 By the thirteenth century, the cult of the Eucharist, along with that of the Virgin, 
had grown increasingly popular. Practically, this meant a move away from the idea of the 
local saint and his protectorate to a veneration of new types of objects and miracles.63 The 
fourth Lateran Council of 1215 not only issued rules constraining the space, dress and 
movement of non-Christians, but also proclaimed the dogma of transubstantiation. In the 
thirteenth century, “the number of Eucharistic miracles recorded increased 
dramatically.”64 Viewing the consecrated Host began to increase in importance, and 
“miraculous effects were attributed to the mere sight of it: a glimpse of the elevated Host 
at morning Mass, for example, was believed to protect one from harm.”65 The 
development of these beliefs, along with the establishment in 1246 of the feast of Corpus 
Christi, and in particular the growth of the associated public processions in which the 
Host was carried through the streets, “stimulated the development of monstrances or 
ostensoria: containers that would both protect the Host and display it for veneration.”66 
The fate of the “clergeon,” then, may also be tied in with familiar images of host 
desecration – a late fourteenth-century European phenomenon.67 In fact, as veneration of 
                                                
62 Also, Holsinger sees the Prioress’s “appropriation of the Mass of the Holy Innocents” as a 
“liturgical idiom” to “heighten the pathos of the clergeon’s martyrdom.” Even if “liturgical 
idioms” are used purely for affective value in the Tale, it seems a good thing that the Tale 
gestures toward further study of liturgical materials. “Liturgy” in 21st-Century Approaches to 
Literature: Middle English, Ed. Paul Strohm (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 313. 
63 Patrick Geary, Living With the Dead in the Middle Ages (New York: Cornell University Press, 
1994), 175. Geary notes that “the cults of universal saints were making serious inroads into local 
veneration” and that the spread of the Eucharistic cult lessened the need for physical remains at 
cult centers.  
64 Elizabeth Parker McLachlan, “Liturgical Vessels and Implements” in The Liturgy of the 
Medieval Church, 401. 
65 Ibid., 401-2. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Stanbury, 166-7. Stanbury suggests Prague as a possible setting for PT, in association with the 
host-desecration accusation of 1389 in that city.  
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the Host increased, along with fears about its safety, the myths of host desecration and 
ritual murder sometimes reemerged. The nature of the “greyn,” like the Eucharistic Host, 
is congruent with the treatment and use of relics. It is also simultaneously corporeal – that 
is, actually of the body of Christ – and memorial.68 The Eucharist was frequently used 
like a relic, though such usage was discouraged by clerical officials.69 The practice 
opened up the Host to mistreatment similar to that received by dedicated wax for candles 
or as stolen body parts in the William of Norwich book – sometimes occasioning saintly 
or divine vengeance.70 Because of its affective power, “the people insisted on treating the 
Eucharist as a relic; they wanted to possess it, to be close to it, believing it could generate 
health or injury through sympathetic transformation.”71 The Eucharist – which itself 
transforms in a way that preserves its memorializing power – was looked to for the 
purpose of transforming devotees as well. 
The Prioress’s Tale draws on this belief in the transformative and memorializing 
power of the Eucharist in the figure of the martyred boy and the material of the “greyn.” 
The language of the Tale points not only to the boy’s liminal status as a chamber for a 
miraculous Host, but also to the nature of the performance he gives. As a reliquary-object 
in concert with the miraculous “greyn,” which rests on his tongue, the “clergeon’s” body 
                                                
68 “Whatever the nature of Christ’s presence on the altar, it could not simply be claimed to be the 
physical historic body – it could, however, be accepted as a holy memorial.” Miri Rubin, Corpus 
Christi: The Eucharist in Late Medieval Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 
325. 
69 For association of the Eucharist with relics, see Patrick Geary, Living With the Dead, 175; 185. 
Geary notes that from the early Middle Ages, the Eucharist became interchangeable with relics: 
“Apparently, in the early ninth century, the Eucharist, considered a relic of Christ, was substituted 
for other relics when none of the latter could be found” (Living With the Dead, 185). And as 
Rubin notes of fourteenth century devotion, “[a]lthough theologians insisted that it was not to be 
treated as a relic, veneration of the host followed patterns current in the cult of saints’ relics.” 
Corpus Christi, 290. 
70 See Geary, Living With the Dead, 175; 185.  
71 Rubin, Corpus Christi, 341-2.  
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does not generate “health or injury” – simply sound. His is a performance that is literally 
contained, marking liturgical time in the text.72 In fact, the Prioress exclaims, “O grete 
God, that parfournest thy laude/ By mouth of innocentz, lo, heere thy myght!” – 
emphasizing the instrumental and hollow aspects of his body for performance.73 The 
description of his body when first discovered singing points to his textual status as 
decorated martyr-reliquary, with a hollow throat: 
This gemme of chastite, this emauraude,/  
And eek of martirdom the ruby bright,/  
Ther he with throte ykorven lay upright, / 
He Alma redemptoris gan to synge/  
So loude al the place gan to rynge.74 
 
While the metaphorical description of a martyr as a double “gemme” of both martyrdom 
and chastity is a common one, this passage portrays the boy as sitting “upright,” hollow-
throated and open, glittering as if covered with “emeraude” or ruby. The boy’s 
metaphorical status as virgin martyr is elided with his reliquary-performance, 
transforming the simple metaphor of spiritual richness into a devotional performative 
object. To revisit Cynthia Hahn’s work on body-part or “speaking” reliquaries, which I 
discussed relative to ex-votos in William’s miracle book: the relationship between the 
“clergeon’s” body and the “greyn” is confusing because it is meant to be, in a similar way 
to the purposeful obfuscation of the actual nature of the Eucharistic Host in the fourteenth 
century. With reliquaries – often elided with containers like the monstrance that display 
the Host – “there is a slippage between the status of the contained and the container.”75 
The monstrance “was a public vessel, its design was more intricate [than the closed pyx, 
                                                
72 “The reliquary performatively contacted and contributed to a reality exterior to itself through its 
implication in ceremony and vocal utterance.” Chaganti, 7. 
73 PT, ln. 607-8. 
74 Ibid., ln. 609-13. 
75 Hahn, 28. 
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which had traditionally held the Host] and its transparent chamber revealed the Host 
inside.”76 Monstrances were thus very similar to reliquaries, and indeed some vessels 
were used both for the display of saints’ relics and for the exposition of the Host.77 In the 
Prioress’s Tale, the boy-reliquary becomes, also, a public object: “The Cristene folk that 
thurgh the strete wente/ In coomen for to wondre upon this thyng.”78 In a textual image 
that combines the use of a monstrance in a Corpus Christi procession and the translation 
of a martyr’s relics, the body is brought to the abbey: “And with honour of greet 
processioun/ They carien hym unto the next abbay.”79 If we can elide the Eucharist with 
the idea of the relic, then the open reliquary or monstrance, the container which presents 
its contents visually, “in some sense enables or even constitutes the power of the relic.”80 
In the Prioress’s Tale, “both container and contained function primarily as metaphor,” so 
that both the boy’s body and the “greyn” create the miracle together – it seems 
impossible to metaphorically extricate contained from container. Physically, the “greyn”  
is removed from the boy’s mouth, but it cannot sing on its own, and required a human 
throat for its song to pass through; in turn, the boy could not give the semblance of life 
without the “greyn.”  
At the scene of the “greyn’s” removal, the officiating spiritual authority, the 
abbot, extends the clergeon’s tonge with his hand to remove the “greyn”: “This hooly 
monk, this abbot, hym meene I,/ His tonge out caughte, and took awey the greyn,/ And he 
yaf up the goost ful softely.”81 As swiftly as it is snatched from the boy’s tongue, it is 
                                                
76 Rubin, Corpus Christi, 290. 
77 Ibid. 
78 PT, ln. 614-5. 
79 Ibid., ln. 623-4. 
80 Hahn, 28. 
81 PT, ln. 669-71. 
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snatched away from the narrative – it is not kept as a memorial, nor is it alone able to 
continue performing. Here, Chaucer has encapsulated the problem of the Eucharist in a 
generative object: it is powerful, but dependent on ritual activation, and impermanent. 
Further, it is open to persecution and desecration. Miri Rubin has written about the 
significance of children and sound in her study of the ritual desecration myth, relating the 
story of the “Jews of Remaghen,” who “pierced and punctured the host and finally 
invoked the devil over it.”82 The Host subsequently began to produce noises that, audible 
only to Christians, sounded like a boy’s voice. The Christians break down the door of the 
Jews’ house to save the boy, only to discover “traces of the desecration.”83 In the 
Prioress’s Tale, the “greyn”, together with the boy’s lifeless body, acts as a personified, 
speaking Host – each is enabled by the other (the “clergeon’s” body has been the 
recipient of the desecration). While the mystery of the “clergeon’s” miraculous singing is, 
in the end, revealed and even explained by the presence of the “greyn”, ultimately the 
“greyn” itself is a much more profound mystery – one impossible to solve. As Strohm has 
written about late medieval concepts of Eucharistic mystery, the Host “functions at once 
as pure symbol and pure presence, as vacant and as utterly productive place.”84 The 
“greyn” has acted here like a miraculous Host, generating performance after performance 
of the Alma redemptoris mater from a liminal body. In this sense it mimics the Eucharist 
because of its “iterability, its susceptibility to repetition.”85 Again, this “iterability” 
                                                
82 Rubin, 77. 
83 Ibid. 
84 “The Croxton Play of the Sacrament,” 35. See also, principally, Gary Macy, The theologies of 
the Eucharist in the early scholastic period: a study of the Salvific function of the Sacrament 
according to the Theologians c. 1080-c.1220 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984) and Rubin, Corpus 
Christi.  
85 Strohm, 35. 
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encased in the body-object – as I suggest, in the text, a functional monstrance – makes 
explicit the identity this text is creating for itself: a veiled critique of liturgical mimesis.86  
The Prioress’s Tale lacks traditional hagiographical memorial objects and focuses 
on the active, time-and-space-collapsing properties of the “greyn,” an object which 
reinforces the fantasy of the iterative ritual murder myth and the idealized Christian 
community that results. The “tombe,” where the clergeon is enclosed after the removal of 
the “greyn,” might initially seem to be a stabilizing memorial and sign, a recognizable 
site of devotion and endpoint of pilgrimage.87 By the close of the tale, the marble stones 
of the tomb lend a literal closure and even permanence to the geography: “And in a 
tombe of marbul stones cleere/ Enclosen they his litel body sweete./ Ther he is now, God 
leve us for to meete!”88 In the previously too-open, too-intermingled geography of the 
“citee,” dangerous for Christian children, a monument now stands concretely in the 
public space of the text; however, the tomb does not serve as a shrine or a cult center. The 
final line gives no indication that the “clergeon” has any direct attachment to heaven. The 
“greyn” has disappeared altogether; unlike miracle-working objects in hagiographies (for 
example, the dedicated wax in the Norwich book), the “greyn” is not treated as a 
memorial. While the buildup to the mass and the miracle has been very public indeed, 
after closing with the solid image of the tomb, the Prioress does not dwell on whether the 
                                                
86 I also concur with arguments that note the overwhelming language of innocence and 
ventriloquism, for obvious reasons: these contribute to my main point. See, for example, Lee 
Patterson, “The Living Witnesses of Our Redemption: Martyrdom and Imitation in Chaucer’s 
Prioress’s Tale,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 31.3 (Fall 2001): 507-60. 
Patterson cites a “theme of innocent ventriloquism – of mimicking a cultural form without 
understanding it” (510). 
87 The Jew in the Medieval Book, 85. Bale sees it as “a reassertion of the Christian community’s 
faith in the fixity of signs,” which it certainly is, but it is also an alteration of the landscape which 
previously had been more open than was wise – as the William of Norwich miracle book also 
implies regarding community exchanges. 
88 PT, ln. 681-3. 
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“clergeon” merits sanctity. Rather, the close of the tale shifts geographically and 
temporally back to a similarly stable narrative enclosure in which a similar retributive 
and “just” vengeance was carried out: the Hugh of Lincoln cult.89 The Tale offers, finally, 
the picture of a “whole” Christian community gained by excision of its others – an 
outcome dramatically different from the incorporation present in two of the miracle 
story’s analogues. In the Tale, the physical and the spatial work together, but geography 
complicated by sound conflates the two, traversing and collapsing those distinctions, 
performing a transgression that the text imitates on another scale with the “greyn.”  
The final verse of the Tale returns the idea of ritual murder to England, rather than 
an imaginary Asian city. It grounds its events urgently into a time “but a litel while ago,” 
disingenuously making the not-so-recent Hugh of Lincoln episode much more 
immediate:   
O yonge Hugh of Lincoln, slayn also 
With cursed Jewes, as it is notable, 
For it is but a litel while ago, 
Preye eek for us, we sinful folk unstable,  
That of his mercy God so merciable  
On us his grete mercy multiplie, 
For reverence of his mooder Marie. Amen.90  
 
                                                
89 The Hugh of Lincoln cult itself, in drawing and quartering the assumed perpetrators, enacts the 
fantasy of justice sought after in William’s miracle book. This ideal of justice is extralegal and 
exemplifies the type of exclusionary violence about which Girard theorizes. Roger Dahood has 
noted that the punishment for the homicide – drawing and hanging – is much harsher than the 
ordinary penalty – hanging – in English criminal law. Further, he notes that drawing and hanging 
was, in fact, the punishment for the Jews in the Hugh of Lincoln case (who were tried for 
treason). “The Punishment of the Jews, Hugh of Lincoln, and the Question of Satire in Chaucer’s 
Prioress’s Tale,” Viator 36 (2005): 465-91. As Girard has formulated, “[t]he surrogate victim [in 
this case, the Jews who were drawn and hung both in the tale and at Lincoln] is generally 
destroyed, and always expelled from the community…[t]he community itself is felt to be free of 
infection—so long, that is, as the cultural order within it is respected.” Violence and the Sacred, 
281. 
90 PT, ln. 684-90. 
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As urgent as the fear of ritual murder is made out to be by the Prioress, the call to 
devotion (and assumed pilgrimage) is more urgent still as the Prioress urges the English 
child martyr to “preye eek for us, we sinful folk unstable.”91 As Anthony Bale notes, the 
space and time of the narrative is disturbed: “the little boy wanders out of his distant 
Asian tomb into the Prioress’s England and the pilgrimage group.”92 As he does so, space 
and time is collapsed, effectively putting into practice the work of the “greyn”: the sense 
of liturgical time and space is extended to the Prioress’s prayer for the pilgrims. Just as 
the image of “clergeon”-as-reliquary for a miraculous Host has functioned as a textual 
monstrance for its audience, the prayer for intercession in liturgical time implicates them 
in the narrative. The memorative mimicry that the “clergeon’s” story turns on ends with a 
re-iteration of a ritual murder, with the plea for God’s mercy to “multiplie.” 
 
4. The Pebble and the Gem 
The Prioress’s “multiplied” narrative, with its central object, the symbol of 
generation, ends with a vision of a unified Christian community gained at great cost. As 
mentioned, the closest versions of the Tale, which are demonstrably not direct sources 
(nor do they source Chaucer), involve various mysterious objects of their own: a lily, a 
gem, and a pebble, each of whose particular materiality and action shapes the reading of 
that version’s ritual murder myth.93 I will now discuss two of these analogues, both Latin 
and both probably didactic, and their treatment of these central transformative objects; 
these are the “De cantu Alma Redemptoris Mater” and Alphonsus a Spina’s “De 
                                                
91 Ibid., ln. 687. 
92 The Jew in the Medieval Book, 86. 
93 Broughton, 589. Broughton quotes A.S. Rigg as claiming, “There is… no a priori reason for 
saying that Chaucer could not have known the story in a version very close to this.” Sources and 
Analogues of the Canterbury Tales, 638. 
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expulsione Judeorum de regno Anglorum.” Examining the very different substances and 
uses of these narratives’ transformative objects – a pebble and gem, respectively – allows 
us to see the unique character of Chaucer’s critique of mimesis, as well as, ultimately, the 
potentially devastating effects of this type of ritual murder myth.  
One Latin account, “De cantu Alma Redemptoris Mater,” found in Trinity College 
Cambridge MS O.9.38 (compiled about 1450) sees the murdered boy’s body fully healed 
by Mary after a full mass in which a congregation (populo) prays for the restoration of 
life to the boy.94 The story is set this time in Toledo. Found in a commonplace book 
containing English and Latin texts (among them a gardening manual, multiple satires, and 
proverbs), the story bears an extremely close resemblance to the Prioress’s Tale. The 
story, however, utilizes language having to do with collective memory and memorials in 
a way that the Prioress’s Tale does not (other than to evoke the mimetic function of the 
liturgy, as I have shown). Prayer and devotion are couched in the story’s first line in the 
language of memory: “The Mother of Grace never forgets those who remember her, and 
so the memory of her should be continually brought to mind…” (Cum mater gracie sui 
memorum immemor nequaquam existat jugiter ipsius est memoria memoranda…).95 
The Jews who murder the boy take the task upon themselves, rather than hiring “an 
homycide” as in the Chaucer and in the Norwich miracle book. They also cut out the 
tongue of the boy, which merits several mentions as whole in the Prioress’s Tale, not 
                                                
94 See A.S. Rigg, A Glastonbury Miscellany of the Fifteenth Century (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1968). Though this particular story is in Latin and the MS. clearly identifies with 
Glastonbury and its environs, Rigg notes that the Middle English spellings are “similar to those 
one might expect to find in a MS. of Chaucer.” A Glastonbury Miscellany, 10. 
95 Emphasis mine. “XVI. The Story of the Alma Redemptoris Mater (De cantu Alma Redemptoris 
Mater),” ln. 1-2.  
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least of which is for the official removal of the “greyn.”96 Nevertheless, in the “De 
cantu,” Mary places the pebble (“lapillum”) in the murdered boy’s tongueless mouth, 
which begins to sing the Alma redemptoris mater from the latrine into which his body 
was thrown. The people summon the Archbishop of Toledo, who, after the boy has been 
removed from the latrine, begins to celebrate the divine office in honor of the blessed 
Virgin; after the boy is cured and restored to wholeness, the people notice the pebble in 
his mouth, and they remove it, upon which his singing stops. The removal appears to be a 
collective act in the text. Finally, the fate of the pebble is revealed, as it is not in the 
Prioress’s Tale: “The pebble was placed as a sign in the cathedral church, to act as a 
monument of the event and as evidence of the miracle, to be kept there for ever” (Lapis 
ille in signum repositus est in ecclesia cathedrali in monimentum rei et miraculi 
testimonium perpetuo reservandus).97 The signum or sign acts here as a memorial within 
the text—the literary image of a sign or seal binding the community’s own vows to its 
desired narrative of identity. The removal of the pebble only stops the boy’s incessant 
singing of the Alma redemptoris mater; unlike Chaucer’s and other analogic versions, the 
boy neither dies nor loses his power of speech. Instead, he names his murderer to the 
archbishop, and begs for his the forgiveness of his killer. Rather than a martyrdom, the 
story essentially offers a narrative of a healing miracle whose instrument, as in the 
William of Norwich book, is kept on the altar as a memorial. The story, in contrast to 
                                                
96 Stanbury has suggested that “tonge” refers to language rather than to body part, in keeping with 
its use elsewhere in Chaucer, although as an organ of speech it remains connected to the body. 
She suggests that the abbot’s pulling out of the tongue and removal of the greyn “literally severs 
language.” The Visual Object of Desire in Late Medieval England, 154. I agree, but in other 
versions the boy’s tongue has been removed altogether and replaced with the powerful object, 
which complicates matters. 
97 Emphasis mine. “XVI. The Story of the Alma Redemptoris Mater (De cantu Alma Redemptoris 
Mater),” ln. 150-2.  
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Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale, ends in true wholeness: the boy is “made whole in every 
particular” (totus… factus incolumnis) and lives long afterwards to tell about it. But this 
narrative, unlike the Norwich book or the Prioress’s Tale, also achieves community 
healing and incorporation (albeit artificial): not only the Jew guilty of murder is baptized, 
but also an “infidel” who witnessed the miracle.98 The text reads, “Thus, in the faith of 
Christ, the two walls of the cornerstone, from both circumcised and uncircumcised, were 
joined together” (Ut sic in fide Christi lapidis angularis ex circumcisione et prepucio duo 
parietes jungerentur).99 Using a metaphor of bodily difference and a scriptural reference, 
its author envisions a healed city, seamlessly incorporated by the Marian miracle of the 
pebble. Finally, the former infidel, who happens to be very wealthy, builds a church in 
honor of the Virgin, “where the virgin’s memory is memorably celebrated” (ubi virginis 
memoria memoriter celebratur).100 Ultimately, this version presents an incorporated 
wholeness which the Norwich community longed for, and which the Prioress’s imaginary 
community rejects; it makes explicit the connection between its Marian miracle of 
healing, the fate of its citizens, and the practices of collective memory. The “De cantu” is 
also more closely allied with Patrick Geary’s characterization of “the cults of universal 
saints… making serious inroads into local veneration;”101 while the pebble causes the 
dead boy to sing, it also completely heals him and returns him to life. The pebble is 
neither a relic, nor a dedicated object (as with the wax ex-votos in the William of 
Norwich book), nor does it hold the soul of the boy (as the “greyn” did); rather, it is a 
                                                
98 Also, “The Archbishop was more eager for the saving of a soul than for the punishment of a 
crime…” (Pontifex salutem anime eius siciens non criminis ulcionem…). Ibid., ln. 163-4. Given 
the setting of Toledo, the “infidel” is possibly a Muslim. 
99 Ibid., ln. 169-70. See Ephesus 2:11-22 and Psalm 117:22, “the antiphon for the Magnificat on 
December 22.” 
100 Emphasis mine. Ibid., ln. 171-2.  
101 Living With the Dead, 175. 
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very new type of object given an afterlife as a very old type of object. But the “De cantu” 
is less a story of a martyrdom than either the Norwich hagiographical text, which makes a 
case for sainthood out of a murder, or the Prioress’s Tale, which emphasizes the boy’s 
role as “martir.” Instead, the boy is resurrected; the pebble’s value is as a memorial to a 
non-vengeful and ultimately recuperative Marian miracle. The pebble’s material and 
action – healing and ultimately incorporating the Jewish community into the Christian 
one in a new vision of wholeness – contrasts sharply with the punitive, violent ending to 
Chaucer’s version and with the generative, iterative “greyn.” In “De cantu,” the killing 
stops with the pebble, a memorial to community wholeness. 
 An even later interpretation of the miracle story, from the anonymous didactic 
work Fortalicium fidei, written in the last half of the fifteenth century and attributed to 
Alphonsus a Spina, contrasts with Chaucer’s version by lending memorial and monetary 
importance to its transformative object.102 In contrast to the “De cantu alma redemptoris 
mater,” but analogous to Chaucer’s mention of the Hugh of Lincoln murder, it links the 
fictional ritual murder account directly to the historical consequence of the expulsion of 
England’s Jews and sets the story in Lincoln. The city also becomes the exact setting for 
the seat of unrest, which Alphonsus eventually extrapolates to include all of England: he 
writes, “In Lincoln, a city of the King of England, occurred a certain miracle which God 
wished to reveal through prayers of the blessed Virgin” (In li[n]conia civitate regis 
anglie, Accidit quoddam miraculum quod deus voluit ostendere precibus beate 
                                                
102 Alphonsus a Spina, a Spanish Franciscan and eventual Bishop of Thermopylae, has long been 
thought to have been a converted Jew, but this has been disputed. See, for example, Steven J. 
McMichael, Was Jesus of Nazareth the Messiah? Alphonso de Espina's Argument against the 
Jews in the Fortalitium Fidei (c. 1464) (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994). “De expulsione” comes 
from the section of the book adversos Judeos; other sections include those on deniers of Christ’s 
divinity, demons, Muslims, and heretics. 
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virginis).103 This version of the Marian miracle story, while similar to the “De cantu,” the 
Vernon manuscript poem and the Prioress’s Tale, exhibits specific differences. While the 
plot proceeds along the same lines seen before, the Jews, in committing the murder, don’t 
just cut the boy’s throat, but also completely remove his tongue and heart (the latter 
because it is the “seat of the song”). Importantly for my comparison, a precious gem 
replaces the boy’s tongue, recalling Chaucer’s use of jeweled imagery in the Prioress’s 
Tale to describe the child. Unlike the “greyn” in that version, however, the Virgin’s 
powerful gem takes the place of the boy’s tongue altogether: 
As soon as that most devoted singer of hers had been 
thrown into that fetid place, she was there present to him 
and put in his mouth a certain precious stone in place of his 
tongue, and he immediately began to sing, just as before, 
the antiphon, indeed better and louder than before. 
 
(Statim sic ille devotissimus suus cantor in predicto loco 
fetito fuit projectus, Affuit presens eidem et posuit in eius 
ore lapidem quendam preciosum, qui locum lingue 
suppleret, et statim cepit cantare sicut prius predictam 
antiphonam ymmo melius et alcius quam primo.)104 
 
The gem replaces and does the work for the boy’s tongue, even rendering his song “better 
and louder” (melius et alcius). It is a literal jewel of martyrdom, put in the service of a 
miracle. In contrast to the functional monstrance that, in the Prioress’s Tale, the “greyn” 
created in conjunction with the boy-martyr’s body, here, the boy’s body – void of heart 
and tongue – is an empty vessel of martyrdom for the Virgin, a blank cipher on which the 
miracle is carried out. His martyrdom, however, as in the “De cantu,” becomes one in 
name only: the boy is resurrected. When the townspeople gather in the church to sing a 
requiem mass for the child, “at that very hour the little boy arose and stood on his feet in 
                                                
103 Alphonsus a Spina, “XV. De expulsione Judeorum de regno Anglorum” in Sources and 
Analogues of the Canterbury Tales Vol. II, trans. Priscilla Throop, 633, ln. 4-5. 
104 Ibid., ln. 38-41. 
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the bed in which he was lying, and pulled from his mouth the one very precious stone...” 
(quia eadem hora surrexit parvulus ille et setit pedes in lecto in quo jacebet et extraxit ab 
ore suo unum preciosissimum lapidem).105 Similarly to the “De cantu,” the gem is placed 
on the altar with the other relics as a memorial to the miracle. The boy informs the 
assembly that he will be ascending to Heaven “in the company of the glorious Virgin” (in 
societate virginis gloriose). Then, “He handed the precious stone to the bishop so he 
could put it on the altar with the other relics” (et tradidit predictum lapidem preciosum 
episcopo, ut poneret cum aliis reliquiis in altari).106 Thus the boy’s heavenly journey with 
the Virgin is memorialized with an object – the stone, which takes its place among other, 
“proper” relics. The boy’s body is buried in a marble tomb (as in Chaucer’s tale), but a 
strange miracle is associated with his entombment: “He was honorably buried in a marble 
tomb, which, as people say, for a long time put forth precious stones until a certain 
pernicious heresy arose in that same place” (qui honorifice sepultus fuit quodam in 
sepulcro marmoreo, quod multo tempore preciosos lapides, ut fertur, emanavit quousque 
quedam pestifera heresis ibidem orta fuit).107 The tomb, simply a sign to mark the 
ascension of the child’s soul into heaven, reproduces the very same type of object that 
enabled his post-mortem singing. Not only is the gem placed on the altar as a memorial 
with the other relics, but it multiplies for devotees, marking the ritual murder with not 
only a relic and a resurrection but also riches. While Chaucer’s “greyn,” activator of a 
virtual monstrance in the Prioress’s Tale, also “multiplies” – liturgical song – Alphonsus’ 
generative gem produces literal wealth. These two generative objects – the “greyn” and 
                                                
105 Ibid., ln. 65-9. 
106 Ibid., ln. 73-4. 
107 Ibid., ln. 76-8. 
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the gem – prefigure what their narratives do: enact revenge and subsequently perform 
community excision. 
If the boy is healed and resurrected, and his community gifted with riches, why is 
“De expulsione Judeorum...” ultimately a story of revenge? Alphonsus concludes the tale 
by describing the King of England’s reaction upon hearing the story: he orders all Jews 
found in the kingdom killed, and those who converted instead were not killed but rather 
“despoiled of all their goods, and baptized and expelled from the entire kingdom of 
England” (fuerunt totaliter expoliati ab omnibus bonis et signati ac expulsi a toto regno 
anglie).108 Significantly in the context of the richly generative gem, the Jews of England 
are stripped of their wealth – then baptized and expelled for good measure. He ends the 
story with a finalizing totality: “From that time no Jew ever lived, nor lives, nor dared to 
appear there, since he would be killed immediately, if he were recognized” (Et ab illo 
tempore nunquam amplius ibi habitavit, nec habitat, nec ausus est apparere aliquis 
judeus, quia statim occideretur si cognosceretur).109 In other words, the ending of this 
story seems to be a literal enactment of the type of damage that ritual murder narratives 
do: such myths have real consequences, and Alphonsus’ outsider’s perspective on the 
expulsion from England (however invented the details are) openly exploits this idea. It is 
a type of vengeance that Thomas of Monmouth, writing wistfully about the fact that none 
of the culpable community were ever punished, but rather protected by the king and his 
men, would dream about. Unlike the De cantu, this is a story of vengeance, not 
recuperation, and it is the most severe vengeance on a large scale. Alphonsus’ story is 
one of ethnic cleansing, enacted despite the boy’s resurrection and the richness of the 
                                                
108 Emphasis mine. Ibid., ln. 79-85.  
109 Ibid., ln. 85-7. 
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gem’s subsequent multiplication miracles. In this instance, the Virgin has fulfilled her 
role as vengeful protector, and the great wealth – both spiritual and monetary – the gem 
generates is protected for the uses of the Christian community only. 
 
5. Conclusions: Mutuality 
Chaucer’s “greyn,” while unique among its object-analogues in its critique of 
repetitive mimesis, nevertheless shares the ability to generate with Alphonsus’ gem. In 
both versions of the story, this generation, a source of either spiritual or monetary 
richness for the Christian community, leads to an excision of the Jewish community in 
the form of expulsion and violent revenge. By contrast, the lily and pebble of, 
respectively, of the late-fourteenth-century Vernon manuscript poem “Hou þe Jewes...” 
and the late-fifteenth-century Latin story “De cantu Alma Redemptoris Mater” are offered 
simply as memorials to a child’s martyrdom and resurrection, and in both stories the 
Jewish community is converted and incorporated into the larger Christian one. These four 
iterations are the only extant of their group of stories to involve an object that activates 
the miraculous song; as such, they are ideal for examining the ways in which powerful 
objects act within a mythic narrative of cultural conflict. Not only the afterlives of the 
objects, but also their original action, affect the interpretation of the text in question: in 
“Hou þe Jewes...,” the miraculous lily is rooted in the child’s throat, bearing clear, golden 
letters announcing its hymn;110 in “De cantu...,” the pebble literally re-activates the dead 
boy’s heart and throat.111 The objects originate in or interact viscerally with the boy’s 
body. In Chaucer’s Tale and Alphonsus’ story, the “greyn” or gem does not interact as 
                                                
110 “Hou þe Jewes...” ln. 119-23. 
111 “XVI. The Story of the Alma Redemptoris Mater (De cantu Alma Redemptoris Mater)” ln. 63-
6. 
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directly with the boy’s body: in Chaucer, the body becomes a jeweled monstrance, whose 
throat generates repeat performances of the hymn; in “De expulsione Judeorum...,” the  
body is emptied of heart and throat, which are replaced in activity by the gem. Thus, the 
stories in which the miraculous object is treated as devotionally interactive – in 
opposition to those where it becomes magically generative, replacing the body’s organs – 
are those in which the Jews remain unpunished, even forgiven in the case of the “De 
cantu.” The wholeness evoked by the object’s interaction with the boy’s body in the 
former two narratives echoes in community reconciliation, while Chaucer’s “greyn” and 
Alphonsus’ gem, both generative objects, prefigure community excision.  
All four stories are Christian fantasies of community wholeness – recalling the 
language of “wholeness” surrounding the wax objects in William of Norwich’s book – 
but the Prioress’s Tale and “De expulsione Judeorum...” involve an elimination of 
“others” in order that the Christian community in the texts can reap the rewards of the 
object’s generative powers. As Roger Dahood has theorized, by adding a scene of 
punishment to his Marian miracle story – and by referring to Hugh of Lincoln, whose 
murderers were given the punishment for treason – Chaucer “makes the association with 
ritual crucifixion” explicit.112 Likewise, Alphonsus’ story goes so far as to set the origin 
of the expulsion of the Jews from England in Lincoln. Both Chaucer’s and Alphonsus’ 
versions reference punishment handed down by a powerful political authority – in 
Chaucer’s a “provost,” in Alphonsus’ the king of England – while the “Meir” in “Hou þe 
Jewes...” and the Archbishop of Toledo in the “De cantu Alma Redemptoris Mater” focus 
on gaining a confession from the Jewish perpetrators. Thus, “Hou þe Jewes...” and the 
“De cantu” look inward, offering a vision of incorporation, even mercy, in texts that are 
                                                
112 “The Punishment of the Jews,” 476. 
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didactic and devotional in effect; Chaucer and Alphonsus look outward, situating their 
versions of the myth in politics and pseudo-history, generating a vicious new national 
identity for the old Marian miracle story. The lily, pebble, “greyn” and gem, in their 
actions and afterlives, push their respective accounts towards incorporation, or excision 
of the Jews: a bleak vision of this type of mutuality between materials and narratives. 
Like the wax objects of Cuthbert and William’s cult literature, defiled crosses in Third 
Crusade chronicles and the ambiguously powerful objects of the Charlemagne romances, 
these objects transform under the pressure of religious conflict. These “memorative 
things” are just that – they commemorate, or hold identity, while functioning as physical 
conduits in narratives about conflict. Their material both defines and is defined by the 
narratives they inhabit. 
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Conclusions: “Break or Worship” 
 
 
On 24 February, 1538, John Hilsey, Bishop of Rochester, delivered a sermon at 
St. Paul’s Cross (“Poules Crosse”), the preaching cross and open-air pulpit in the grounds 
of St. Paul’s Cathedral in the City of London.1 Its subject was “idolatrie and crafte,” and 
its object was to disenchant his audience of two well-known miraculous relics in 
England: the Rood of Boxley and the Blood of Hailes.2 The former seems to have been a 
wonderfully responsive moving crucifix housed at the Cistercian abbey of Boxley in 
Kent; the latter was a continually-renewing relic of Christ’s blood resting at its sister 
abbey, Hailes, in Gloucestershire. The cleric, according to one surviving account, railed 
against the two relics and exposed them as frauds. The Rood, he explained, was an 
automaton, not miraculous, “for it was made to move the eyes and lipps by stringes of 
haire… whereby they [the monks at Boxley] had gotten great riches in deceavinge the 
people.”3 Meanwhile, the Blood of Hailes was, as he had had it from the abbot’s mistress, 
“duckes bloode” – not Christ’s.4 Hilsey expressed his opinion that “the idolatrie will 
                                                
1 Puritans destroyed St. Paul’s Cross in 1643 during the first English Civil War.  
2 For more on these two popular devotional objects, see: J. Brownbill, “Boxley Abbey and the 
Rood of Grace,” The Antiquary 7 (1883), 164; Ronald Finucane, Miracles and Pilgrims: Popular 
Beliefs in Medieval England (Totowa, NJ: Rowman and Littlefield, 1977), 209; and Peter 
Marshall, “The Rood of Boxley, the Blood of Hailes and the Defence of the Henrician Church,” 
Journal of Ecclesiastical History 46.4 (Oct. 1995): 689-96. 
3 Charles Wriothesley, A Chronicle of England during the reigns of the Tudors, Camden Society 
n.s. xi, xx, 1875-7, ed. W.D. Hamilton (London: J.B. Nichols and Sons, 1875), Vol. I, 74. 
4 Ibid., 76. The “duckes bloode” story may be “due to a Lollard tradition” – when the relic was 
seized in 1538, it was found to have “the consistency of gum, or bird-lime.” Marshall points out 
that the monks could have been renewing the “blood” with “honey coloured with saffron” as 
Hilsey claimed, or it could actually have been inherited in good faith as an authentic relic, and 
simply grown old. “The Rood of Boxley,” 692-3. One bizarre exemplum explains the Blood of 
Hailes’ provenance: in Beirut, a Jew moves into a house where a forgotten crucifix lies. His 
neighbors accuse him of being a Christian, beat him, then proceed to beat and crucify the cross 
itself – upon which it begins to bleed. The blood is found to have “curative properties.” The Jew 
brings the blood to a bishop, who packages it up and sends it around to churches. Recounted in 
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neaver be left till the said images be taken awaie” – not only falsely miraculous images, 
but any that triggered pilgrimage. The sermon concluded explosively, with an incredible 
act of iconoclasm:  
after the sermon was done, the bishopp tooke the said 
image of the roode into the pulpit and brooke the vice of 
the same, and after gave it to the people againe, and then 
the rude people and boyes brake the said image in peeces, 
so that they left not one peece whole.5 
 
The utter destruction of the Rood of Boxley thus took place in the most public fashion, 
with the strongest possible warnings about “idolatrie” and “blasphamie” to accompany it. 
Its “abuses of the [vices] and engines” were over.6  
Or were they? The explosive fragmentation of the Rood of Boxley was not its 
final end. It went on to figure in Reformation writings for years, exemplifying the 
cunning and excess of monks such as those at Boxley while advancing the new 
iconoclasm. Descriptions of the Rood emphasized its decay and its “deadness” in sharp 
contrast to the living, moving, affective crucifix it had purported to be. Geoffrey 
Chamber, the receiver-general of Augmentations during the suppression of Boxley 
monastery in 1538, had described it as being controlled by “olde wyer with old roton 
stykkes.”7 But this initial emphasis on the inanimate, dead nature of the Rood gave way 
to heavy textual elaborations of its mechanical powers. As Ronald Finucane puts it, “it 
                                                                                                                                            
Katheen Kamerick, Popular Piety and Art in the Late Middle Ages: Image Worship and Idolatry 
in England 1350-1500 (New York: Palgrave, 2002), 56. 
5 Wriothesley, 76. 
6 Ibid., 75. 
7 Marshall, 691. The Rood was very publicly paraded as an example of the trickery found in 
monasteries prior to its destruction (Wriothesley, 74). The monks and their abbot claimed 
ignorance of the mechanisms – as Marshall points out, such mechanisms were not unknown even 
at St. Paul’s for Easter celebrations, in which they could “simply and effectively simulate death 
and life restored.” Marshall, 692. 
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was fortunate for the reformers that the Rood was taken to pieces by the London mob, for 
then the wild stories about its powers… could flourish unimpeded by the limitations of 
the object itself.”8 The Rood’s destruction ensured its generation in text after text. As late 
as 1570, William Lambarde, penning A Perambulation of Kent, a county history, termed 
the disenchantment of the infamous Rood “yet freshe in minde to bothe sides [of the 
iconoclastic crisis]” and “remaineth deepely imprinted in the mindes and memories of 
many on live.”9 He describes the “cunning Carpenter” who initially conceived of the 
device, and its construction. In great detail, Lambarde describes the actions of the clever 
crucifix. It: 
…in straunge motion, variety of gesture and nimbleness of 
ioints, passed al other that before had been seene: the same 
being able to bow down and lifte up it selfe, to shake and 
stirre the handes and feete, to nod the head, to rolle the eies, 
to wag the chaps, to bende the browes, and finally to 
represent to the eie, both the proper motion of each member 
of the body, and also a lively, expresse, and significant 
shew of a well contented or displeased minde: byting the 
lippe, and gathering a frowning, forward, and disdainful 
face, when it would pretend offence: and shewing a most 
milde, amiable, and smyling cheere and countenaunce, 
when it woulde seeme to be well pleased.10 
 
This description, wonderful in its elaboration, sketches out a picture of a very living, 
indeed miraculously grotesque, object. It is also quite remarkable in its detail of 
describing an object that had not existed for over thirty years. This automaton, according 
to Lambarde, was made to “passe for a verie God” – and in fact Lambarde calls it “the 
                                                
8 Finucane, Miracles and Pilgrims, 210. As Finucane notes, it, “like the Blood of Hailes, had a 
propaganda value which was exploited for decades.” Ibid., 209. 
9 William Lambarde, A Perambulation of Kent, first published 1570, ed. Richard Church (Bath: 
Adams and Dart, 1970), 205. 
10 Ibid., 206. 
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great God of Boxley, comparable… to the creation of that beastly Idoll Priapus.”11 This 
description has come quite a long way from that of the old wire with rotten sticks. As 
Finucane observes, the Rood “was still undergoing metamorphosis in the late 16th 
century.”12 The Rood’s textual life – its ability to transform and be transformed – did not 
depend on its presence at Boxley abbey. In fact, its destruction enabled the proliferation 
of texts about it and descriptions as vivid and lifelike as the one above. The clear 
indulgence in, even enjoyment of, the details of the Rood are anachronistic; the sharpest 
edge of Reformation iconoclasm had worn down by 1570, though local parishes in the 
North were still cleansing themselves of the last remains of religious imagery.13 So why 
did the Rood of Boxley survive as a religious artifact in the literary imagination?  
The example of the Rood of Boxley recalls the crosses destroyed in Third 
Crusade chronicles, and their heretical counterparts, discussed in my second chapter. 
More importantly, the enjoyment of its obsolete mechanisms, in myriad texts, surpasses 
even its continued use as an example of monkish trickery. It is the transformative object 
that keeps transforming, long after its destruction. In many ways the second half of this 
project engages with such an enjoyment of absent enemies, or anachronistic 
entertainment, in the fourteenth century. Romance had long harbored objects with older 
identifications, or superceded practices which passed into legend; Richard Firth Green 
notes that the ordeal remained in the popular imagination – especially in romances such 
                                                
11 Ibid., 206; 207-8. 
12 Miracles and Pilgrims, 210.  
13 Eamon Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars: Traditional Religion in England c.1400-1580 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1992; 2005), 577-8. Major implementation of early Edwardine 
reforms took place in 1547-8 in the parishes, and the most dramatic religious changes occurred 
between 1547-1553. This second wave of image-destruction followed the Henrician reforms of 
the late 1530s, and as Duffy shows, was thought to be even more destructive than the initial wave 
of reforms. Ibid., 462. 
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as Athelston – long after it had died out in England in the thirteenth century. It continued 
to serve “a valuable social function” in the text.14 In literature about religious conflict, 
such superceded practices and anachronistic enjoyments center around objects, 
manipulated by enemies of Christendom who have more correspondence in fantasy than 
reality. The Charlemagne romances engage in plots driven by the capture of Christian 
relics, but see Saracens in possession of ambiguously powerful romance objects, long 
after the actual Crusades had dissolved into trade wars. Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale and its 
analogues sketch out object-driven miracles in Jewish/Christian communities, in which 
perpetrators are either eliminated or incorporated, long after England’s Jews had been 
formally expelled. The Rood of Boxley’s textual life seems a continuation of this 
anachronistic enjoyment. 
This project began with a cross, and ends with a cross. While the cross may not be 
the most unique “remembering thing” I have discussed here, it is certainly the most 
ubiquitous. Despite the cross’s status as the most “approved” Christian image – the one 
least likely to come under attack from iconoclasts – it nevertheless signifies that the 
Boxley animated cross, along with the “self-replenishing” Blood of Hailes, became a 
memorative symbol, produced repeatedly in texts, of what needed reforming in the late 
medieval church. The journey from Caesarius’ bleeding cross to the destruction of the 
Rood of Boxley represents, in a comparative way, what happened to such objects after 
the Reformation. Between the “twin hazards of break and worship” of the iconoclastic 
crisis lay a hoped-for middle ground.15 The idea that images were generally dangerous to 
                                                
14 A Crisis of Truth: Literature and Law in Ricardian England (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 112. 
15 Margaret Aston, England’s Iconoclasts. Volume I: Laws Against Images (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1988), 50. 
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the proper practice of Christian devotion (and not only, as above, to non-Christians) 
loomed larger in the English consciousness by the 1530s, with radical reformist preachers 
gaining equivocal support from Henry’s court, bit by bit. In 1536, the royal Convocation 
passed the Ten Articles pertaining to proper religious practice; these were “the first 
official doctrinal formulary of the Church of England.”16 The Articles attempted to put a 
formal definition on the correct approach to image-worship. In defending images, the 
Articles said they represented “virtue and good example,” and they were “the kindlers 
and stirrers of men’s minds, and make men oft to remember and lament their sins and 
offences…”.17 Images, in their memorial capacity, were good; in their “idolatrous” 
capacity, bad. The transformative qualities of objects, those that allowed them to act in 
and for the present (like relics used as talismans for childbirth), were dangerous. Images 
as memorials, which looked back to the past and upwards to the eternal, and images as 
mnemonics, which allowed recollection of memories, were allowed. The veneration of 
relics was outlawed in 1538 – bolstered by the public exposure of the Blood of Hailes and 
the Rood of Boxley as frauds – but even more radical Injunctions were passed in 1547, 
under Edward IV. Thirty commissioners began to perform visitations in parishes across 
England, triggering a “wave of image- and window-breaking.”18 By the time Lambarde 
described the Rood in such vivid detail in 1570, such violence had petered out. Of course, 
by then, the Rood had existed to gurn only in the confines of texts for over thirty years, 
which lent it more transformative power than it might have had during its sojourn at 
Boxley Abbey. 
                                                
16 Duffy, 392. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid., 453. 
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But transformative objects in conflict can be dangerous, and anachronistic  
“enjoyments” – like the Rood, the ambiguous Saracen objects, the pebble and the “greyn” 
– are not without consequences. Sylvia Tomasch has posited that the “virtual Jew,” the 
image of the Jewish person that proliferated in England after the expulsion of 1290, 
existed to shape Christian identity. “Virtual Jews,” she argues, have real consequences: 
“actual Jews... must suffer for the sins of the virtual Jew.”19 She argues that such 
constructions, aided by the “allo-Semitism” of writers like Chaucer, influence culture to 
such an extent that ripples are felt in the present day.20 There are further questions to be 
asked about the “social function” of constructions like the virtual Jew, or the virtual 
Saracen; Tomasch suggests, as I have in this project, that such characterizations served as 
counterpoints to shape a Christian identity under threat.21 Not only characterizations 
within texts, but particularly the transformative objects also inhabiting them, can cause 
such ripples. As Bynum suggests, “animated objects provided occasions for blame of self 
and blame of other; both could lead… to the torture, expulsion, and murder of dissidents 
and outsiders.”22 We are still unearthing the details of the consequences of such occasions 
for blame. In 2004, the skeletons of seventeen men, women, and children were excavated 
from a medieval well in Norwich, England. In 2011, forensic anthropologists based at the 
                                                
19 “Postcolonial Chaucer and the Virtual Jew” in The Postcolonial Middle Ages, ed. Jeffrey 
Jerome Cohen (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 254. Miri Rubin has also demonstrated the danger of 
mutuality between narratives and objects in exposing the connections between host desecration 
narratives and real violence against Jews in the Middle Ages. See Gentile Tales: The Narrative 
Assault on Late Medieval Jews (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1999). 
20 Ibid., 255. 
21 As Elisa Narin von Court has shown in her work on the fourteenth-century romance Siege of 
Jerusalem, as well as on William of Newburgh’s twelfth-century chronicling of violence against 
Jews at York, writers often used sympathetic language towards their Jewish subjects despite an 
overarching anti-Judaism. She argues that “there is an ambivalent, and, at times, profound 
confusion about Jews, Christians and violence.” “ ‘The Siege of Jerusalem’ and Augustinian 
Historical Writing about Jews in Fourteenth-Century England,” Chaucer Review 29 (1994-95): 
244. 
22 Christian Materiality, 171. 
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University of Dundee began to analyze the remains. Seven skeletons were successfully 
tested, and five of them were found to have a DNA sequence suggesting they were likely 
to be members of a single Jewish family.23 Thomas of Monmouth’s account of the 
murder trial of Norwich’s Jews in The Life and Miracles of William of Norwich implies 
that they escaped punishment for the murder, despite a strong community push to blame 
them for it. Whatever transpired, twelfth-century Norwich seems to have transformed 
from a moderately hospitable place for its Jewish community – whose presence in the 
town was longstanding – to a very threatening one. What is certain is that the 
development of the saint’s cult, and the objects at its heart (the weapons of the alleged 
crucifixion, the wax ex-votos) confirmed a permanent rupture in the community – one 
with likely disturbing, possibly fatal consequences for its Jewish members. 
These consequences, I have argued, result from a condition of mutuality between 
culture and materials – as much as texts shape materials, materials may demand and 
shape texts, especially in communities in flux. This project began with an exploration of 
the objects in a saint’s cult, and ends with the same (though the latter is a fantastic saint’s 
cult, functioning in an imaginary community). In between are explorations of objects at 
the center of religious war in chronicle and in romance. But the generic differences here 
matter less than the striking similarities in the ways in which images shape and are 
shaped by these texts. I hope to have shown that these works about conflict and their 
materials are interdependent in the period I discuss. I have also traced the development of 
a particular type of object that began changing in texts in the twelfth century: the 
memorative/transformative image, which, by the middle of the fifteenth century in 
                                                
23 “Jewish bodies found in medieval well in Norwich,” last modified 23 June, 2011, 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-13855238. 
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England, had moved to the heart of debates about Christian practice. What is more, while 
clerics had always argued about sacred images that worked miracles, or those that 
changed themselves – insisting, as Guibert de Nogent did in the twelfth century, that such 
transformations needed a careful chain of attestation – in the Reformation, the 
transformative possibility of a sacred image was deemed dangerous, while its memorative 
function was judged to be safe.  
Memorative things hold identity; when they transform in texts, they do so in order 
to cohere an identity for a community undergoing crisis. The text that remembers or re-
imagines conflict both defines and is defined by the material traces it represents. Often, 
these material traces present problems (as in the case of Floripas’ magic belt) which 
expose anxieties about images in a set of related works. Sometimes they present opposing 
solutions to the conflict at hand, as with the lily and pebble, whose communities choose 
incorporation of its Jewish members (an admittedly not unproblematic solution), while 
the communities of the “greyn” and gem violently excise them. These problems and 
solutions frequently center around the issue of wholeness. The idea of wholeness is a 
consistent one throughout this project: from bodily wholeness, sanum and incolumis, in 
William of Norwich’s miracle book; to fragmented crosses, whose defilement triggers 
vengeful responses meant to unify Christianity; to fantasies of a unified Christian identity 
in the Charlemagne romances; to the reconstituted Christian communities in the 
analogues of Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale, gained by excision or incorporation, religiously-
minded texts about conflict long for an idealized cohesion of identity. The transformative 
object, then, despite its own metamorphosis, is concerned with terminating change, and 
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with finally gathering in – or ultimately culling – those elements which would alter the 
community’s desired narrative of chilling cohesion. 
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Appendix 
 
On the Manuscript Family of the English Charlemagne Romances 
 
While the entire spectrum of chansons de geste and romances having to do with 
Charlemagne, Roland, Oliver, and/or the douzeperes (“Twelve Peers”) is extensive and 
stretches over many centuries and continents, this particular group of the texts involves 
the exploits of Ferumbras, the son of the Sultan. (Oliver and Roland, two knights first 
appearing in the twelfth-century French La Chanson de Roland, also play significant 
roles.) The “Ashmole” Sir Ferumbras (designated by the name of its manuscript, which 
distinguishes it from the “Fillingham” manuscript Firumbras) is found in a fragmentary 
first “draft,” written on the back of two late fourteenth-century documents from the 
diocese of Exeter – thought to denote the approximate time and place of its composition. 
The Sowdane of Babylon is most likely based on a compilation of the French model 
Fierabras and its “post-written prologue,” La Destruction de Rome; it is also closely 
related to (and is thought to have been sourced from) “the Anglo-Norman version in 
British Library MS Additional 3028, known as the Egerton text.”1 A third version is 
Firumbras, dating from the latter half of the fourteenth century and likely closer to Sir 
Ferumbras in sourcing than to the Sowdane, which is unique in the way it combines 
narrative events.2 The single manuscript is British Library Additional 37492, also known 
as “the Fillingham manuscript.” Its manuscript is fifteenth-century, but the text itself has 
been estimated to possibly predate Chaucer. 
                                                
1 Marianne Ailes, “Ganelon in the Middle English Fierabras Romances” in The Matter of Identity 
in Medieval Romance, ed. Phillipa Hardman (Cambridge:  D.S. Brewer, 2002), 73-4. 
2 Firumbras is published in Firumbras and Otuel and Roland, ed. M.I. O’Sullivan, EETS OS 198 
(London: EETS, 1935). 
